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FOREWORD

At a time when our society is increasingly dependent
upon mathematically literate citizens and upon trained
mathematical manpower, it is essential that vital and con-
temporary mathematics be taught in our schools.

The mathematics program set forth in this publication
has developed as a result of experimentation and evaluation
in classroom situations. This is Part II of Nathematics
Seventh Year. Part I, a separate bulletin, was published
during the school year 1966-1967.

This bulletin represents a cooperative effort of the
Office of Junior High Schools, the Bureau of Nathematics,
and the Bureau of Curriculum Development.

We wish to thank the staff members who have so generous-
ly contributed to this work.

HELENE M. LLOYD
Acting Deputy Superintendent

Office of Curriculum

July, 1967
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INTROLUCTION

The materials in this bulletin consist of a series of daily
lesson plans for use by teachers in presenting a modern program of
seventh year mathematics. In these lesson plans are developed the
concepts, skills, and applications of Mathematics Seventh Year.
There is an emphasis on:

an understanding of mathematical structure
growth of a number system
relations and operations in a number system
a development of mathematical skills based on an
understanding of mathematical principles

concept of set in number and in geometry

This bulletin is the aalmination of several years of experi-
mentation involving the cooperative efforts of the Division of Cur-
riculum Development and the Junior High School Division. The
mathematics presented in this bulletin is based upon concepts and
skills which were developed in previous grades. The eighth and ninth
year mathematics courses will extend the basic ideas of Mathematics
Seventh Year.

The materials in this program have been tried out over a period
of years in schools in all five boroughs of the city. The materials
in the lesson plans reflect the classroom tryout and continued evalua-
tion by teachers and supervisors. They have been revised a number of
times in the light of these evaluations.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS BULLETIN

The content of this bulletin is arranged in the sequence in
which it is to be used. It is expected that a lesson will be pre-
sented before the next numbered lesson and that each chapter will be
presented before any work in the ensuing chapter is begun. Although
this may seem to be a departure from the cyclical arrangement of
materials found in earlier curriculum bulletins on seventh year
mathematics, a cyclical approach is in fact an integral part of each
chapter. For example, understanding of the concept of a number system
is developed on progressively higher levels as pupils advance from an
understanding of whole numbers to rational numbers to signed numbers.

Various topics for enrichment have been included. Labeled
optional, they have been placed with the topics of which they are a
logical outgrowth.



SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR USING THIS BULLETIN

It is suggested that the following procedure be considered in
using this publication:

Read the entire bulletin before making plans to teach any
part of it. Read each chapter in turn to become acquainted
with the content and spirit of Mathematics Seventh Year
and with the relationships among the topics in the course.

Study tae introductory discussion in each chapter you plan
to present. Note the relationship of each lesson to bhe
one preceding it and the one following it. Each lesson is
organized in terms of:

1. Topic
2. Aim
3. Specific Objectives

4. Procedure
5. Practice
6. Summary Questions

Amplify the practice material suggested for each lesson with
additional material from suitable textbooks.

Practice in °amputation and in the solution of verbal problems
should not be confined to the sections iu which this work ap-
pears in the bulletin, but should be interspersed among other
topics in order to sustain interest and provide for continuous
development and reinforcement of computational skills and of
problem-solving dkills.

EVALUATION

An evaluation program includes not only the checking of completed
work at convenient intervals, but also continued appraisal. It is a
general principle of evaluation that results are checked against objectives.
The objectives of this course include concepts, principles and understand-
ings, as well as skills.

Written tests are the most frequently used instrument for evalua-
tion and remain the chief rating tool of the teacher. Test items should
be designed to test not only recall of factual items, but also the
ability of the pupil to make intelligent application of mathematical
principles. Some of the writing activities which teachers nay use for
the purpose of evaluation include:

written tests
written homework assignments
keeping of notebooks
special reports
quizzes



To evaluate pupil understanding continually, there are a number
of oral activities which teachers may use such as:

pupil explanations of approaches used in new situations
pupil justification of statements
pupil restatement of problems
pupil explanation of interrelationship of ideas
pupil discovery of patterns
oral quizzes
pupil reports

Evaluation procedures also include teacher observation of
work at chalkboard and of pupil's work at seat.

Self-evaluation by pupils can be encouraged through short
marking quizzes.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MATIEMATICS GRADE 7 PROGRAM

pupil's

self-

During the school year 1963-1964, a revised Seventh Year Mathematics
scope and sequence was developed by staff mmbers from the Division of
Curriculum Development and the Junior High School Division. This scope
and sequence wa3 the basic document for writing beams which consisted
of junior high school mathematics coordinators.

Preliminaly materials were prepared by these teams and were re-
viewed by the Junior High School Mathematics Curriculum Committee. Re-
visions were made on the basis of the Committee's suggestions. In
September 1964, the first drafb of the materials was ready and was made
available to teachers who were to take part in their experimental use.

These prelinAnary materials were tried out on an experimental
basis for the first time in selected junior high schools during the
school year 1964-65. A program of evaluation of these materials was
set up which included chapter by dhapter evaluation reports from class-
room teachers, junior hiah school coordinators, and supervisors of
mathematics in pilot schools. The materials were then revised accordin
ly.

The school year 1965-1966 saw the second year of experimental use
of the materials with additional schools participating. Similar evalua-
tion procedures were followed.

Final work on Part I of this bulletin, preparing it for publica-
tion, was completed in July, 1966. The final revision of Part II was
completed in July, 1967.
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CHAPTER VI

This chapter presents procedures for reinforcing and extending

the pupil's understanding of and skill in the basic operations of addi-
tion and subtraction of rational numbers. Among the important concepts
and skills included in this section are the following:

computing the sum of rational numbers expressed by
fractions with the same denominator; with different
denominators

computing the sum of rational numbers expressed in
mixed fractional form

properties of addition of rational numbers

using the distributive property of multiplication
over addition in the set of rational numbers

computing the difference of rational numbers

basic concepts of ratio

The procedure presented for reinforcing pupil understanding of
addition and subtraction of rational numbers is a visual one. The use
of a number line is suggested to illustrate both adding and subtracting
with like fractions. The number line is also used to show the difficulty
of adding two rational numbers expressed as fractions with different de.
nominators. Pupils are guided to realize that to compute the sum, or
difference, of two rational numbers expressed with different denominators,
we must first express them with a common denominator. Although we may use
any common denominator, it is convenient to use the least such number that

will serve. The least common denominator is the least common multiple of
the aenominators. Background for this understanding was presented in les-

sons 49-50.

In earlier work, pupils have understood and used the closure, commuta-
tive, and associative properties of addition with whole numbers. They now
discover that these properties hold for addition with rational numbers. TheY
find that the distributive property of multiplication over addition also is
true for rational numbers. This distributive property is useful in computing

a product when one factor is a whole number and the second factor is a ra-

tional number expressed in mixed fractional form. For example, we could cm-

pute the product 4x2i as follows:

4x2i = 4x(2+i)

= (4)(2) + (44)
= 8 + 2
= 10

-213-



Among the basic ideas developed in connection with ratio are the

following:

1. A ratio is a correspondence between the numbers of two sets

of objects.

2. A ratio is an ordered pair of numbers,

3. A ratio is expressed in simplest form when its terms are

whole numbers and are relatively prime (have no common factor

other than 1).

4. A rate is a special kind of ratio in that it usually involves

a comparison between two measurements having different units

of measure, as, for example, 40 miles per hour.

The study of ratio is of importance to the pupil since in mathematics

and in his daily life he encounters and utilizes ratio. In introducing

ba nc,...a.%yus of ratio, sets are used visually to develop the understand-

ing that a ratio is a relationship or correspondence between two numbers in

a definite order. This same correspondence can be expressed in an unlimited

number of ways. The pupil's previous experience with the idea of greatest

comma factor is utilized in finding the simplest name for a ratio.

-214-



CHAPTER VI

RATIONAL NUMBERS (Addition and Subtraction)

Lessons 61-72

Lessons 61 and 62

Topic: Addition of Rational Numbers

Aim: To learn to compute the sum of rational numbers named by fractions

Specific Objectives:

Computing sums involving fractions with the same denominator

Computing sums involving fractions with different denominators

Challenge: In Mr. Martin's family budget .35- of the income is used for

rent and k is used for food.

Whal: part of his income is used for rent and food?

I. Procedure

A. Computing sums involving fractions with the same denominator

1. Consider + = CI

a. What is true of both addends? (same denominator)

b. Let us picture the sum + on the number line*

A

0 3. 2 3 4 6 7 8
T F5 g' 5 5 6

I1) Since has the numerator 2, we move two spaces from 0
thereb locating point A, which corresponds to the

rational number r2. Since 1.4 has the numerator 4, we

move four more 4aces locaing point B. Point B, which

represents the sum .!, + 42 corresponds to the rational

number

2) Thus,

215



c. Have pupils recall that ;. = 2 x iz and # = 4 x

1) + = (2 x ti) + (4 x 154)

2) If we wish the distributive property to hold,

(2 x t) 4. (4 x i) = (2+4) X

= 6 x
5

= 6

5

2. After several similar examples, have pupils conclude that
when we add with fractions which have the same denominator,
the numerator of the sum is the sum of the numerators and
the denominator of the sum is the common denominator.

3. Compute the following sums.

a. 1, 1,

3 3

b 2+1
' 7 7

4. Extend the procedure for adding with fractions which have
the same denominator to Lhree (or mre) addends.

+1+1=14.1+52;,Z
8 8 8 8 8

B. Computing sums involving fractions with different denominators

1 21. Consider+'=fl
2 3

a. What is true of the denominators of the addends? (different
denominators)

b. Have pupils realize the difficulty of representing this sum
on the number line.

We use a number line with each unit segment partitioned into
two segments of equal length (halves).

-216-
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1) The point A corresponds to the rational number 1
,2

From point A we must move a distance equal to of

a unit to the right. This will locate point B
3
which

corresponds to 161-iL However, we cannot read the
2 3

rational number which corresponds to point B.

2) Elicit that we would have a similar problem if we were

to use a number line with each unit segment partitioned

into 3 segments of equal length (thirds).

3) Why is it difficult to represent the sum 1 +3,
2 3

on the number line pictured on page 214? (halves and

thirds are different units)

c. Guide pupils to realize the need for a common unit in order

to be able to represent the sum + on a number line.

d. Elicit that a common unit may be found by first partition-

ing each unit segment into two segments of equal length,

and then partitioning each of these segments into three

segments of equal length.

3

2.

2 3 4

a

8

1) Into how many line segments of equal length is each

unit segment divided? (six)

Elicit that the unit segment is now divided into

sixths.

-217-



2) Point A corresponds to i which is another name for 1
2

7
Since 5 may be renamed as t, we then move 4 units to

the right of A, locating poixit B. Point B which repre-

sents the sum .42". + ig- corresponds to the rational number i..

3) Thus,

2. Refer to challenge problem. Elicit that to solve the problem,

we must compute the following sum.

a. What mst be true of the addends in order to compute the
I Isum- 4--q (they must have the same denominator)
5 4

1
b. How can we rename two rational numbers such as and

so that they are expressed by fractions with a cammon
4
de-

nominator?

I) Consider the set of names for 1
3"

[25:, to, ...1

The set of denominators of these names,

(51 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, ...I

is the set of (non-zero) multiples of 5.

2) Consider the set names for 1

(tl

3.22't'iO4/ .../

The set of denominators of these names,

C4, 8, 12, 16, ...)

iS the set of (non-zero) multiples of 4.

-.218-



3) Elicit that the set of common denominators of 7.1 and 1

120, 40, 60, ...) is the set of camnon multiplh of5
4 and 5,

4) What is the least common multiple of 5 and 4? (20)

What is the least common denominator of 1- and 11 (20)
4 5

5) Express 1 and as fractions with the common denominator
5 4

20.

xA=A
5 5 4 20

6) Thus, 1+1=A+ 1= 2
5 4 20 20 20

1=ixiaxc/
4 4 5 20

c. The part of Er. Martin's income used for food and rent isk

3* After several similar illustrations, have pupils conclude that

when we add with fractions which have different denominators,
we must first express them with a caamon denominator.

The least common denominator is the least common multiple of
the denominators

4* Pupils should realize that although it is possible to use any
common denominator, it is more convenient to use the least such
number that will serve.

5* Extend the procedure for adding with fractions which have dif
ferent denominators to three (or more) addends.

a. The denominators are 6, 8, and 4*

6 = 2 x 3,

8=2 x 2 x 2 or 23

4 = 2 x 21

Therefore, the least common multiple of the denominators
is 23 x 3 or 24*

What is the least common denominator?

23.9



b + 1 + 1 = (1 x 6) + (1 x 2) + (1 X 6)
6 8 4 6 4 48 3 4 6

4 + + 6

24 24 24

24

24

Practice

A. For each pair of numbers, find the least common multiple.

1. 3,5 2. 8,12 3. 6,16 4. 9,15 5. 12,18

B. Use the answers to A to obtain the least common denominators.
Compute the sums. Express the sums in simplest form.

6.

7.
12 18

8.

9.
12 8

10
l8 12

C. Compute the sums. Name the sums in simplest forme

D. The Jones family spent iof its income for food, of its income

for rent, and ofits Licome for clothing.

What part of its income did the Jones family spent for food, rent,
and clothing?

-220-



E. On a mathematics test, of the class had excellent scores,
of the class had very g8od scores, and of the class had
fairly good scores. The others failed.

What part of the class passed the test?

III. Summary

A. How do we compute the sum of rational numbers expressed as
fractions with the same denominator?

B. How do we compute the sum of rational numbers expressed as
fractions with different denominators?

C. How do we find a common denominator when adding with fractions
which have different denominators?

D. Why is it an advantage to use the least common denominator
when adding with fractions which have different denominators?

-221-



Lessons 63 and 64

Topic: Addition of Rational Numbers

Aim: To add rational numbers expressed in mixed fractional form

Specific Objectives:

Computing the sum of rational numbels expressed in nixed fractional
form

Properties of addition of rational 1-vabers: closure, conoutativity,
associativity

Challenge: The girls in Helen's club hiked 2imilas to Clear Lake.
2

The trip back, by a shorter route, was 14 miles.

How maRy miles did the girls hike on the round trip?

I. Procedure

A. Computing the sum of rational nudbers expressed in mixed fractional
form

1. Review changLng mixed numerals to fractional form.

= 2 + 1 =
2 2 2 2

2. Refer to challenge problem.
Elicit that to solve the problem, we must compute the following
eium.

31i=r1

a. We nust first express the rational numbers in fractional form.

24+4=i+i

222-

The lerst common denominator is

4.

Why is used as a name for 1



1
b. The girls hiked a total of 4- miles.

4

3. Have pupils practice computing sums of rational numbers ex-

pretsed in mixed fractional form, first changing the mixed

numerals to fractional form.

a. li + i d.
12 8

b. 31 + 21 e.
7 3 4 2 8

C. 4i + 10i

B. Properties of addition of rational numbers

1. Closure

a. Is the sum of two rational numbers always a rational

number? (Is the set of rational numbers closed under

addition?)

1) Have pupils ompute the sums of the following rational

nuMbers to see whether these sums are rational numbers.

I I 7 + 3 11 + 22
5 8 4 4 5

Is each of the sums a rational number? Why?

2) Test other cases by having the pupils suggest which

rational numbers to add. Have them try to find a

counter-example.

b. Why can we assume that the sum of two rational numbers is

a rational number?

c. (Optional) Have pupils see that the rule for computing

the sum of rational numbers expressed as fractions with the

same denominator insures that the sum is a rational number.

1) The sum of the two numerators must be a whole number.

(Why?)

2) The common denominator is a counting number. (Why?)

3) The sum is a rational number. (Why?)

4) Why is the sum of two rational numbers expressed as

fractions with different denominators a rational number?

-223-



2. Commutativity

a. Is addition of rational numbers commutative? For example,

does 2 + 3 = 3 + 3?
3 4 4 3

1) § 42 + 122

2 ) + 3 192 +

3) Therefore + 2 = 3 + ?
) 4 4 3

b. After several such illustrations have pupils conclude that

addition of rational numbers is commutative.

c. (Optional) Try to establish the generalization from com-
mutativity of addition of whole numbers.

Thus 3 + = IL + = = = + 8 = 2 + 2
3 12 12 12 12 12 12 4 3

3. Associativity

a. Is addition of rational numbers associative? For example,

does + + = + + 1)?

1) (i + I = (24 + 24) +

18 16
34 or 17

24 24 24 12

2) .1 + ± = + ( + 224)

12 + 22 34 or 12
24 24 24 12

3) Therefore, (1 + 1) + 3 = + (1 + 3).
2 4 3 2 4 3

b. After several such illustrations, have pupils conclude that

addition of rational numbers is associative.

c. (Optional) Try to establish the generalization from associativity

of addition of whole numbers.

-224-



4. Have pupils see that the use of the commutative and
associative propertiesof addition of rational numbers
makes it possible for us to compute the sum of two
numbers named by mixed numerals in another way.

a. Refer to the computation involved in the challenge
problem.

+ =D
2 4

We may perform this computation as follows:

2; + = (2 + ;) + (1 + i)

= (2 f 1) + (1 + 1) Why?
2 4

= 3

= 3 + (1 + t)

= (3+1) + .34 = 4 + .k. or /4

b. Elicit that in this method we add two whole numbers and
two rational numbers less than 1.

5. Consider 4i = 4i

+3i =

6

Which of the two methods is used in the vertical form above?

6. Compute the following sums using the vertical form.

a. 31 + 61
4 8

b.

c. 12 + 72
4 3

29
3
+

1
2-
6

d.
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Practice

A. Replace the frames.

2 + 7; = 2 + 4) + + i)

4 6

B. Compute each sum by the two methods you have learned. Which
method do you think is easier?

1 2a. 1 + 4 b. 151 + 361
5 5 2 3

C. Compute the sums.

1.

2 3
2. 14. + 6..

5 10

3.
12 9

4 61

+ 31
2

2
8. 3- + 5-

1
1-
5

3 4 6

D. Juanita used two strips of ribbon to make hair bows. The lengths

3 5
of the strips were 8 inches and 11 inches. How many inches of

4 8

ribbon did Juanita use in all?

1
E. Sam helped out in his fatherls store after school. He worked 1

4
1

hours on Monday
'

2 hours on Tuesday, 13 hours on Wednesday and 2
2 4

hours on Thursday. How many hours did he work during the four days?
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F. Use the commutative or associative property to replace each
frame so that a true statement results.

1.

2.3)1+5=5+0

3. (6 +0) + 24= 6 + (

+

G. Decide whether it is easier to compute the sum as given at the

left of the equals sign, or as given at the right. Then find
the sum. Name the sum in simplest form.

1. (24+4)+4=24+(4+4)
2.

III. Summary

3. (H)+H+(t+t)
4. (4+8) -11=4+ (8+II)

A. Describe two methods of computing the sum of rational numbers
expressed in mixed fractional form.

B. Name sore properties of addition of whole numbers which hold
for addition of rational numbers.

C. Give an illustration of how the use of the associative property
of addition would help you simplify addition of rational numbers.



Lesson 65 (Optional)

Topic: Rational Numbers

Aim: To demonstrate an operation which is commutative but not associative

Specific Objectives:

To review the commutative and the associative properties of addition;
of multiplication

A commutative operation need not be associative

Challenge: Is there an operation which is commutative but not associative?

I. Procedure

A. Review the commutative and the associative properties of addition;
of multiplication

I. How many numbers can we add or multiply at one time? (two)

Review that any operation involving two numbers is called a
binary operation.

2. What property enables us to interchange the two numbers with
out changing the sum or product? (commutative)

3. Illustrate the commutative propeity of addition and the
commutative property of multiplication. For example,

3 + 2 = 2 + 3

3 X 2 = 2 X 3

4. Uhat property do we use to change the way we group three or
more addends or factors? (associative)

5. Illustrate the associative property of addition and the
associative property of multiplication. For example,

(2 + 3) + 5 - 2 + (3 + 5)
(2 x 3) x 5 = 2 x (3 X 5)

B. A commutative operation need not be associative

1. Is there an operation which is commutative but not associative?

After discussing the four fundamental operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, and any others suggested
by the pupils, supgest the mathematical operation of taking the
average of two numbers.
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2. Review the meaning of the average of two numbers.

a. What is the average of 4 and 6? (la = 5)
2

b. Let us call * (star) the operation of "taking the average
of two numbers."

c. What is 4 * 6? Oitit or 5)
2

d. Is * a commutative operatim? (Yes)

3. Is * an associative operation?

Letts test 4 * 6 * 8. Does 4 * (6 * 8) = (4 * 6) * 8?

Note: 4 * 6 * 8 does not mean 4+6+8
3

a. 4 * (6 * 8) = 4 * (62)
2

b. * 6) * 8 (4) * 8

c. 4 * (6 * 8) (4 * 6) * 8

4. Have pupils conclude that * is not an associative operation
but it is a commutative operation.

5. What operation does * represent?
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II. Practice

1 2
A. Find the average of 3.2 and 45.

B. Find the ave-age of 41 and 6,

C. Test 31 * 43 * 62 for associativity.
2 3 4

Summary

A. What is the commutative law of addition? of multiplication?

B. With how many numbers are we operating when we add? when we
multiply?

C. What principle enables us to add or to multiply three or
more numbers?

D. What is the associative property of addition? of multiplication?

E. What operation did we discuss today wbdch is commutative but not
associative? Illustrate.
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Lesson 66

Topic: Rational Numbers

Aim: To use the distributive property of multiplication over addition
in the set of rational numbers

Specific Objectives:

To review the distributive property of multiplication over addition
for the set of whole nuMbers

To use this distributive property in the set of rational numbers

Motivation: We have seen how the distributive property of multiplication
over addition often helps us simplify computationidth whole
numbers.

Can this property help us to simplify computation with
rational nuMbers?

I. Procedure

A. Reviewing distributive property of multiplication over addition
for whole numbers

1. Which property of 'whole numbers is illustrated by the following?

3 x 35 = (3 x 30) + (3 x 5)

xx 90 + 15

105

2. Replace the frame in each of the following with a numeral which
will produce a true statement illustrating the distributive
property of multiplication aver addition.

a. 7 x (4 4-0) tog (7 x 4) + (7 x 5)

b. (A X 9) + x = (4 + x 9

B. Using the distributive property with rational numbers

1. Compute the following products.

a. 2 x (8 4.4) min b. 2 Y 8) + (2 X i)



2 x (8 + i) = 2 x 8i

= 2 x 21
4

2 x 3,5

4

=2,22
2 2

=

(2 x 8) + (2 x i) = 16 + 1;

1
= 17-

2

2. Elicit that therefore 2 x (8 + i) =(2 X 8) + (2 X

This is an illustration of the Distributive Property of

Multiplication over Addition for Rational Numbers.

3. How can we use the distributive property to simplify

computation?

a. Consider 5 x 4=0

Horizontal Form

5 x 21 = (5 x 2) + (5
8

Vertical Form

1
2-
8

x 5

(5 x 1)
8 8

10 (5 x 2)

8

b. Do we obtain the same product as in a if we compute in

this wayl

5 x 21 5 x --
17

8

5 x 17

8

= gl
8

Which method do you prefer?
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c. Consider (i x 45) + (i x 55) =0

1) (i x 45) (i x 55) = x (45 + 55)

3
x 100

4

= 75

2) In which step did we use the distributive property?

3) Did the use of the distributive property simplify our
work? Explain.

4. Have pupils practice using the distributive property in
computing the following products.

a. 2 x 31 b. 7 x 83 c. 4 x 31 d. 3 x 21
5 7 2 9

5. Consider 62 X 41
4 3.

Note to teacher: Whereas the following computatiovl illustrates
the use of the distributive property of multiplication over
addition in the set of rational numbers, it is generally
advisable in examples of this type to compute the product by
expressing the rational numbers in fractional form before
applying the rule for multiplication.

3 1 27 13
Thus, 6 - x 4- should be expressed as -- x --, and so on.

4 3 4 3

Using the distributive property, however,

62 x 41 rr (6 + 2) x (4 + 1)
4 3 4 3

[(6 + 2) x 4] + [(6 + 2) ]

4 4

= (6 x 4) 4- (3 x 4) ± (6 x 1) (2 x
4 3 4 3

24 + 3 + 2 + k

29 -
4

II. Practice

A. Using the distributive property, write another name for each of
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the following:

1. 8 x l52 = (0 X ti) + (1JXe)
4

2. D x A = (21 x 7) + (21 x
3

B. Use the distributive property to compute the products.

1
1. 4 x 2

2

2. x 2i

3. 22 x 7
3 6. 31 x 15

3

C. Use the distributive property to simplify computation in each
case.

1. (i x 27) + (; x 3)

(1 27) + (1 x 3)
2

(2 X 18) + (2 Y 2)
4 4

35

(27 + 3)

x 30

1
3. x --)

10 10

(38 5) + (22 x 2)
6 6

9
5. 003 x + (97

10

D. Solve each of the following in two ways.

Example 4
1

2 3

Method 1. Usin the distributive ro.ert

41 x 23 (4 + 1) x (2 + 2)2 3 2 3

- 3'(4 + 1) se 2] + c(4 + I)
2 2

= ( 4 x 2) + (t x 2) (4 Y

- + +

=12

3 3
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Method 2. E ressin rational numbers in fractional form

41 x 22 = 2 x g
2 3 2 3

9 x 8

2 x 3

2.x 3 x 2 x 4

2 x 3

2 Y 3 ,
X 4- x _I

2 x 3

=12

Which method did you find easier to use?

2 1
1, 6- Y 2-

3 2

1 2
2, 3- X 4-

'3 5

E. Irals mother asked him to cut 5 pieces of board to be used as

3
book shelves. Each piece is to be 2- feet long. He has a piece

4

of board 15 feet long, Is this piece of board long enough for

him to use in making the shelves?

1
F. Mary bought 1

4
- yards of blue ribbon at 350 a yard and 22 yards of

4

pink ribbon at the same price. What was the cost of all the

ribbon she bought?

Summary

A. Name some properties of operations with whole numbers which

hold for these operations with rational numbers.

B. Give an illustration of how the use of the distributive property

of multiplication over addition would help you to simplify

computations with rational numbers.

C. In adding rational numbers, how does the distributive property

help to explain why we add numerators when we have the same

denominator?
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Lesson 67

Topic: Subtraction of Rational Numbers

Aim: To compute the difference of rational numbers named by fractions

Specific Objectives:

Computing the difference of rational numbers expressed with the
same denominator

Computing the difference of rational numbers expressed with
different denominators

Challenge: Dolores is planning to visit her cousin who lives in
another city.

By train, the trip can be made in 2i: hours.

By bus, the same trip takes 4 hours.

How much time would she save by taking the train?

I. Procedure

A. Computing the difference of rational numbers expressed with the
same denominator

1. Consider

6
a.Let us first picture the difference 3.- on the number line.

Vie use a number line uith each unit segment partitioned into

5 segments of equal length.

B A

4 5. -->

o 1 2 3 4 z 6 7 =
M" 5 5 5 T 6 .:-.. 73' -g.

1) On the number line, we locate point A which corresponds
6

to the rational number

From A, we move back (to the left) four spaces (A) to
locate point B. 5

6
Point B, which represents the difference 3.- corres-

ponds to the rational number 4.
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2) Thus,

b. Elicit that 4 = 6 x 25: and 4= 4 x

1)- = x - (4 x

2) Using the distributive property, we have

2. After several similar examples, have pupils conclude that
if two rational numbers are expressed with the same de-
nominator, the numerator of the difference is the differ-
ence of the numerators, and the denominator of the differ-
ence is the common denominator.

3. Compute the following differences.

b. ;r - c. d. - e.

B. Computing the difference of rational numbers expressed with differ-
ent denominators

1. Consider # 1-7=0

a. Have pupils recall hour they compute sums of rational numbers
expressed with different denominators. The numbers are re-
named so that the denominators are the sane.

b. Elicit that we can use a similar procedure for computing
differences.

1) Rename and ,§ using the least common denominator, 15.

A x
5 5 3 15

2) t
2. Compute the following differences.

1 1
ado

b - 1
2 'b
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3. Consider

a. Express 21 and 1 in fractional form. 2. - l =
9

b. Since the denominator 9 = 3 x 3 or 32, and the denomina-
tor 6 = 3 x 2, the least common multiple of the denomina-
tors (the least common drinominator) is 32 x 2 or 18.

Then, 4,2 (-292 x - (i x 4)

= or lL
c. Thus, 4.4=3.i8

4. Refer to the challenge problem. .

Elicit that to solve this problem, we must compute the follow.
ing difference.

41- - 22 az

2 4

a. 4. 2 = 14.1 The least common denominator is 4.

= x

18 11

4

= or 12
4 4

b. Dolores would save hours if she takes the train.

5. Have pupils also understand the following mmthod of computing

the difference 432-. - 2, by regrouping.

a. a. =
2 4

2 2
b. Since we cannot subtract from we will rename 44.

We think of 1 as t and we regroup ffra as 3.
4
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1 6
Then 4- = 3-

2 4
3 3- 2- 2-
4 4

II. Pracbice

A. Compute tha differences,

6 4
1' TT TT

142. - 7
25 25

3 2 .
' 3 6

4.
4 3

5. 7 - 51
4 4

B. Compute the following:

1. 3x (2 . 1)

3 6 6

6. 15 - 64

7. 122 - 61
3 2

8. - 9i16

9. 201- - 62
12 8

10. 126? = 592
7 3

2. (3. x 2) -(2 x 1)
3 6 3 6

Do you think that multiplfention is distributive over subtraction?

C. Sally had a piece of ribbon 3. yards long. She cut yards from
the piece to trim a dress. How many yards of ribbon were left?

D. The boys in Henry's club are to hike to Forest Lake, a distance

of 7 miles. They plan to stop for lunch at a picnic area miles

from their starting point. How many miles will be left to hike?

E. Ira had a piece of board lO feet long.. He cut two pieces frym the

board each 4 feet long for book shelves. How many feet of board

were left?

F. Lillian bought a pound of butter. She used of the pound of butter

for a cookie recipe, and 4* of the pound of butter to make a pudding

What part of the pound of butter did she have left?
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G. Mrs. Rivera had 4 yards of silk material. She used

of a yard for a blouse and then used 1 of the remaining

material for a skirt.

How much material was used for the skirt?

H. Which number, 4a or 301, is farther from 172 on the number line?
3 2 5

III. Summary

A. How do we compute the difference
with the same denominatar?

B. How do we compute the difference
with different denominators?

C. Is subtraction of rational numbers commutative? Explain.

D. Is stibtraction of rational numbers associative? Explain.

of rational numbers expressed

of rational numbers expressed



Lesson 68

Topic: Introduction to Ratio

Aim: To learn some basic concepts of ratio

Specific Objectives:

A ratio as a correspondence between the numbers of two sets of
objects

How to express a ratio; symbols for ratio; terns of a ratio
A ratio as an ordered pair of numbers

Challenge: In what way are these statements alike?

a. I bought two pieces of candy for four.pennies.
b. I made two model planes in four days
c. I baked two small pies for four guests.

Procedure

A. Meaning of ratio

1. Elicit that two sets are described in each statement in
the challenge. In the first statement, one of the sets
is a set of pieces of candy. The other set is a set of pennies.

What are the two sets in statement b? in statement c?

2. In statement a, two candies are matched with four pennies.
What sets are matched in statement b? in statement c?

*eSitita intirts

3. In each statement, how many members are there in the first
set? in the second set?
Elicit that in all of the statements, two things are matched
with four things.

4. Tell pupils that such a relation or correspondence between
the numbers of two sets of objects is called a ratio. We say
the ratio of the number of pieces of candy to the number of
pennies is 2 to 4.
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Haw can we describe the correspondence between the number of
model planes and the number of days in statement b? between
the number of pies and the number of guests in statement c?

B. How to express a ratio

1. Present the symbols for ratio. For,example, the way that um
express the ratio 2 to 4 is 2:4 or =. Read this as "two to
four." 4

Elicit that two numerals are needed to express a ratio.

In the ratio 2:4, the 2 and, the 4 are called the terms
of the ratio.

2. Have pupils read the ratios:

a. 4:8 b. 9:12 c. 10:3 d. 1:2 e 2
6

What are the terms of each ratio?

Have pupils suggest Some possible interpretations of these
ratios. For exampae, the ratio 4:8 may describe the
correspondence between four books to be used by eight pupils.

C. Order of the numbers in a ratio

1. How do the ratios 2:4 and 4:2 differ in meaning? Have pupils
consider the following situations:

a. Ann said, nI can read two books in four weeks."

1) What sets are being compared? (a set of books, a
set of weeks)

2) What numerals would you use to express this ratio?

(2:L or

b. If Ann said, nI take f9ur weeks to read two books", the
ratio would be 4:2 or

1) What does the first number, 4, represent? (the number
of things in the set which is now the first set, that
is, the number of weeks)

2) What does the second number, 2, represent? (the number
of things in the set which is now the second set, that
is, the number of books).
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3) Elicit that the order of the nuMbers in a ratio

has meaning. Thus, we can think of a ratio as
an orderecipgr of nuMbers.

2. Have purils explain the difference in meaning between:

a. 1:2 and 2:1

b. 3:4 and 4:3

c. 7:5 and 5:7

d . 7 and A

10 , 3
e. 4.5 ana 16

Practice

A. In vhat way are these situations alike?

1. Helen walks 3 miles in an hour.

2. There are three cookies for 1 boy.

3. Three tomatoes are to be packed in 1 carton bax

B. What are the two sets that are being compared in each statement
in A?

C. In each of the following, state the two sets that are being
compared. Write the symbol for the ratio that compares the
two sets.

1. The price is fifteen cents for two apples.

2. John made four hits for seven times at bat.

3. Mary won two out of three games.

4. Bill finished four problems in the same time that Tom
finished five problems.

5. Paula ate lunch at school three out of the last four days.

12
D. Read the ratios: 1:4 2:9 13:5

E. What are the terms of each of the ratios in D?
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Summary

A. What is meant by a ratio?

B. What symbols are used to express the ratio of two nuMbers?

C. What is meant by the statement: "A ratio is an ordered pair
of numbers."

D. What new vocabulary have we learned today? (ratio, terms of a
ratio, ordered pair)
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Lesson 69

Topic: Ratio

Aim: To extend the meaning of ratio

Specific Objectives:

Names for a ratio
Expressing a ratio in "simplest form"

Challenge: There are 12 library books on mathematical topics which

8 members of the Mathematics Club plan to use for a re-

search project. What is the ratio of the number of books

to the number of pupils? Is there another name for this

ratio? If so, haw can we find it?

I. Procedure

A. Names for a ratio

1. Refer to the challenge problem. Have pupils diapram the

problem as follows:

ti MI 013 'iMi1

iff
2. How can we express the correspondence between the number of

the set of books and the number of the set of pupils as a

ratio? (12:8)

3. Guide pupils to see that the members of the original sets

may be rearranged in various ways.

a. If we were to rearrange the set of books into two e quivalent

subsets, how many books would there be in each subset? (6)

ti ID JtJtD

If we then rearrange the set of pupils into two equivalent

subsets, how many pupils are there in each subset? (4)
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Refer to the diagram:

00616100

1) What is the correspondence between the numbers of

a subset of books and a subset of pupils? (6:4)

2) Elicit that this shows that for every set of 6 books
in the original set of books, there corresponds a
set of 4 pupils.

3) Thus, the correspondence between the original set of
books and the original set of pupils maybe expre sed
as 6 to 4 (6:4),as well as 12 to 8 (12:8).

If we were to rearrange the set of 12 books into four
enuivalent subsets, haw many books would there be in each
subset? (3)

000 tr:100 000 00111
If we then rearrange the set of pupils into 4 equiwlent
subsets, hovmany pupils are there in ench subset? (2)UUUH
Refer to the diagram:

oom oog

1) net is the correspondence between the numbers of a
nf books in this arrangement ani a subset or

pupils? (3:2)

2) Elicit that this shows that for every set of 3 books in
the original net of books, there corresponis a ce'6 of
2 pupils.
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3) Thus, the correspondence between the number of the

original set of books and the number of the original

set of pupils may be expressed as 3:2, as well as 6:4,

as well as 12:8.

4. Elicit that a ratio such as 12:8 has several names. These

names may be found by forming the same number of equivalent

subsets in each of the original sets. Thus in the rearrange
ment considered in 3a, each original set was arranged as two

equivalent subsets; in the rearrangement considered in 3b,
each original set was arranged as four equivalent subsets.

5. Have pupils consider why we did not choose a rearrangement for

each original set into three equivalent subsets.

a. If a set of 12 books is arranged as three equivalent

subsets, how many books are there in each set? (4)

b. If a set of 8 pupils is arranged as three equivalent

subsets, haw many pupils are there in each set? Elicit

that such an arrangement is not possible.

6. Have pupils use procedures such as those in 1 5 to find

various names for ratios expressing the following situations:

a. a set of 6 candy bars and a set of 4 boys

b0 a set of 4 bookshelves and a set of 48 books

c. a set of 6 toys and a set of 3 children

d. a set of 30 cookies and a set of 12 club members

B. Expressing a ratio in siLiplest form

1 Consider the challenge problem once more. How many elements

are in ',he set of books? (12) How many elements are in the

set of pupils? (8)

a. T;:hat is a common factor of 12 and 8? (2) Into haw many

equivalent subsets were the original sets first rearranged?

(2)

b. Vhat is another common factor of 12 and 8? (4) Into haw

many equivalent subsets were the original sets next re

arranged? (4)
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c. Elicit that a common factor can be used to tell us the
number of equivalent subsets into which we may arrange
each of the original sets.

2. Nhat is the preatest common factor of 12 and 8? (4)

What is the name of the ratio when each of the original sets
is rearranged into 4 equivalent subsets? (3:2)
What is the preatest common factor of 3 and 2? (1)

3. Tell pupils that a ratio is in its simplest form when its
terms are relatively prime. Therefore, when we express the
ratio of 12 to 8 as 3:2, we say that we have expressed it
in lowest terms or in simplest form.

4. Have pupils Five the simplest form for each of the ratios
in A-6.

Practice

A. Give as many names as you can for the ratio that describes each
of the following:

1. A rectangular flower bed is 20 feet long and 16 feet wide.
What is the ratio of its length to its width?

2. Bob can ride to school on his bicycle in 6 minutes. It

takes him 18 minutes to walk to school. What is the ratio
of the time it takes him to walk to school to the time it
takes him to ride?

3. 12 books for every 16 pupils

4. 15 packages mailed every 9 days

5. 20 gallons per 36 seconds

B. Circle the ratio that does not describe the correspondence between
the numbers of the two sets of objects in each of the following:

1. 9 books for every 15 pupils: 3:5 8:12 9:15

2. 6 cans for 400: 20:3 6:40 3:20

3. 10 yards of material for 8 aprons: 5:4 10:8 8:6
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C. Express each of the following ratios in simplest form:

1. 12:21
2. 10:6

3. 27:18
4. 8:10

5, 4:9
6. 36:20
7. 22:11

8. 15:25

35
TT
IV

10.
42

Summary

A. If a ratio has more than one name, how would you po about finding

another name for it?

B. What is meant by the simplest form of a ratio?

C. How do you find the simplest form of a ratio?



/,esson 70,

Topic: Ratio

Aim: To learn how ratios and fractions are related

Specific Objectives:

To understand that although a ratio is a relation between the
numbers of two sets, the way a ratio is expressed may not tell
us how many elements are in each of the tmo sets

To understand why a ratio nay be expressed by a fraction

Finding the simplest form for.a ratio by expressing the ratio
by a fraction and then finding the simplest form of the fraction

Challenge: In a certain school, the ratio of the number of girls to the
number of boys is 3 to 2. How many girls and how many boys
are there in the school?

I. Procedure

A. What a ratio tells us

1. Have pupils consider the following matchings of squares to
circles:

Figure 1 Figure 2 Ltiwi2
000 000000 000000000
0000 00000000 000000000000

2. Have them determine the simplest form for the ratio of the
number of squares to the number of circles in each figure.
Djmel Figure, 2 Dm= 2
000 000 000 0nr:3 000 000

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
a. What is the ratio of the number of squares to the number

of circles in Figure 1? (3 to 4)

b. What is the rLtio oi the num,er of squares to the number of
circles in Figure 2? (6 to 8, or 3 to 4)
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c. What is the ratio of the nmnber of squares to the number
of circles in Figure 3? (9 to 12, or 3 to 4)

3, Guide pupils to see that although the number of elements in
each set of squares (and in each set of circles) is not the
same, the ratio of the number of squares to the number of
circles is the same.

4. Elicit that a ratio of 3 to 4 used to describe the corres-
pondence between the numbers of two sets means that for
every three elements of the first set, there are four
elements of the second set. The ratio does not tell us,
however, how many elements are in either set.

5. Discuss the challenge question.

B. Whys ratio may be named by a fraction

1. Refer to the diagram in A-1. In each figure, the
squares is how many tim.'s the nuMber of circles?

Elicit that in Figure 1, the number of squares is
number of circles.

Elicit that in Figure 2, the number of squares is
the number of circles.

number of

the

6 or
4

Elicit that in Figure 3, the number of squares is a orl
12 4the number of circles.

2. Consider the following pairs of sets.
What is the ratio of the number of the first set in each
pair to the number of the second?

The number of elements in the first set of each pair is

how many times the number of elements in the second?

a. 2 boys and 5 girls (the ratio ia 2:5 and t)e number of

boys is the number of girls)
5

b. 5 U.S. stamps and 7 foreign stamps

c. 20 votes for Bill and 11 votes for Jim

d. 2 hours by plane and 18 hours by train

e. 3 ounces of butter and 7 ounces of cheese
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f. 30 points for Jim and 18 points for Harry

g. a $2 weekly allowance for Martha and a $3 weekly allowance

for Janet

3. Guide pupils to see that if we know the terms of a ratio,

we obtain their quotient (a performed division) to find how

many times the number of one set is the number of the other

set. Therefore, a ratio is often named by the fraction

representing this quotient.

C. Finding the simplest form of a ratio

1. What is the simplest form of the ratio 6 to 10?

6
a. What fraction expresses this ratio? (31 )

b. How did we determine the fraction? (when the first number,

6, of the ratio is divided by the second number, 10, the

quotient is A)

c. What is the simplest form of the fraction lb?

d. What is the simplest form of the ratio 6 to 10? (3 to 5)

2. What is the simplest form of the ratio 7 to li?

a. What fraction expresses this ratio? (i)

b. How did we determine this fraction?

c. What is the simplest form of the fraction?

7x2 7x2
7 14

1 =
2 2 3

3 .

d. The simplest form of the ratio 7 to 17 Is 14 to 3.

3. After several similar examples, elicit that we find the simplest
form of a, ratio by dividing the first numbcm by the second and
expressing the quotient as a fraction in simplest form.
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II. Practice

A. The. ratio of thp number of boys in a class to the numberof
girls is 2 to 3,

1. Can you tell how many boys are in the class and how many
girls? Explain.

2. If there are 10 boys in the class, how many girls are there?

3. If there are 18 girls in the class, how many boys are there?

4. For this ratio, 2 to 3, what are some other possible numbers
of boys and of girls?

B. A survey showed that the ratio of the number of people who
preferred Brand X soap powder to the number who preferred Brand Y
is 7 to 10.

1. The number of people who preferred Brand X is times the
number who preferred Brand Y.

2. The number of people who preferred Brand Y is times the
nuMber who preferred Brand:X.

C. Exprsss each of the following ratios by a fraction in simplest
form:

1. 4to7

2. 18 to 27

3. 6 to 16

4. 42 to 24

5. 8 to 4 (.)

III. Summary

6. 36:135

2 .
7° 5 5

8. to 8

2
9. 4

to
-2

10. 6:3i

A. IZ you know the ratio of the numbers of the elements of two sets,
can you tell how nany elements are in either set? Explain.

B. What does a ratio tell us about the numbers of the two sOs
being considered? (It tells us how many times the nudber of one
set is the number of the other set.)

C. How can we find the simplest form for a ratio?
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V

Lessons 71 and 72

Topics Ratio and Measures

Aim: To learn how to use ratios to compare measures

Specific Objectives:

To learn how to use ratios to compare like measures
To learn how to use ratios to compare unlike measures (rates)

Challenge: John is 60 inches tall. His father is 6 feet tall.
What is the ratio of John's height to his father's height?

I. Procedure

A. Using ratios to compare like meas.ares

1. Refer to challenge.

60
Is To the ratio of John's height to his father's height?

Although it is possible to match the number of inches in
John's height to the number of feet in his father's height,
such a correspondence is not particularly useful, since the
impression may be conveyed that John's height is ten times

that of his father's.

a. Have pupils express 60 inches as an equivalent number of
feet, that is, as 5 feet.

What is the ratio of John's height to his father's? $
From this ratio we can see that John's height is 6 of his

father's.

b. Have pupils also express 6 feet as an equivalent nuthber
of inches, that is, as 72 inches.

What is the ratio of John's height to his father's?

(0 or, in simplest formp

c. Elicit that in each case the ratio of John's height to
his fatherla height is the same.

2* After several such examples, elicit that if a ratio is used
to compare two like measures, such as two linear measures or
two measures of weight, we use the same unit of measure for
both. Thus, when a zmtio omits mention of unite of measure,
it is assumed that both measures are expressed in the same
unit.
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3. Express the ratio for each of the following in simplest form:

a. 5 inches to 1 foot
b. 3 feet to 3 yards
c. 2 feet to 6 inches

d. 1 hour to 20 minutes
e. 8 ounces to 2 pounds

4. On a map, we may find the scale ln 3/E 200 mi. (This means 1 inch
represents 200 miles.) What is the ratio that corresponds to
this scale?

Have pupils see that if we follow the procedure of changing
to the same unit (inches) the ratio is 1:12,672,000.
(1 mile = 63,360 inches)

Howevei% because we are interested in converting inches on the
nap to miles on the ground, it is more convenient to express
the scale as 1" mg 200mi.

H. Using ratios to compare unlike measures (rates)

1. Have pupils consider what the following situations have in
common:

32 feet per second 30 miles in 1 hour
5 gallons every 4 seconds 5 inches every 19 minutes

a. Elicit that in each case, the two measures are not the same
kind. Thus, in y feet per second, one measure is linear
and the other is a measure of time. There is no COMM unit
of measure for distance and time.

b. Guide pupils to see that it is still possible to compare the
number of feet to the number of seconds, as, for example,
22. feet to I second.

2. Tell pupils that a ratio that compares unlike measures is called
a rate. In expressing 4 rate, both units of measure must be
stated, as in feet per second or miles per hour.

3. Have pupils give other examples of ratios that are rates, e.g.,
$2 per pound; 5 pints for every 3 seconds.

4. Tell pupils that we do not express a rate in fractional form.
We usually use the words all, for or every., to state the rela.
tionship between the to measures.
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II. Practice

A. Express each of the following as a ratio in simplest form:

1. 2 inches to 8 inches

2. 1 inch to 1 foot
3. 5 yards to 4 feet

4. 2 lb. to 12 oz.
5. 3i oz. to 1 lb.

6. 1 hour 20 minutes to 15 minutes

7. 6 lb. 3 oz. to 4 lb. 2 oz.

8. 3 quarts to 2 gallone
9. 5 minutes to 10 seconds

10. 2640 feet to 1 mile

B. Express each of the following pairs of measuras as a rate.

1. 90 milessin 3 hours (30 miles par hour)

2. 75 barrels in 5 hours (15 barrels per hour)

3. $2 for 8 pints
4. 3261 feet in 3 seconds
5. 100 strokes in 20 seconds

C. A railroad transports 75,000 tons of freight in 15 days.

What is the average daay rate of freight shipment?

D. If your heart beats 4320 times in one hour, what is the average

rate of heart beat per minute?

III. Summary

A. Before we can express the ratio of two like measures such as two

measures of length, what must be true of the units of measure?

(They must be the same.)

B. Why does a scale on a map use different unis of the same kind

of measure?

C. In what way is a rate a special kind of ratio?

D. What new vocabulary have you learned today? (rate)
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CHAPTER VII

The lessons in this chapter suggest a meaningful approach to

the solution of equations and inequalities. Fundamental concepts

used in all future mathematical learning-the concepts of the am
sentence, variable, 0212,22Esitut, and solution set- are developed

and named.

This section is the first one that focuses on the nature of state-

ments and open sentences. The phrase open sentence is a general term

that embraces not only equations but inequalities as well. The study

of inequalities is now considered to be as important as the study of

equations. There is widespread use of inequalities in the physical
sciences, in industry, and in the social sciences. There is no need

to present equations and inequalities separately. Pupils should find

it as natural to work with one as with the other.

The development in this chapter makes use of the analogies between

Ehglish sentence structure and sentences about number ideas. A variable
is used in an open sentence in a way similar to the use of a pronoun in

ordinary language. We cannot determine whether the sentence: "She is
wearing a red dress" is true or false until me replace "She" with the name

of a person. In the same way, we cannot determine whether the sentence

n : 10 is true or false until we replace n with a numeral. These sentences

are examples of open sentences. However, it is important that emphasis be
given to the understanding that an open sentence is neither true nor false.

Otherwise, some pupils may infer that every sentence containing a variable

is an open sentence. This, of course, is not the case. The sentence:

+ 5 = 5 + x is always true since it is an illustration of the commutative

property of addition.

Not only does a variable hold the place for a numeral, but the

replacement set for the variable must also be known. It makes little sense

to choose a replacement for a variable which is not a member of the replace-

ment set. Thus, in the sentence: "It is the largest of the Great Lakes,"

where the replacement set for "It" is the set of Great Lakes, nhe Atlantic
Ocean" cannot be permitted as a replacement because it is not a member of

the replacement set. Similarly, in the open sentence x < 5 where the re-

placement for x is (2,3,4,5,6,71, is not a permissible replacement for x.

An important subset of the replacement set is the solution set. By

replacing the variable in an open sentence with each element of the replace-

ment set in turn, we find that the resulting statements, in effect, separate

the replacement set into two disjoint subsets: the set whose elements form

true statements and the set whose elements form false statements. The

47ormer set is called the solution set of the sentence. At this grade level,
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pupils use only this "replacement" method to determine the solution
set of an open sentence.

Increased awareness of the importance of knowing the replacement
set is gained as pupils see how different replacement sets may change
the solution set of a given sentence. For example, the open sentence
3x= 5 will have the empty set as its solution set if the replacement
set is the set of whole numbers. I the replacement set is the set
of rationals, the solution set is t

3

We can represent a solution set by drawing a graph of the set.

At this stage, pupils aevelop an understanding of how a number line may
be used as a geometric model on which to graph solution sets of open
sentences,both equations and inequalities. In a higher grade, the graph
of a solution set will be drawn on the coordinate plane.
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CHAPTER VII

OPEN SENTENCES

Lessons 73-77

Lesson 73

Topic: Open Sentences

Aim: To learn some basic concepts of statements and open sentences

Specific Objectives:

Meaning of a mathematical statement
Meaning of an open sentence
Sentences and equations; sentences and inequalities

Challenge: Consider the following sentences about numbers

1. 1CP = 1000
2. 4+8 = 13
3. 52 < 24
4. 13+9 = 22
5. 16-9 = A

Which are true and which are false?

I. Procedure

A. Mathematical statements

1. Elicit that it is possible to decide whether each of
sentences 1-4 in the challenge question is true or false.
Thus, sentences 1 and 4 are true, and sentences 2 and 3
are false.

2. Tell pupils that a number sentence which can be judged
true or false is called a statement.

3. Have pupils write several number sentences which are
statements.

H. Open sentences

1. Consider sentence 5 of the challenge: 16-9 = A.

a. Is this sentence true or false?
b. If A were replaced by 6, could you then decide

whether the sentence is true or false?
c. What replacement for A would make 16-9 = A a true
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statexent? a false statement?

cll. Follow same procedure with 0 - 9 = 5 and 8x ? = 24.

2. Elicit that

a. when a symbol such as A, 0, or ? is used in a sentence,
the sentence generally cannot be judged true or false;
(0+ 5 = 5 +471 can be judged true. It is an illustration
of the commutative property of addition.)

b. an appropriatf.: replacmlnt for the symbol makes the
sentence a statement and it is then possible to judge it
true or false.

3. Tell pupils that sentences like 16 - 9 = A) 0- 9 = 5,
8x ? = 24, which cannot be judged true or false, are called
222a sentences.

C. Sentences and equations; sentences and inequalities

1. Consider the following number sentences:

3+6=9 4m2 = 2 2 + = 8 A - 5 = 10

How are these sentences alike? (all involve the m=" symbol)

b. Write four more sentences which involve the mm" symbol.

2. Tell pupils that any sentence using the symbol MI° is called
an equation.

An equation may be a statement (true or false) or an open
sentence.

Have pupils write several number sentences which are equations.

3. Consider these sentences:

8 > 6 2 + 7 10 + o > 15

a. What symbol means "is not equal to"?
b. What symbol means "is greater than"?
c. What symbol means "is less than"?

4. Tell pupils that a number sentence which uses one of the sym-
bols 0, >, or < is callId an inequality.

An inequality may be a statement (true or false) or an open
sentence.

Have pupils write several number sentences which are inequali-
ties.
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II. Practice

A. Tell whether each of the following sentences is a statement
or an open sentence. If it is a statement, tell whether it
is true or false.

I, 4 x 9 = 36
2. 7 x 13 4 20
3. 3x ? > 12
4. 4 x 0 =0

5,n + A = 7
6. + < 6
7. 7.9 +ID= 8
8. 8 + ? = 4

B. Select the sentences which are equations. Tell the reason
for your choice,

1. 1 nile = 5280 feet

2. 3 x 6 = 9 x

3. $1 = 750

4. = 60%

5. 203 = 02 x + (3 x 1)

6. g 4 5

7. > 6 + 4

8. 2.08 + .07 = 2.015

9.1"-i=30
10. 3 x 2 = 2 x

11. 4 + (6+2) = (4+6) +2

12. t + =

13. 3 +O>6

14. 4 + 6 4 24

15. 4 + 8 < x 60

16. .57 > .6

17. 4x (21 + 21) 4 10 + 91
2 3 3

0 0
+ > 09 1

19. 7 < ta

20. >
3 4

C. Tell whether each of the equations in B is a statement or an
open sentence. If it is a statement, tell whether it is true
or false.

D. Tell whether each of the inequalities in B is a statement or
an open sentence. If it is a statement, tell whether it is
true or false,

E. Change the false statements in B to true statements.

F. Replace each C) with =, >0 or so that a true statement
results,



1. 4 + 2 0 2 x 3

2. 10 - 4 0 2 + 8

3. 0 x 5 0 1 + 0

4. x 5 0 5 x 7

5. + 5 0 9 - 2

6. 99 + 1 0 100

7. 10 x 100 0 10,000

8. 3.5 - 1.5 0 2

9. 146 + 28 0 194

10. 8 + 0 0 8 x 1

G. Replace each 0 so that a true stateelent results.

1. 50 31: 32 +

2. 19 <0 + 10

3. 0 5 x 7

4. 2 + 0 > 10

5. 30 + 40 + 1 in 7!

6. 0 - 60 485

H. Using any or all of the numerals 2, 3 and 5

1. write four statements of inequality
2. judge each of them true or false

III. Sumary

A. How do you decide whether a number sentence is a statement?

B. What do we mean by an open sentence?

C. When is a sentence considered an equation?

D. What symbols indicate that a sentence is an inequality?

E. What new vocabulary did you learn today?

(mathematical statement, open sentence, equation, inequality)



Lesson 74

Topic: Open Sentences

Aim: To learn to solve an open sentence by the replacement nmthod

Specific Objectiven:

Aeaning of replacement set
Meaning of variable
Solving an open sentence by the replacement mmthod

Challenge: Write a replacement for 0 in the following sentence:

Earth is a 0.

I. Procedure

A. Meaning of replacement set

1. Elicit several ways in which the challenge sentence can
be completed, as, for example

Earth is a planet.
Earth is a 40,212.

2. Elicit that each pupil who completes the sentence night be
thinking of a set of things or ideas different from the
set thought of by another pupil. Thus one pupil might
think of [planet, star, meteor, satellite) as a set of pos-
sible replacements fora Another might have in mind re-
placements which come from the set fsphere, cylinder, pyramid).

3. Have pupils see that to avoid uncertainty we should state the
set of things or ideas we wish to consider as possible replace-
ments for 0. Such a set is called a rispent. We must
pick our replacements only from the replacement set.

4. Have pupils use the replacement set (1,2,3,4) to replace the
frame in 0+ 5 all 9. They should replace 0 by 102,30 and 4 in
turn. Have them label each resulting statement true or false.

B. Meaning of variable

1. Consider the following open sentences:

a. 3 x av 15
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2. Replace the frame in 3 x n using each member of the set

[1, 5, 71 in turn. Label each resulting statement

either true or false.

3. Replace the n in n + 2 > 6 using each member of the set

f3,4,5,61 in turn. Label each resulting statement either

true or false.

4. Elicit that the letters or franes in an open sentence may

be replaced with any element of a specified replacement

set. A letter or a frame used in this manner is called a

variable.

5. What is the variable in the sentence in l -a? in 1.b?

C. Solving open sentences

1. Consider the inequality n + 3

the replacement set.

a. Which replacements for the

sulting statements true?

+ 3 > 5 false
2 + 3 > 5 false
3 + 3 > 5 true
4 + 3 > 5 true
5 + 3 >5 true

> 5 for which

variable will

fl,20,4,51 is

make the re.

b. The numbers 3,4,5 whIch make the inequality a true state.

ment are called solutions of the inequality.

2. Consider the equation x 9 = 1 for which f7,8,9,10,1i1 is

the replacement set.

a. Which replacements for the variable result in true state.

ments?

7 9 as 1 false
8 9 as 1 false

9 9 = 1 false
10 9 sc 1 true

9 mu 1 false

b. The only number from the replacement set which makes the

equation a true statement is 1. The solution of the

equation is I.
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3. The numbers from the replacement set which make an open
sentence a true statement are called solutions of the
open sentence. Finding these numbers is called solving
the open sentence.

II. Practice
,ft

A. If the replacement set is the set of days of the week, which
replacements for 0 would make the following sentence true?

0 is a day whose name begins with a "T",

B. What is the variable in each of the following open sentences?

1. 10 4.0m 25 3. A 4. 9 > g

2, n 4 mic 13 4. 6.5 4- 3.2 x

C. Write three equations using the variable n.

D. Write three inequalitios using the variable x4

E. If the replacement set for the variable is the set of numbers,
10,1,2,3,4,...101, find all the replacements that will make
each sentence a true statement.

1.x3
2. 5 + n 10
3. 2 x 0 mg 14

4. 4 +HX, 4:13

5. 12 4- 3 acN6. 5'.2<fl
F. Using the replacement set 11,2.3,4,51, solve each of the follow.

ing equations and inequalities,

1. n + 6 as 10
2. n < 6
3. x 3 > 1
4. 10 at 4

G. Solve each of the equations and inequalities in F using
(0,2,4,64,101 as the replacement set.

III. Summary

A. What is meant by a replacement set for an open sentence?
B. What is the meaning of a variable?
C. Whidh members of the replacement sat are called solutions of

an open sentence?
D. What new vocabulary did you learn today?

(replacement set, variable, solution)
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Lesson 71

Topic: Open Sentence

Aim: To find the solution set of an open sentence

Specific Objectives:

Meaning of solution set
Finding the solution set of an open sentence
The number of elements a solution set may contain

Challenge: Is 4i a solution of the inequality n >3?

I. Procedure

A. Meaning of solution set

1. Why is it not possible to tell whether 4i is a solut,,on

of the inequality n >3? (no replacement set is given)

2. Suppose the replacement set for n > 3 is f2, 2, 3, 3, 4,
What are the solutions of the open sentence?

a. Replace the variable by each element of the replacement set.

2 > 3 false
2i > 3 false
3. > 3 false
3t > 3 true
4 > 3 true
4i > 3 true

b. Elicit that 3, 4, and 4i are the only solutions of the open
sentence for the given replacement set.

3. Tell pupils that all of the members of a replacement set which
make an open sentence true (that is to say, the solutions of
the open sentence) make up the solution set of the open sentence.

Thus, 13i, 4, 41 is the solution set of the open sentence n > 3.

4. Elicit that since every lumber of the solution set is a member
of the replacement set, the solution set of an open sentence is

a sUbset of the replacement set.

B. Finding the solution set of an open sentence

1. Consider the inequality x + 1 < 3 for which the replacement set
is 10,1,2,3,4,51. What is the solution set?
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a. Replace the variable wdth each element of the replacement
set.

0 + 1 < 5 true
1 + 1 < 5 true
2 + 1 < 5 truo

3 + 1 < 5 true
4 + 1 < 5 false
5 + 1 < 5 false

b. Since the only members of the replacement set which
make the open sentence true are 0,1,2, and 3, the solution
set is 0,1,2,33.

2. Consider the equatIon 3 4' n as 10 for which the replacement
set is (5,6,7,8). What is the solution set?

a. Replace the variable with each element of the replacement
set.

3 + 5 IR 10 false 3 + 7 a' 10 true
3 + 6 al 10 false 3 + 8 au 10 false

b. The solution set is 171.

3. Have pupils practice finding solution sets of equations and
and inequalities for which the replacement sets are specified.

4. Suppose the replacement set for the open sentence in 1 is
11.3,53. What is the solution set? MOP

Have pupils se' bhat the solution set of an open sentence
may not always be the same, depending upon the replacement
set used,

C. The number of elements a solution set may contain

1. Consider the open sentence x + 2 . 8 with [1,2,...,101 as
the replacement set.

a. What is the solution set? ((708,9,10))

b. How many elements are there in this solution set?

2. Suppose the replacement set for the open sentence above
iS

a. What is the solution set? (f7,8.9,10,00.))

b. Is there a greatest element of this solution set?

c. Elicit that this solution eot is an infinite set.
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3. Suppose the replacement set for the open sentence in 1 is

(1,2,3,401.

a. What is the solution set?

b. Elicit that since no members of the replacement set make

the open sentce true, the solution set is the empty set.

4. Have pupils see that a solution set nay be finite or infinite,

or it may be the empty set.

II. Practice

A. Find the solution set of each open sentence if the replacement

set is f102,3,...,I0).

l.3xnan 21
2. x < 3

3. x + 3 > 5

4. n + 1 9

5. a 4 == 8

6. x: 5 : 7

B. For the open sentence 1 + n >30 find the solution set that corres-

ponds to each of the following replacement sets:

billt1949.20ALatt
Solution Set

1. fls2,3,4,5)
2. (1,2,3,4,5,49,,i)
3. 0,2,3)
4. (2,4,6]
5. 10,1,2)

In. Summary

A. What is meant by the solution set of an open sentence?

B. How is the solution set of an open sentence related to the replace-

ment set?

C. How many nenbers mw we find in the solution set of an open sentence?

D. Does every open sentence have a solution set? Explain.
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Lesson 76

Topic: Open Sentences

Aim: To learn to graph the solution set of an open sentence

Specific Objectives:

Review of concept of a number line
Graphing a number; a set of numbers
Graphing the solution set of an open sentence

Challenge: Consider the crr,In sentence n+3 > 5 for which the replacement

set is f0,1,2,3,...1. Which of the following may be thought
of as a picture of the solution set?

(a) (b)

0 1 2 C4 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I. Procedure

A. Review concept of number line.

1. Have pupils draw a number line such as the following:

4.1L____I.' '-1----11-1 -41--t-----i-L.-2-4-, 1 1 3 2 1o ... 1 2. a 2 ..... 4
7 a 2 7

a. What point is associated with 0? with 2? with 3?

b. What number is associated with point M? with (0 with V

c. Since 3 > 2, how do you expect point Q to be situated with
respect to point P on the number line? (point Q is to the
right of point P)

d. Consider the numbers associated with points to the left of
the point paired with 4. How do these numbers compare in
value with 4?

B. Graphing a number; a set of numbers

1. Recall the kinds of graphs the pupils have studied (line,bar).
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2. What is a graph? (a picture of number relationships)

3. Tell pupils that on a number line, the point associated
with a number is called the graph of the number. Thus,
the graph of the number 4 is the point associated with 4.
We show this graph by a darkened dot.

0 1, 2 3 4

4. Have pupils draw a picture of a number line and show the
graph of 2; of 7, of 10.

5. Consider the set 11,3,51.

a. How many elements does the set contain?

b. How many points on the number line do you think should
be darkened to show the graph of this set?

c. Have pupils draw a number line and darken the dots de.
noting 1, 3 and 5.

4 &
0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7

d. Tell pupils that the graph of the set (1,3,51 is the set
of points (darkened dots) on the number line associated
with these numbers.

6. Have pupils draw a picture of a number line and graph the
following sets:

a. (1,2,31 b. 12,4,6,81 c. 10,1,2,3,4,51

C. Graphing the solution set of an open sentence

1. Consider the following open sentence for which the replace-
ment set is the set of whole numbers. 4 X n < 18

a. What is the solution set? (10,1,2,3,41)

b. Have pupils graph the solution set.
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c. Tell pupils that the riraph of the solution set of the
open sentence is called the graph of the open sentence.

2. Consider the equation n + 7 = 8 for which the replacement set
is the set of rational numbers (of arithmetic).

a. What is the solution set? (ill)

b. Have pupils graph the solution set.

c. Elidit that the darkened dot on the number line represent-
ing the point associated with the number 1 is the graph of
the equation n + 7 = S.

3. Refer to the challenge.

a. What is the solution set? ([3,40,6,7,...))

b. Elicit that the solution set is an infinite set. Figure (b)
is a picture of the solution set.

C. Have pupils see that since the last point named on the line
is included in the graph, this shows that the whole numbers
greater than 7 are also in the solution set.

4. Summarize the steps in graphing an equation (or inequality).

a. Find the solution set of the equation (or inequality).

b. Draw an appropriate number line.

c. Locate the pcint(s) associated with the solution set.

d. Indioatseach point by a darkened dot.

II. Practice

A. Graph the following equations using the replacement set

fl, 14, 2, 24, 3, 34, 4, 44, 5,

1. x=5

2. n+8= lO
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B. Graph the following inequalities using the replacement set in
A.

1. x+7 > 10 3. 4 < n+1

2. n-2 > 3 4.15<3Xfl

III. Summary

A. What is the relation between numbers and points on a number
line?

B. liha steps do you follow when you graph an equation or an
inequality?

C. What new vocabulary did you learn today?

(graph of an equation, graph of an inequality)
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CHAPTER VIII

Some decimal numerals are simply names for the already familiar
set of rational numbers. Thus, the arithmetic of rational numbers is
applicable when performing computation involving decimal numerals. The
lesson plans in this chapter suggest procedures for helping pupils de-
velop this understanding and for extending their concepts and skills in
operations with rational numbers named in decimal form.

This section provides for reinforcing the pupil's understanding
of haw our notation system is extended to the right of a decimal point.
The systematic nature of this extension is emphasized. Pupils are thus
guided to see that decimal fractions are a different and easy way of ex:-
pressing fractions that have 10 or a power of 10 as denominators. For
example, a decimal such as .3 and th: common fractioni; are two names
for the same number. Just as other common fractions name ?.6 (e.g., 2;, ge,
etc.) so other decimals, such as .30, .300, .3000, can be used to name
this number.

One of the objectives of this chapter is to suggest procedures for
helping the pupil review and extend the process called "rounding numbers."
Thus, the pupil will be able to use this understanding intelligently as
he works with measures and with estimating answers.

The important reason for studying decimal numerals is that frequently
an operation is easier to perform in decimal form than in fractional form.
Addition and subtraction of fractional numbers is much simpler in decimal
form if these numbers have terminating decimal representations. Pupils
should be guided to see the advantage of the decimal form over the frac-
tional form as they contrast, for example, the computation involved in
4 + 15 awith that in 4.73 + 15.85.

2.00 100

There is strong emphasis in these materials on rationalizing the
algorithms that are used in computation with decimal numerals. It is
expected that a better appreciation of our numeration system will result.

Since the operations of addition and subtraction with decimals were
developed in earlier grades, the review, reinforcement, and extension of
these concepts and skills will generally not take too much time.

The operation of multiplying rational numbers represented by decimal
numerals is approached from a consideration of the pupil's past experiences
with rational numbers represented by common fractions. The procedure of
counting the number of places following the decimal points in the two factors
is a mechanical process, but it is very convenient. The pupil should, how-
ever, understand why this technique works.
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Division of rational numbers represented by decimal numerals is

considered irom the standpoint of transforming the numerals so that

the quotient remains the same but the divisor is a natural number.

Procedures are suggested for developing pupil understanding of why the

division algorithm may be extended to rational numbers which are repre-

sented as decimal numerals. Thus, in 1.00 4. 4 = .25, it is important

that pupils understand that 1.00 may be thought of as representing

100 hundredths, just as 100 may be viewed as representing 100 ones, or

10 tens, or 1 hundred. Then 100 hundredths divided by 4 is 25 hundredths

or .25.

Throughout the material in this chapter, opportunity is provided

for the pupil to use decimal numerals in applied problems.
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Chapter VIII

RATIONAL NUMBERS: DECIMAL FORM

Lessons 77-85

Lessons 77 and 78

Topic: Decilla: Notation

Aim: To extend understanding of decimal notation and of decimal fractions

Specific Objectives:

Extending decimal notation
Equivalent decimals
Comparing decimals

Challenge: Which names the greater number, .029 or .3?

I. Procedure

A. Extending decimal notation

1. Review table of place values

co

a. How many times the value of ones place is tens place?

of tens place is hundreds place, etc.?

As we move to the left, hay many times the value of the
place to its right is a given place value?

b. What part of the value of tens place is ones place?
of ones place is tenths place? of tenths place is

hundredths place?

As we move to the right, what part of the value of the
place to its left is any given place value?
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0. How many places to the left of the ones place is the

thousands place?

How many places to the right of ones place is the

thousandths place?

2. &tend place value table to the right.

a. What part of the valuelof thousandths place is the

place to its right? (335)

b. What is the value of this place?

X
1 (one ten-thousandth)

10 1000 10,000

Note: Enter ten-thousandths place in table.

c. How many places to the right of ones place is the

ten-thousandths place?

How many places to the right of the decimal point

does a ten-thousandths decimal have?

d. What is the value of the fifth place to the right of

the decimal point? the sixth place?

Note: Enter hundred-thousandths and ndllionths places

in table.

How many places to the right of the decimal point does

a hundred-thousandths decimal have? a millionths decimal?

3. Have pupils recall that the value of a digit in a numeral

is the value of the number named by the digit times the

value of the place.

a. What is the value of the digit 2 in .002358?

b. What is the value of the digit 3 in .002358?

c. What is the value of the digit 5 in .002358?

c. What is the value of the digit 8 in .002358?

4. Have pupils practice reading and writing decinal numerals

a. What is the word name for each of the following?



1) .0005
2) .008
3) .0162

4) .2347

b. ('ive decimals for word names.

5) 40035
6) .01756
7) .000038
8) .195060

1) eight tenAhousandths
2) one thousand fifty-seven ten-thousandths
3) one and fourteen ten-thousandths
4) thirteen thousand, one hundred fifteen hundred thousandths
5) seven hundred eighteen millionUts

5. Have pupils write fractional names for each of the decimals in
4-a and in 4-b.

8, . .0005 al rim."or 21:10 in simplest form

b. .008 .21... -.12. i___

'lest form, and so on36 10000 °r 5000 111 61111P

B. Equivalent Decimals

1. Recall that a number may be named in many ways.

2x10 20
a. 2-310 - 10x10 - 100 ow .20 (20 hundredths)

b. 2. a 2x100 200
as .200 (200 thousandths)10 10x100 1000

c. .2 - 2 2xX)00 2000
10x1000 5 .2000 (2000 ten-thousandths)-10 1-7-60 -)0 at

d. .2 mic a 2x10.000. 20000
10 104.0)000 15 .20000 (20000 hundred-thous-

aE 6F00 at
andths)

e. .2 3. 2 2x100 000 200 000
as sa as .200000 (200,000 millionths)10 10x100,000 1,000,000

Thus, .2 Mg 20 as .200 am .2000 as 20u00 as .200000

f. .2, .20, .200, .2000, .20000, .200000 are said to be equivalent
decimals.

They are different decimal names for the same number.

2. What property of numbers have we used in renaming .2?
(multiplication property of one)

3. Have pupils change .5 to hundredths; to thousandths; to
ten-thousandths; to millionths.
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C. Comparing decimals

1. Refer to challenge.

a. Since .029 is expressed as thousandths, let us rename .3 as
thousandths. .3 = .300

b. Compare .029 with .300 rather than .029 with .3.

c. Elicit that since we know .029 < c300, then we know that
.029 < .3.

2. Have pupils see that to compare two decimals of different
denominations, we may first express them in the same denomina-
tion, and then make the comparison.

Have them recall that a similar procedure was used in com-

paring numbers expressed in fractional form*

II. Practice

A. What is the value of the digit 2 in .2146? of the digit 1? of

the digit 4? of the digit 6?

B. Replace the frames.

.2146 ac 10' 3+0 + ii°300 +

C. Give word names for decimals.

1. .146 3. .03922

2. .1968 4. .000145

D. Give decimals for word names.

1. seventeen thousandths
2, six hundred twenty-two ten-thousandths
3. eighty-seven thousand, six:hundred two hundred-thousandths

4, nine hundred twenty-five millionths

E. Rename as equivalent decimals in thousandths.

8
3* co1. ,80

2, .1 4. five hundredths

F. Rename as equivalent decimals in hundredths.

1. .4

2. .610
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G. Which one of the following is not another name for .6?

1. .6000 2. .60 3. .0600

H. Express each of the following decimals as common fractions
in simplest form.

1. .013 4. .1250

2. .145 5. .000175

3. .0036

I. Consider the following pairs of decimals. In each case, which
represents the greater number?

1. .5, .46 4. .09641, .1001

2. .47, .168 5. .0302, .203

3. .22221 .33

J. Find the solution set of each equation or inequality, uaing the
replacement set given at the right.

lo x < .35

2. x > .7

3. x .100

Summary

fol, .4, .25, .3451

1.5, .551 .70, .7051

{41, .001, .11

A. Wbat is the value of the fourth place to the right of the decimal
point? the fifth place? the sixth place?

B. What is the value of the digit 8 in .000814? of the digit 1?
of the digit 4?

C. What is meant when we say that two decimals are equivalent?

D. Mhat property of numbers do we use in changing a decimal to an
equivalent decimal? Explain.

E. How may we compare two decimals which are expressed in different
denominations?

F. 'What new vocabulary did you learn today?

(ten-thousandths, hundred-thousandths, millionths, equivalent
decimals)
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Lesson 79

Topic: The Decimal Form of Rational Numbers

Aim: To express a rational number in decimal form

Specific Objectives:

Review of meaning of rational numbers
Expressing (some) rational numbers in decimal form

Challenge: Which of these are names for rational numbers?

5 2, 21 1.5
4 2

I. Procedure

A. Review rational numbers expressed by fractions. (See Chapter VI)

1. Elicit that each of the numbers named in the challenge is a
rational number because each can be expressed as a quotient
of a whole number by a counting number. Thus,

5 ze 213E1 1.5 at 1101 or 1/
2 2 10

2. Is a name for a rational number? Explain.

3. Write several fractions that symbolize zero.

4. Show that nany fractions name the rational number 3.

B. Expressing rational numbers In decimal form

1. Rename the following in fractional form.

a. 49

b. *293

C. .041S

d. *23456

0. .000375

Have pupils see that remeMbering the value of each place
in a decimal enables us to dhange a decimal to an equivalent
fractional numeral.

2. Why is each of the numbers represented in above a rational
nuMber?
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3. Change to decimal form:

6 18 6.21a. fro b. in c.
1000 4. 100

e f 1.622 v, . 5 .-1 h. 23 .2icoo 10000 ° 100 10

Elicit that when a rational number is expressed by a fraction
with a denominator of 10, 100, 1000, 10000, we can immediately
rename the number in decimal form.

4. Have pupils recall that 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 are powers of 10.

5. Suppose a rational number is expressed by a fraction which has
a denominator that is not a power of 10. How can we rename it
in decimal form?

1 1
a. Consider How can we change 7 to decimal form?

1
1) Is there an equivalent fractional name for with a power

of ten as a denominator?

2) Try the first power of 10. Is 10 divisible by 2?

g
2 2x5 10

1
4) Other decimal names for are: .50, .500, .5000.

2

b. Change 11: to decimal form.

1) Try the first power of 10. Is 10 divisible by 4?

2) Try the second power of 10. Is 100 divisible by 4?

3)1: = .340.= 211: 25
4 4x25 100

4) What are other decimal names for 11
4

c. Name in decimal form.
8

1) Is 8 a factor of 10? of 100? of 1000?

..2.21:2.1.12)=2,75.. 375
4) 8 8x125 1000

3) What are other decimal names for 2?
8

6. Elicit that to find a decimal name for a rational number exp.

pressed by a fraction which has a denominator that is not a
power of 10, we must first find an equivalent fractional
name with a power of 10 as a denominator.
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II. Practice

A. Change fractional numerals to equivalent decimals. Change
decimals Le aquivalent fractional numerals.

5. .0023

2. .26 3. .170 4 1000

6
j765 q .59222_ 8 __M.
10,000 ' 100,000 1,000,000

B. Why can we easily write the fractional numerals in A as equivalent
decimals? (the denominators are powers of 10)

C. For each of the following tell which power of 10 must be used to
change to decimal form.

1 . 2 5. i 9.1 25--

2. Z 6 1-2 10. 3 .1-,20 40 o

3. 2. 7. a2 11. 1
4 80 200

4. 12 8. 2 12. ..2...
50 16 400

D. Change each of the numerals in C to decimal form.

III. Summary

A. What is a rational number?

B. Give an illustration of a rational number in fractional form;
in decimal form.

C. How do we rename in decimal form a rational number expressed by
a fraction whose denominator is not a power of 10?

Note to Teacher: The procedure developed in this lesson for re-
naming in decimal form (as a terminating decimal) a rational num-
ber expressed by a fraction whose denominator is not a power of
ten does not apply to all fractions, as, for example, 1,20 and
so on. 3 9
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Lesson 80

Topic: The Decimal Form of Rational Numbers

Aim: To learn to round fractional numbers named in decimal form

Specific Objectives:

Review (if necessary) of rounding whole numbers

Rounding to the nearest whole number; to the nearest tenth

Rounding fractional numbers named in decimal form as indicated

Challenge: A newspaper reported that the attendance at a school

basketball game was 400. Why did the newspaper use a

"rounded" number in reporting the attendance?

I. Procedure

A. Review rounalng whole numbers

Note: If pupils have understanding ard skill in rounding whole

nuMbers, the material in this section may be omitted.

1. Elicit that the exact number of people who were at the basket
ball game might not have been easy to determine and, in fact,

is not needed. To give the reader of the newspaper an idea

of the size of the crowd, a rounded number is sufficient.

2. If there are 375 seventh grade pupils in a school, what is the

nuvber of pupils to the nearest hundred?

a. Study the number line below. Points on it are matched

with hundreds which are near 375.

200 300 400 500 860

1) Between which two points will the point to be paired

with 375 lie?

2) Mark the point halfway between the points paired with
300 and 400. Which number is matched with it?

300 400

350
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3) Will the point to be paired with 375 lie to the right
or to the left of the halfway point?

300

4) Is 375 closer to 300 or to 400?

400

b. What is the number of seventh grade pupils in the afore-
mentioned example rounded to the nearest hundred?

c. Have pupils see that we can round 375 without using a
nuMber line,

1) Subtract to find whether 375 is nearer to 300 or to
400.

375 300 = 75 400 375 = 25

,) Ft-le th difference between 300 and 375 is greater than
the difference between 375 and 400, we see that 375 is
nearer to 400. Therefore, if 375 is rounded to the
nearest hundred, it becomes 400.

3. Round 350 feet to the nearest hundred feet.

250
4

300 400 500

a. Between which two successive hundreds does 350 fall?

b. Is 350 closer to 300 or to 400?
Have pupils recall that in cases like this we agree to
round to the greater number.

c. 350 rounded to the nearest hundred is 400.

4. Round the numbers named below to the nearest hundred.

a. 238 d. 850

b. 469 e. 749

c. 106

5. If necessary, use similar prccedures to review rounding to
the nearest ten; to the nearest thousand; to the nearest
ten-thousand; and so on.
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B. Rounding decimal fractions

1. Round 2.7 to the nearest Whole number.

a. Study the following nuMber line.

80 94 3.2 2.3 24 245 2. 8 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.0
2 3

b. Between which two whole numbers is 2.7 located?

c. Locate 2.7 on the number line.
Is 2.7 closer to 2 or to 3?

d. Elicit that to the nearest whole number we would round 2.7

to 3.

e. Have pupils see that instead of using a number line, we can

subtract to find whether 2.7 is closer to 2 or to 3,

1) Rename 2 as 2.0, and rename 3 as 3.0.

2) 2.7 - 2.0 = 3.0 - 2.7 =

Which difference is greater?

3) Since the difference between 2.7 and 2.0 is greater than

the difference between 2.7 and 3.0, we say that 2.7

rounded to the nearest whole number is 3.

2. Round 3.5 to the nearest whole nuMber.

a. Between which two whole numbers is 3.5?

b. Is 3.5 closer to 3 or to 4?

c. Recall that if a number is halfway between two wambers, we

shall agree to round to the greater number.

d. To which whole number would jou round 3.5?

3. Round to the nearest whole number.

a. 4.6 d. 46.9

b. 28.3 e. 1.2

c. 9.5
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4. Round .14 to the nearest tenth.

a. Study the following number line.

.05
:10

.14 .16 .18 .20
.2

1) Is .14 between 0 and .10 or between .1 and .2?

2) Is .14 nearer to .1 or to .2?

3) Round .14 to the nearest tenth.

b. Have pupils subtract to find whether .14 is nearer to
.1 or to .2.

1) Rename .1 as .10, and rename .2 as .20.

2) .14 - .10 .04 .20 - .14 .06

Which difference is greater?

3) Round .14 to the nearest tenth.

C. Rounding to any place

1. Have pupils see that rounding to any place can be done in
the same way as rounding to tenths.

a. Round 4.167 to the nearest whole number.

1) Between which two whole numbers is 4.167 located?
(4 and 5)

2) Rename 4 as 4.000, and rename 5 as 5.000.

3) 4.167 5.000

-41222 4.2.167
:167 .833

Which difference is greater?

4) Round 4.167 to the nearest whole number.
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b. Round .678 to hundredths.

1) Between which two hundredths numbers is .678 located?
(.67 and .68)

2) Rename .67 as .670, and rename .68 as .680.

3) .678 .680
-Am -Aga
.008 .002

Which difference is greater?

4) What is .678 rounded to hundredths?

2. Have pupils practice rounding as indicated.

11. Practice

A. Round each number named belowto the nearest whole number.

1. 6.9 4. 1023.3

2. 20.2 5. 482.1

3. 619.5

B. Round each number named below to the nearest tenth.

1. 12.62 4. 200.78

2. 4.15 5. 43.50

3. 15.99

C. Round each number named below to the ntarest hundredth.

1. .421 4. 1.011

2. 3.885 5. 119.689

3. 35.970

D. Round each number named in C to the nearest whole number; to the
nearest tenth.
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E. Round each number named below to the nearest thousandth.

1. .1975

2. 16.1515

3. 28.1489

4. 22.0099

5. 216.1234

F. Round each number named in C to the nearest hundredth; to the

nearest tenth.

G. Write each of the following as a decimal.

Then round to the nearest tenth.

1 12. 4.
100

2 5 2
4 25

3 .

H. Write each of the following as a decimal. Then round to the nearest

hundredth.

1 1
1

8 3. 276

2 8

III. Summary

A. Why do we round numbers?

B. Haw do we round a whole number to the nftrest ten? to the nearest

hundred?

C. How do we round a decimal number to the nearest whole number?

to the nearest tenth? to any place?

D. What new vocabulary did you learn today?

(nearest tenth; nearest hundredth; neareost thouaandth)
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Lesson 81

Topic: The DecimAl Form of Rational Numbers

Aim: To develop increased understanding and skill in addition and sUb
traction with decimals

Specific Objectives:

Addition with decimals
Subtraction with decimals

Challenge: The Weather Bureau reported the rainfall for two successive
days as .87 and .64 inches. What was the total rainfall for
the two days?

I. Procedure

A. Addition with decimals

1. Elicit that the challenge problem requires the operation of
addition.

fiz
a. .87 + .64 =100100m 100 100 1,51

b. Recall that addition with decimals may be shown in vertical
form.

.87

1.51

2. Compute the sum of .283 and .469.

a. .283 .469
3stl, g2 =Aga
l000 + moo- low law

b. .283

4A(22
.752

3. Have pupils use the same pattern to compute the sum of .7068 and
.1433.

a. Replace the frames.

.7068 4- .1433 ge .1`12(2-8 + At4-22 .8501m0000 riOero as los 000 Z07566 aa

b. Add .7068 and .1433 in vertical form.
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4. Elicit that when we compute using the vertical form, we align
the decimal points. This enables us to add tenths to tenths,
hundredths to hundredths, and so on. In this way, addition
of decimals is no more difficult than addition of whole numbers.

5. How do we compute the sum of two rational numbers wnose decimal
names have a different number of decimal places?

a. Compute the sum of .6 and .24.

Since .6 can be renamed as .60, we may compute the sum of
.6 and .24 as follows:

1) .6 + .24 = .60 + .24 = .84

2) .60 or .6

tak
.84 .84

3) What would happen if the decimal points were not aligned?

b. Elicit that renaming a decimal as an equivalent decimal en-
ables us to compute the sum of two rational numbers whose
decimal names have a different number of decimal places.

c. Compute the sums.

1) .6 + .12

2) .09 + .3

3) 1.2 + 4.58

4) 3 + .7246

6. Have pupils see that we can also use the distributive property
of multiplication over addition to show regrouping.

16 +
a.

100 300

= (16 x + (25 x +0)

= (16 + 25) x

1
= 41 x no-

loo
= .41

b. Elicit that the vertical form is the more convenient form

to use.
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B. Subtraction with decimals

1. Pose problem. A weather station measured the rainfall on a certain
date this year and found it to be .85 inches. The rainfall on the

same date last year was .23 inches.

How much more rain fell on that date this year than last year?

a. Elicit that the problem requires the operation of subtraction.

az2, 85.23 62
1) .85 - .23

1CO' 100=1' 100 222100 a= 062

2) Recall that subtraction with decimals may be shown in vertical
form and performed in a manner similar to subtraction of whole

numbers.

.85

3) Why is it important to align the decimal points when we use
the vertical form?

2. Compute the difference of .56 and .115.

a. Rename .56 as .560 and compute the difference of .56 and .115

as follows:

510

.560 .500

-421i
.545 .545

b. Elicit that when writing the work in vertical form, we "exchange"

(if necessary) in the same way as we do for sUbtraction of whole

numbers.

3. Subtract:

a. .86 - .32

b. 4.09 - 1.50
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11. Practice

A. Write in vertical form. Then find the sums.

1. .960 + .096

2. 4.23 + 6.832 + 4.4

3. 17.9 + 32.8 + 46.5

B. Subtract:

1. 3.65 - .24

2. .70 - .38

3. 15.82 - 12.C471

4. 39.2855 + 93.703

5. 2.13141 + 21.3141

4. $5 - $1.97

5. 27.4813 - 13.7509

C. John kept a record of his gasoline purchases for his new car

during one month: 17.8 gal.; 12.3 gal.; 8 gal.; 15.5 gal.;

6.4 gal.; 11.9 gal. Haw many gallons of gasoline wtre purchased

during that month?

D. A transport conpany had the following amounts of freight to

deliver: 18.5 tons of steel, 5.85 tons of groceries, 9.20 tons

of luMber, and 48.6 tons of coal. How many tons of freight were

to be delivered?

El. A machinist was making a metal part which was to be 1.635 inches

thick. The piece of metal he was working with mtasured 1.925

inches. How many inches would he have to cut off?

F. Charles' batting average dropped from 0.425 at the end of the
fifth game to 0.231 at the end of the season. What is the
difference between these two batting averages?

III. Summary

A. Haw is addition with decimals similar to addition with whole numbers?

B. How is subtraction with decimals similar to subtraction with whole
numbers?

C. HOW do we compute the sum (or difference) of two rational numbers
whose decimal names have a different number of decimal places?
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Lesson 82

Topic: Multiplication of Rational Numbers: Decimal Form

Aim: To extend understanding of and skill in multiplying rational numbers
expressed in decimal form

Specific Objectives:

Reinforcement of finding a product when one of the factors is named by
a decimal
Finding a product when both factors are named by decimals

Challenge: A piece of metal is .4 of an inch thick.
How high is a pile of 8 such pieces of metal?

I. Procedure

A. Reinforcement of finding a product when one of the factors is named
by a decimal

1. Elicit that the challenge problem may be solved by the operation
of multiplication.

a. Estimate: Since .4 < .5 or 1-, then 8 x .4 < 8 x and 8 x .4 < 4.

b. 8 x .4 = 8 x AL
lo

= 8 x (4 x)

= (8 x 4) x Why?

= 32 x
10

(Compare with estimate.)
10

c. Recall that the work may be shown in vertical form.

.4
x 8

3.2

d. Elicit that the product of 8 and 4 was computed in a way
similar to finding the product of 8 and 4. However, since there
is one decimal place in the numeral for 'the factor .4, there
must be one decimal place in the numeral for the product.

2. Have pupils compute these products as in 1b. Have them also show
the work in vertical form.

a. 5 x .13 b. Alopq x 6 c. 8 x .0015
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3. Elicit that the number of decimal places in the product numeral
is the same as the number of decimal places in the factor named
by a decimal.

Note: Estimating the prodict before multiplying is helpful in
locating the decimal point in the product numeral.

H. Finding a product when both factors are named by decimals

1. Consider .4 x .3=0
Vertical Form

.4 x .3 = x .4
10 10

= 4.12_ x.3
10x10
12
100

= .12

a. How many decimal places are there in .4? in .3?

b. How many decimal places are there in the product numeral?

2. Consider .03 x .2=mr1

.03 x .2 =Igo. .03

x.2
A-6)-

100 x 10

6
1000

= .006

a. How many decimal places are there in .03? in .2?

b. How many decimal places are there in the product numeral?

3. Consider 1.15 x .05=0

1.15X.05 = 1 -2- 1.15
100 100

x .05
100 100 .0575

_ 115 x 5

100 x 100

- 575
10,000

= .0575
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a. How many decimal places are there in 1.15? in .05?

b. How many decimal places are there in the product numeral?

4. Examine the following multiplications and complete the table.

Number of Decimal Places

1st factor 2nd factor Product

a. 3 x .4 = 1.2

b. .3 x .4 = .12

c. .03 x .4 = 412

d. .03 x .04 = .0012

e. .03 x .004 = .00012

0

1 1 2

5. Elicit that the number of decimal places in the product numeral
is the sum of the number of decimal plac3s in each factor named
by a decimal.

6. Compute the following products without changing to fractional
form.

a. .32 x .3 =0

1) We can think of both factors as whole numbers: 32 x 3 = 96.
Thus, 96 is part of the product numeral.

2) How many decimal places must we provide in the product
numeral? (2+1 or 3)

3) Thus, .32 x .3 = .096

Elicit that a zero is used between the 96 and the decimal
point to provide the necessary extra decimal place.

b. .24 x .15 rzr]

1) Think of both factors as whole numbers: 15

3
2) How many decimal places must we provide in the product

numera.L.? (2+2 or 4)

3) Then .24 X .15 = .0360 = .036.
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II. Practice

A. Place the decimal point in the product numeral.

1. 6.4 2. 463 3. 34.5
_21.1 x.09 X.12
192 4167 77575-

345
414 0

B. Find the products.

1. 6 x 1.4

2. 1.5 X 9

3. 1.2 x .6

4. 58 x 3.2

5. 5.8 x 3.2

6. .09 x 2.6

7. 4.2 x 6.18

8. 34.5 x .012

9. .015 x .2

10. .005 x 22.6

C. A motorist averages 17.3 miles on a gallon of gasoline. How many

miles can he drive on 21 gallons of gasoline?

D. On a mapIthe scale is 1 inch = 125 miles. What is the actual dis-

tance between two cities which are 4.65 inches apart on the map?

E. At 33.80 per gallon, what is the cost of 9.6 gallons of gasoline?

F. A certain type of sheet metal is .027 inches thick. Haw high is a

pile of 250 such sheets?

III. Summary

A. If a whole number is multiplied by a number named by a decimal, haw

many decimal places will there be in the product numeral?

B. If both factors of a product are named by decimals, explain how you

would find the number of decimal places to provide in the product

numeral.
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Lesson 83

Topic: Division of Rational Numbers: Decimal Form

Aim: To extend understanding of and skill in dividing a rational number
named in decimal form by a whole number

Specific Objectives:

Dividing a rational number expressed as a decimal by a whole number
Renaming the dividend to obtain, if possible, a remainder of zero

Challenge: A science class kept records which showed that 4.52 inches of rain
fell in a 4-month period.

What was the average monthly rainfall?

I. Procedure

A. Dividing a rational number expressed as a decimal by a whole number

1. Consider 6.3 4- 3 =0.

a. We may think of 6.3 as 63 tenths.

21 tenths
1) 31657;717

2) Thus, 6.3 4. 3 = 2.1.

b. ide may think of 6.3 4. 3 as (6 + .3) 4. 3 and use the distributive
property of division over addition.

6.3 3 = (6 + .3) 4. 3

= (6 4 3) + (.3 4 3)

= 2 4. .1

= 2.1

297
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2.1
3)6.3

6.0
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4:*

c. We may use the fractional form to compute.

1
6.3 + 3 x

=k2I1
100

=.0.2.(1

3x20

x 1
3 10

= 21 x
10

(The quotient V. may be found by division.)

1
= 2 or 2 l

10

d. How many decimal places are in the dividend numeral?

e. Elicit that the quotient 6.3 + 3 is computed in a way similar to
finding the quotient 63 3.

However, since there is one decimal place in the dividend, there
must be one decimal place in the quotient numeral.

2. Refer to the challenge problem.

Elicit that this problem requires the operation of division.

4.52 + 4 ==

a. Estimate: Since 4.52 . 4, then 4.52 + 4 > 4 4. 4, and 4.52 + 4 > 1.

62 1b. 4.52 + 4 = 100 4

1

4 100

= 138 x 3+0

1.22
or 1 38

100

Vertical Form

4)4.52
4 00
1 52
1 20

32

42.a

The average monthly rainfall was 1.38 inches. (Compare with
estimate.)

How many decimal places are in the dividend numeral? in the
quotient numeral?

do Check by multiplication.
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3. After several such examples, have pupils conclude that in
dividing a rational number expressed as a decimal by a
whole number, we divide as we would with whole numbers.
The quotient numeral will have as many decimal places as
the numeral for the dividend.

When using the vertical form for division, the decimal
point in the quotient numeral is placed directly above the
decimal point in the dividend numeral. This insures the
proper number of decimal places in the rwtient numeral.

4. Compute the quotients. Check by multiplication.

a. 6).18 d. 35)3.605

b. 15)2.25 e. 18).2916

c. 4).921

B. Renaming the dividend

1. Review equivalent decimal names for a number.

a. What are other decimal names for .5? (.50, .500, .5000, and
so on)

b. Rename as equtvalent decimals in hundredths.

1) .6 2) 1,2 3) 5 4) 26.3

c. Which of the following is not another name for 6.4?

1) 6.40 2) 6.04 3) 6.400

d. Elicit that writing zeros at the end of the dividend numeral
does not change the value of the dividend.

2. Consider .5 + 2 ==1-.1

.2 jai (Read: 2i tenths)
or 2),5

a. 2).5

1

b. Tell pupils that we want to find a quotient named in decimal
form and a remainder of zero.

c. Which decimal name for .5 can be used in computing .5 + 2
so that the remainder will be zero? (.50 or .5)0 or .5000)
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.2.22
2).500

4_0_0

100
100

.2500
2).5000

4000
1000
1000

e. What is true of .2i, .25, .250, and .2500?

3. Consider 2.5 4 =O.

a. What is the remainder? (.1)

b. To find the next part of the
quotient, how should we re-
name the dividend?

What is the remainder? (.02)

.6

4)2.5

1

.62

4)2.50
240
lo
8
2

c. Continue our work. Haw should .625
we rename the dividend? 4)2.500

3_42
100
80
20
20

d. What is the quotient?
What is the remainder?

4. Express the quotient 3 -sr. 4 in decimal form with a remainder
of zero.

a. Elicit that 3 may be renamed as 3,0, 3.00, and so on.

b. How should we rename 3?
What is the remainder?

c. Continue our work.
Haw should we rename the
dividend?

d. What is the quotient?
What is the remainder?
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5. Compute the quotients. Rename the dividend, if necessary, so
that the remainder is zero.

a. 2).7 d. 12)4.2

b. 4)1.8 e. 8)3.5

c. 5 4 8

II. Practice

A. Place the decimal point correctly in the quotient numeral.

1. 5)45.55 3. 6).036 5. 24)12.72

2. 3)18.36 4. 8).0016 6. 17)59.721

B. Compute the quotients in A.

C. Compute the quotients. Rename the dividend, if necessary, so
that the remainder is zero.

1. 2)4.9

2. 4)16.6

3. 8.5 4- 10

4. 11.7 4- 12

5. 461.8 100

6. 22)28.71

7. 20)24.1

8. 16)4.78

D. Round each of the quotients in C to the nearest tenth.

E. Mr. Adams used 15 gallons of gasoline to drive 244.5 miles.
How many miles per gallon did he average?

F. During one week the Rockville Sports Store sold 28 footballs for
$275.80. What was the amount of the average sale?

G. A package of paper measured 1.035 inches in thickness. If there
are 345 sheets of paper in the package, what is the average thick-
ness per sheet?

H. On a certain dan 7 inches of snow fell in 4 hours. What was the
average snowfall per hour, expressed in hundredths of an inch?
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III. Summary

A When a number named by a decimal is divided by a whole number,
how does the nuMber of places in the quotient numeral compare
with the number of places in the dividend numeral?

B. In computing a quotient, when would we rename the dividend as
an equivalent decimal?
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Lessons 84 ans112

Topic: Division of Rational Numbers: Decimal Form

Aim: To learn to divide by a number expressed in decimal form

Specific Objectives:

Reinforcement of multiplication by powers of 10
Review of the use of the property of one for multiplication to change
the form of a fraction

Division by a number named in decimal form

Challenge: A piece of board 2 feet in length is to be cut into pieces
each .4 feet long. Into how many pieces can the board be cut?

I. Procedure

A. Multiplication by powers of 10

1. Replace the frames.

a. .1 x 10 = 17.1 f. 2.17 X 100 =r1

b. .3 x 10=7

c. 4.3 x 10=71

d. .02 x 100 ==r1 io 3.019 X 1000 =

e. .06 x 100 =r1

2. Study the pattern in 1. Use this pattern to find the solutions
to the following without using pencil and paper.

g. .001 x l000 =

h. .005 x 1000 = r,".!

a. .4 x 10 =

b. .26 X 100 = "

c. 10 x 3.8 =

d. 100 x 2.05 =

e. .355 x 1000 =1-1

f. .1168 X 10,000 :=1-1

g. 1000 X .016 =

h. 10,000 x .138 = r1

B. Review of tha use of the property of one for multiplication

1. Consider: 231g

8
a. What other way can this division be indicated? ( -2- )



b. When expressing the division in fraction form, what does the
nuAerator correspond to? the denominator?

c. Express in fraction form:

7 7:74, .277 .0777

2. Recall that to find equivalent fractional names for a number, we

can multiply by 1 named in fractional form.

Zxi=lx.a x2=2a. 4 4 2 4x2 8

7 14
b. Elicit that since 7; and -8- are names for the same number, then

7 4 = Ei and 14 4 8 == 0 have the same solution.

3. Replace the frames and indicate what form of one you used.

4. Without completing each solution, what can you say about the solutions
of the sentences in each of the following pairs?

a. 3 + 5 = 0; 6 + 10 = 0 c. 6 + 8 = 0; 24 + 32 =

b. 1 + 2 = 25 + 50=0 d. 3 + 4 = 0; 3000 4- 4000 0

5. Elicit that when dividend and divisor are multiplied by the same non-
zero number, the resultinr division has the same quotient as the
original division.

C. Division by a number named in decimal form

1. Refer to the challenge prob3,em. Elicit that to solve this problem,
we use the operation of division. 2 +.4 ==r1

Pupils may suggest using the number line to find the solution to the
problem. The measure of AB in inches is 2.

.4 8 la 1.8 24

a. Into how many equal segments each measuring 4.4 inches has AB been
partitioned?

b. 2 +.4 = 5 The board (tan be cut into 5 pieces.
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2. Elicit that the use of a number line is not always convenient.

We would therefore like a method for dividing by a number

named in decimal form which is similar to dividing by a whole

number.

3. Have pupils see that we can use the property of one for multi
plication to name any fractional number divisor as a whole

number.

_2=2 xi= 2 x 10= ag.
a. 2 + .--4-

20 + 4 = 5 2 + .4 = 5

Why did we rename 1 asE?

15x
b. 15 + .05 = 12= 12 x 1= 100= 1500

.05 .05 .05 100 5

1500 4- 5 = 300 15 + .05 = 300

Why did we rename 1 as igg?

2 2 2 1000
c. 2 + .004

.004 .004 x-L A04 1000

2000 + 4 = 500 2 + .004 =

Why iid we rename 1 as
10009

4. Consider 2.872574.

2000

500

23.24
a. What name for I would you use to rename the divisor of 2.8

as a whole number?

b. Instead of sving that we multiplied .444 by ig, we can say

that ws multiplied the divisor and the aividend by 10. We can

show this as 285252Z

c. What is true of 2.672574 and 2872-52.4? (they have the same

quotient)

d
Check

.
28)232.4 8.3

24 x2.8

8 4 66 4
8 4 166

23.24
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5. After several similar examples have pupils conclude that if
the divisor is named in decimal form, we change it to a whole
number by multiplying by the appropriate power of 10. The
dividend must be multiplied by the same powyr of ten.

II. Practice

A. 'Which of the following name the same quotient? Explain.

1. .27)9.18

2. 27)918

3. .27)91.8

4. 2.7)91.8

B. By which power of 10 would you multiply both divisor and dividend

in each of the following in order to have a whole number divisor?

1. 9 4. .3

2. 16 .8

3. 1.5 .05

4. 75

5. 6.3 = .007

6. 25.6 .32

7. 69 1.15

8. .048 4, .012

9. 15.2)65.36

10. 2.24)3.584

C. Yr. Adams drove 246.5 miles and found that he had used 14.5 gallons
of gasoline. How many miles per gallon did he average?

D. A school bookstore sold notebooks at 290 each. How many notebooks
were sold if the cashier took in $22.62 on the sale of notebooks?

E. A package of paper measures 1.575 inches in thickness. If each sheet
of paper is .005 inches thick, how many sheets of paper are in the
package?

III. Summary

A. Elicit steps in dividing by a number named in decimal form.

1. Change the divisor to a whole number by multiplying by a power of ten.
2. Multiply the dividend by the same power of ten.
3. Rewrite the example with the new divisor and new dividend.
4. Divide

B. How do we decide by which power of ten we will multiply both divisor
and dividend?

C. When we multiply both divisor and dividend by the same power of ten,
what nuMber property are we making use of?
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CHAPTER IX

The understanding that the development of units of measure de.

pends upon the aspect of what is to be measured is given important
emphasis in this chapter. Teaching procedures are suggested for develop
ing and extending the following concepts and skills:

meaning of linear measure
facility in the use of a ruler
the approximate nature of measurement
metric system of measurement: linear, weight, liquid
measurement of the perimeter of a polygon
measurement of the circumference of a circle
meaning of square measure
measurement of the area of a rectangular region; of a square
region

angle measurement and some special angle relationships

Although most pupils know something about standard units of measure,
they may not have thought about how units of measure must be of the same
kind as the entity we wish to measure. Whereas a small line segment is
used as a unit of linear measure, a small area is used as a unit of area
measure, a mall unit angle is used to measure angles, and so on.

One of the most important concepts in the topic of measurement is
the concept of the approximate nature of a measurement as opposed to the
exactness of counting. As pupils gain facility in the use of a ruler,
they develop the understanding that errors are inevitable in measurement.
We cannot avoid these errors, but we can keep them within certain limits.
Pupils are guided to realize that the smaller the subdivision on the
measuring instrument, the greater the precision of the measurement. Thus,
a measurement of 3 inches is more precise than one of 3 feet, a measurement
of 3 feet is more precise than one of 3 yards.

In working with metric measures, pupils should realize the relative
ease of changing from one unit to another within the metric system. This
is due to the fact that each metric unit is a decimal part, or decimal
power of every other unit.

Whereas closed geometric figures are measurable in terms of units of
length, the regions formed by the union of the figures and their interiors
are measurable in terms of units of area. The traditional approach to the
concept of area did not always make clear the distinction between a sim
ple closed curve and its interior. The interior is not part of the figure
itself. It is that portion of the plane which is enclosed by the figure.
The word "area" therefore should be used to stand for the measure of a
12E12a, that is, the measure of the union of the polygon with its interior.
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Pupils have previously discussed the separation of the plane by

an angle into three sets of points: the set of points inside the figure;

the set of points outside the figure; the set of points on the figure.

The portions of the plane both inside and outside an angle are not closed

and, therefore, a unit of measure such as the square inch is inappropriate

for the measurement of these regions. Pupils should be guided to realize

that just as we use a unit length to measure length, and a unit square to

measure surface, so we use a unit angle to measure an angle, A standard

unit of angle measure is the degree.

The newer approaches to the teaching of angle measurement emphasize

the distinction between an angle and the measure of an angle. An angle is

a set of points. The measure of an angle is a number. For example, an

angle, A, may have a degree measure of 23. We report the size of this

angle as 23°. In symbols, m LA = 23°. Some textbooks use the symbols

nt LA = 23, and some, LA = 230.

In developing pupil skill in using a protractor, it is recomnended

that each pupil have his own protractor. The classroom also should be

equipped with several protractors to be used at the chalkboard. Pupils

should understand that of the two scales usually found on a protractor,

they may use whichever scale is more convenient.

In addition to having pupils learn the classification of anFles as

acute, right, obtuse, and straight, the concepts of supplementary, com.

plementary and vertical angles are presented. The understanding is then

developed that if two angles are supplementary (complementary) and the

measure of one of them is known, the measure of the other may be determined

immediately without using any measuring instrument.



CHAPTM IX
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Lessons 86-106

Lesson 86

Topic: Linear Measure

Aim: To reinforce and extend understanding of linear measure

Specific Objectives:

Concept of unit of linear measure
Measuring a line segment; the notation m (AB)

Congruence of line segments

Challenge: Measure the length of your desk in handspans and then in

inches. Which unit of measure is more satisfactory? Why?

I. Procedure

A. Concept of unit of linear measure

1. In discussing the challenge question with pupils, elicit that

non-standard units of measure, such as handspans, digits, and

cubits are not satisfactory because these vary from person to

person.

2. Name some standard units of length used in measuring. (inch,

foot, yard, mile) Why are these called standard units?

3. Why do we not use the pound, the hour, or the gallon in measuring

length? (We must use a unit of length to measure length.)

4. Elicit that measurement of length is the process of comparing an

unknown length (such as the length of the desk) with a basic unit

of length, non-standard or standard.

B. Measuring a line segment

1. Distribute a rexographed sheet of paper with line segments such

as the following:

ILMill.

Figure 1

Figure 2

X
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a. Refer to Figure 1. Measure AB using CD as the unit of

measure.

Note: This may be done by setting the opening of a com-

pass to match CD, or by placing the edge of a sheet of

paper along CD and marking points C and D on the paper

so that they match the points on the diagram.

1) Elicit that a segment the length of CD is contained

in AB approximately 4 times.

2) Tell pupils that we say the measure of AB is approximately

equal to 4 times the measure of CD. The unit of measure

is AB and the number A.is the measure of AB when AB is

measured in units of CD.

b. Measure AB using EF as the unit of measure.

1) Elicit that a segment the length of EF is contained in AB

approximately 5 times.

2) What is the measure of AB when it is measured in units of

EF ?(5)

c. Measure AB using GH as the unit of measure. What is the

measure of AB when it is measured in units of Gil? (8)

d. Why does the measure of AB vary? Elicit that the measure

of a line segment varies according to the unit of measure

being used. It is therefore necessary to know not only the

number of times the unit segment is contained in the

measured segment, but also the size of the unit used.

2. Have pupils use their rulers to measure AB. They find that AB

is approximately six inches long.

a. What is the unit of measure? (an inch)

b. What is the measure? (6)

We write: m (AB) pg6 (The symbol "0:1" is used to moan
"approximately equal to")

c. What is the length? (6 inches, since the length of a segment

includes both the measure and the unit of measure)

d. We may use the symbol AB without the bar above it to mean

the length of AB. Thus, to say the length of AB is approxi
mately 6 inches, we write: AB ge6 inches.
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3. Refer to Figure 2. Use the inch as the unit of measure and
replace the frames.

a. m 071-0 =0 d. in (Y0) =17.1

b. m (E3) a=t1 e. m (RS) 2E0

c. m (i3) 01:0

C. Congruence of line segments

1. Consider the line segments pictured in Figure 2.

a. Name the segments which measure I inch.

(RX, XY, Y14, MN, NO, OS)

b. Name the segments which have a length of 2 indhes; 3 indhes;

4 inches.

c. Haw many segments have a length of 5 inches? Name them.

(RO and XS)

d. Since RO and XS are each 5 inches long, wa can write:
m (R0) = m (Xs) or RO = XS.

e. Tell ppils tnat when two line segments have thA same measure,
they are said to be congruent.

RO is congruent uo XS. SymbUically, RO XS.

2. Refer to Figure 2.

a. Which line segments are congruent to RX?

b. Which line segments are congruent to RN? Bcplain.

II. Practice

A. Non-standard units of measure such as a pinch of salt are still
being used today. Can you think of any others?

B. What are some standard units used in measuring time? in measuring

weight?

C. Refer to the figure below:

A



--"m10WWMMmwm"!w7,...;,,.

1. Replace the frames.

a. m (AB) =

b. m (AD) =

2. Replace the frames.

a. m (0) at 3

b. m (0) 3Ng 6

c. m (CF) =0

i. m (BG) =17

c.

d. m (n) as 4

e. m (CG) = r:1

f m (AF) act:1

3. Label eadh of the following sentences true or false.

a. BC is congruent to FG c. AG is congruent to BF

b. BD is congruent to FG d. AC is congruent to EG

4. Draw a picture of a line segment which measures 4 inzhes.

Name the endpoints C and D. Mark a point on CD that is 1 inch

from C. Mark it A. Mark a point on CD that is 1 inch fram D.

Mark it B.

g

a. What is m (CB)? What CB?

b. What is m (BD)? What is BD?

c. Name two pairs of congruent line segments.

III. Summary

A. In measuring the length of an object, what are we canparing?

B. %thy is it possible for the measure of a line segment to vary?

C. Name some standard unite of linear measure.

D. What ie meant by the symbol PQ? m(PQ)

E. If the measure of two (or more) line segments is the same, how can
we describe the two line segments?

F. What new vocabulary did you learn todayl
(congruent)

G. What new symbols did you learn today?
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Lesson 87

Topic: Linear Measure

Aim: To reinforce and extend understanding of the approximate nature

of measurement

Specific Objectives:

Precision in measurement
Greatest possible error of measurement

Challenge: When we measure a line segment very carefully and decide

that it is 24 inches long, ean we say that the length of

the segment is exactly 2t inches?

I. Procedure

A. Precision in measurement

1. Distribute a rexographed sheet of paper with drawings of
line segments and scales such as the following:

Figure 1
A....NewwwMrVINIMIN

Figure 2

4INIIIIIMMIININMENIMMNINN.1111111,..MMO

Figure 3
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Figure 4

V

I
LIJ

I I ai I 1

a. Consider the line segment in Figure 1. Suppose the
unit of measure is the inch and the ruler you are
using is marked off in inches.

1) What is the length of AB to the nearest inch?
(2 inches)

2) Have pupils recall that measurement with a ruler
marked off in inches is said to be "correct" to the
nearest inch.

b. Suppose the unit of measure is i inch and your ruler is
narked off in indhes.

1) What is the length of AB to the nearest i inch?

(11 inches)

2) How precise are measurements with a ruler marked
off in inches?

c. Suppose the unit of measure is .k inch and your ruler is
narked off in inches.

1) What will be the precision of a measurement with this
ruler?

2) What is the length of AB to the nearest of an inch?

inches)

2. Which of the neasurements of AB is correct? Elicit that they
are all correct but same of the measurements are more precise
than others. The smaller the unit of measure used, the more
precise the measurement will be.

3. Refer to the challenge question. Have pupils see that no
measurement can ever be "perfect" or exact. EVen if we were
to use extremely small units or subdivisions on our scale,
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a "tiny part" of what we are measuring would always extend
beyond some mark on the scale. We therefore say that every
measurement is approximate.

4. Have pupils measure lengths of various objects and line seg-
ments to different degrees of precision.

l'a l'a l'a 118

Have them see that they show the precision of the measurement
by the denominator2of the fraction they use. For erample,

they would write 2Tinches, not 21, if the unit of measure is
8

24 inch; 3
'

- inches not 3,1 if the unit of measure is inch.4 16 2 16

B. Greatest possible error of measurement

1. Discuss with pupils the fact that since no measurement is ever
tlperfect" or exact, there is a difference between the actual
length of an object and the measured length. We call this dif-
ference the error of the measurement. With any particular
scale me may use, how large will the error be?

2. Have pupils examine the picture of the line segments and the
scale in Figure 2 of the rexographed sheet.

a. What is the length of RS to the nearest inch? (4 inches)

b. What is the length of MN to the nearest inch? (4 inches)

c. Have pupils observe that the actual lengths of RS and of HN
are between 3i inches and 4i inches. Each length is not
more than inch fram 4 inches.

d. Elicit that the greatest possible error that could be made
in measuring with an inch scale is inch.

3. Consider the pitture of the line segments and the scale in
Figure 3 of the rexographed sheet.
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a. What is the length of EF to the nearest inch?

(5 half-inches of 1 inches)
2

b. What is the length of GH to the nearest inrh? inches)

c. Have pupils observe that the actual lengths of EF and GH

are between 2 inches and 41 inches. Each length is within
4

inch of 4inches.
4

d. Elicit that the greatest possible error that could be made

with a half-inch scale is 44. inch, that is to say, half of 1
4

inch.

4. Consider the picture of the line segments and the scale in
Figure 4 of the rexographed sheet.

le

a

a. What is the length of IJ to the nearest:fk inch? (1t inches)
4

b. What is the length of KL to the nearest inch? (li inches)

c. Elicit that the actual lengths of IJ and KL are between

ig and l inches. Each length is not more than of an inch
1

from 14.

d. What is the greatest possible error that could be made with

a quarter-inch scale? inch)

5. Elicit that the error we make in using a measuring instrument

can never be greater than one-half of the smallest unit of
measure on the scale of the instrument. Tell pupils that this
error is called the matest possible error of the measurement.

6. What is the greatest possible error of measurement if the
smallest unit of measure is:
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1
a. foot

4

b. inch
10

1
c. yard

8

II. Practice

6
d. indh

a

1
e. f6 mile

A. Draw pictures of 3 line segments of varying lengths

1
1. Measure these line segments usings of an inch as the unit

of measure.

2. Measure these line segments again, but use -} of an inch as

the unit of measure.

B. Which of these measurements is most precise? Explain.

1. 7 inches

2. 3 feet

3. 5i inches

C. Which of these measurements is nost precise? Explain.

4.4 yards

5. 11 inches
8

1
1. 1:2 inches

2
2. 1 inches

4

A3. 18 inches

8
4. lri) inches

D. For each measurement in B, between which two measurements does

the actual measurement lie? (7 inches: between 62:inches and

71 inches, and so on)
2

2

E. Complete the table.

1

2

3.

4.

5.

MeasuremitrAt
Precision of
Measurement

Greatest Possible
Error

23 inches
4

1
nearest -- inch

4
2".. inch
8

2 A feet
10

yards
2

1 .1..i inches

2 2 inches
i6
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F. Perform the indicated operation.

1. 8 feet 3 inches + 12 feet 9 inches

2. 3 feet 6 inches 2 feet 5 inches

3. 15 yards 1 foot 10 yards 2 feet

4. 3 yards 2 feet 6 inches + 1 yard 1 foot 8 inches

5. 8 yards 24 inches 6 yards 30 inches

G. Perform the indicated operation.

1. 2 x (3 feet 5 inches) 4. 8 feet 6 inches + 2

2. 10 x (8 yards 1 foot) 5. 6 yards 2 feet + 5

3. 6 x (6 yards 12 inches)

III. Summary

A. Why do we say that all measurement is approximate?

B. What is meant by the precision of a measurement?

C. What is meant by the error of a measurement?

D. What is meant by the greatest possible error of measurement?

E. What mathematical vocabulary have we used today?

(precision, greatest possible error)
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Lessons 88 and 89

Topic: The Metric System of Measurement

Aim: To understand the decimal nature of the metric system of linear
measurement

Specific Objectives:

Relationships among the linear units of the metriz system
The decimal nature of the metric system
Converting from one unit to another in t'oe metric system

Supplementary Teaching Aids: A class set of rulers narked in English
and in metric units; several meter sticks; a yardstick.

Motivation: A popu2ar size of home movie film is 8 mm (millimeter).
What is the meaning of a millimeter?

I. Procedure

A. Relationdhips among the linear units of the metric system

1. Elicit additional examples of the use of millimeter measure-
ment that pupils may know: photography, scientific equipment,
and so on.

2. Conclude that this unit belongs to a system of measurement
different from our own. Tell pupils that this system is
called the metric system of measurement

3. Elicit that every system of measurement musthave a basic standard
unit. The meter is the basic unit of length in the metric sys-
tem.

4. Display a meter stick. Have pupils compare its length with
that of a yardstick. They observe the meter is somewhat longer
than the yard.

5. Have pupils study the metric ruler.

11111111 Ilijilil 111111 WWI
0

0 lcrp., 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

WIP11111111111111111101WHIIIIIIIIIIIMIL
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a. The smallest subdivisions
units represent congruent
inch.

of the edge marked in English
segments measuring of an

16

The smallest subdivisions of the edge marked in metric
units represent congruent segments measuring 1 millimeter
(1 mm).

b. There are 10 millimeter divisions to each larger numbered
division called a centimeter (cm). 10 mm 1 am

c. Have pupils use the metric scale to measure the length of
items,such as pencils or textbooks,in centimeters, in
millimeters. Have them make observations about objects in
the room: "My pencil is about 1 centimeter thick." "A penny
is about 20 millimeters across."

6. Distribute meter sticks.

a. Have pupils note that the markings on the meter stick are
set off in groups of 10 (10, 20, 30, 100).

b. Have them apply their metric rulers to the meter sticks and
observe that 10 denotes 10 cm; 20 denotes 20 cm; and so on.

c. Tell pupils that each group of 10 centimeters equals 1
decimeter (dm). 10 cm = 1 dm

d. Elicit further that 10 decimeters equal I meter. 10 dm = 1 in

7. Summarize the metric equivalents

1
10 non = 1 am or 1 Tom = lb am (.1 cm)

1
10 cm = 1 dm or 1 cm = ib dm (.1 dm)

110 dm= 1 m or 1 dm= m (.1 m)
ID

8. Discuss the motivation question.

B. The docimal nature of the metric system

1. Have pupils relate the metric units to the basic unit, the
meter.
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a. Meaning of prefixes

1) deci means a tenth (decimal)

2) centi means a hundredth (cent)

3) milli means a thousandth (a real estate tax is sometimes
expressed in milg)

b. The value of the units in terms of the basic unit, the meter.

1) How many decimeters are there in a meter?
What part of the meter is the decimeter? (itor .1 of a meter)

2) How many centimeters are there in a umter?
What part of the meter is the centimeter? (-*-or .01 of a

IOD
meter)

3) How many millimeters are in a meter?
1

woo or .001 of
a meter)

c. Show these metric equivalents in table form as follows:

1
1 mm .001 m orm m

1
1 cm = .01 m or yr° m

1
1 dm ni .1 m or 31 m

1 m 11$24

1) How many times as large as the millimeter if; the centimeter?
the decimeter as the centimeter? the meter as the deci
mmter?

2) How many times as large as the millimeter is thp decimeter?

d. Follow the pattern in c and replace the framea.

1 dekameter (dkm) r:1 m (10)

1 hectometer (hm) rj m (100)

1 kilometer (km) =Om (1000)



1) How many times as large as a meter is the dekameter?
the hectometer as the dekameter? the kilometer as

the hectometer?

2) How many times as large as a dekameter is a kilometer?

e. How many times as large as a metric unit is the next larger

metric unit?

How many times as large as a metric unit is the next smaller

metric unit?

f. Have pupils realize that the metric system, like our numera-

tion system, is a decimal system. That is to say, it is a

system based on powers of 10.

C. Converting fram one unit to another unit within the metric system

1. Review multiplication by 10, 100, 1000,.1, .01, .001.

2. Have pupils draw a picture of a line segment 3.5 centimeters

in length.

a. Use your metric ruler to find the measure of the line segment

in millimeters. (35 mm)

b. Haw can we convert 3.5 centimeters to millimeters without
using a metric scale?

3. Have pupils convert one metric unit to another as follows:

a. 3 nun 3x1 mm
3 x .1 cm (since 1 mm mig .1 am)

= .3 cm

b. 52 nun= 52 x 1 mm
= 52 x .1 am (why?)

= 5.2 am

c. 3.5 csa= 3.5 x 1 cm
mg 3.5 x 10 nm, (since 1 cm re 10 mm,

23' 35 mm

d. 3.5 cm 3.5 x 1 am
3.5 x .01 m (since 1 QM 2g .01 m)

aM .035 m
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e. 2m 5cm = 2m + 5cm
= 2m + .05m

2.05m

4. Have pupils see that converting fram one metric unit of length
to another involves only multiplication by 10, or 100, or 1000,
or .1, and 30 on. This computation is far simpler than that
needed to change from one English unit to another.

II. Practice

A. Use a metric scale and measure the following objects in centimeters
and millimeters.

1. the length of your pencil
2. the thickness of your mathematics book
3. the width of a page in your notebook

B. Replace the frames.

1. r mm = I am
2.0cm=lm

C. Tell bow you would change

3.0mmaglm 5. 71 cm 1 dm
4« m an I km 6. rl at 1 km

1. 120 yards to feet
2. 8 feet to inches
3. 400 centimeters to meters

D. Complete the table

mm an m
I. ? ? 1

2. 8 ? ?

3. ? .6 ?

4. ? ? 3

5. 15 ?

4. 120 cencimeters to millimeters
5. 5 kilometers to meters

B. Convert these measurements as indicated

1. 72 centimeters to mdllimeters 4. 35 meters to centimeters
2. 9 kilometers to meters 5. 16 aecimeters to millimeters
3* 615 centimeters to utters 6. 6500 meters to kilometers
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F. Draw a picture of line segment XY which is 25 mm in length; then
draw a picture of a line segment KL Nhich is 2 cm 5 mm in length.

Why are the two line segments congruent?

G. Draw pictures of three line segments of different lengths.
Find the measure of each to the nearest centimeter; to the nearest
millimeter.

H. Replace the frames.

1. 1 meter 56 decimeters =0 meters
2. 16 centimeters 8 millimeters mrlcentimeters
3. 16 centimeters 8 animaters =20 allimeters
4. 8.5 centimeters atr) millimeters
5. 10.8 kilometers = 0 meters
6. 689 meters mt71 kilometers

III. Summary

A. What is the basic unit of measure in the metric system of linear
measurement?

B. Name four units of linear metric measure and tell what relationship
each has to the meter.

C. What is the relationship of any metric unit to the next smaller
unit? to the next larger unit?

D. How is the metric system similar to our numeration system?
(they are both decimal systems)

E. Why is it easier to convert fram one metric unit to another than
it is to convert from one English unit of linear measure to
anIther?

F. What new vocabulary have you learned today?

(meter, millimeter, centimeter, decimeter, dekameter, hectometer,
kilometer)
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Lesson 90

Topic: The Metric System of Measurement

Aim: To learn to compute with metric measures

Specific Objectives:

Addition and subtraction of metric measures
Multiplication and division with metric measures

Challenge: In performing an experiment, a scientist dbserved that

an object first moved a distance of 8 am 5 nun and then

moved an additional distance of 7 am 6 =6 What was
the total distance moved by the object?

I. Procedure

A. Addition and subtraction of metric measures

1. Review procedures for addition and subtraction with English

linear measures, using feet and inches.

2. Elicit that the challenge problem requires the operation of

addition.

a. 8 am 5 mm + 7 am 6 nun =Irl

b. 8 cm 5 mm + 7 cm 6 mm = (8 cm + 7 am)+(5 mm + 6 mm)

= 15 am + 11 nu
= 16 am + 1 mm (since 10 mm = 1 am)

= 16 am 1 mm

c. Vertical form:

8 cm 5 mm
+7 cm 6 mm
16 am 1 mm

or
8.5 am

+7.6.cm
16.1 am

d. After several such examples, elicit that because the metric

system is based on ten, adding measures in the metric sys-

tem is similar to adding whole numbers or fractional num-

bers named in decimal form.
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3. Refer again to the challenge problem.
How much greater than the first distance moved by the object
is the second distance?

a. 8 cm 5 mm 7 cm 6 mm =

b. 8 cm 5 mm = 7 cm 15 mm 8.5 am
.7 cm 6 man = 7 am 6 mm °r :246_92

9 mm .9 am

Why was it necessary to rename 8 cm 5 mm as 7 am 15 mm?

c. After several such examples elicit that subtracting
measures in the metric system is similar to subtracting
whole numbers or fractional nuMbers named in decimal
form.

B. Multiplication and division with metric measures

1. Review procedures for multiplication and division with English
linear measures.

2. Pose problem: Louis has two pieces of wire. In metric measure,
the shorter piece of wire is 1 m 60 cm long. If the other
piece of wire is twice as long, what is the length of the
longer piece?

a. 2 x 1 m 60 cm =

b. 2 x 1 m 60 am = 2 x (1 m 60 cm)
= 2 x (l m) + (2 Y 60 am)
= 2 m + 120 an
= 3 m 20 am

c. Vertical form:

1 m 60 am
x 2

2 m 120 cm 3 m 20 cm

or 1.60
x 2

3.20 m

d. Elicit again that because the metric system is a decimal
system, multiplication with metric measures is similar
to multiplication with whole numbers or fractional num-
bers named in decimal form.

3. Refer again to problem posed in 13-2.

Louis needs half uf the shorter piece of wire to hang a
picture. What is the length of the wire that he needs for
the picture?

a. Elicit that we may use division to solve the problem.
1 m 60 cm + 2 =
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b. 1 m 60 cm + 2 = 160 cm + 2
= 80 cm

ihy /as it necessary to rename 1 m 0 m as. 160 cm?

c. Vertical form:

80 cm

-64 cm or
.80 m

27.75

d. Why is division with metric measures similar to division with
whole numbers or fractional. numbers named in decimal form?

II. Practice

A. Replace the frames.

1. 5 cm 18 mm = 0 cm 8 mm 5. 13 cm 12 ram = 12 cm mm

2. 3 in 190 cm = 4 mO cm 6. 8 in 6 cm=0 m 106 cm

3. 9 km 1500 m = 0 km 500 in 7. 12 km 30 in = 0 km 1030 m

4. 5 cm 8 nun = 4 cm CI mm

B. Replace the frames.

12 cm 5 mm + 8 cm 9 mm = (12 cm +0) + (8 cm + A)

= (12 cm + v) + (5 mm + 9 mrn)

= 0 cm + mm

=

C. Perform the indicated operation.

1. 35 cm 3 mm 4. 16 cm 2 mm
+16 cm 7 mm

".7.12_911%.1__

2. 6 ra 80 cm

+7 In 40 CrIl

3. 6 m 20 cm 5 mm
m 80 cm 5 mm

.327.

5. 56 m 6 cm
.29 m 9 cm

6. 26 km 42 m
.18 km 56 m



D. Perform the indicated operation.

1. 8 x 5 cm 3 mm

2. 10 x 6 m 32 am

3. 13 x 9 km 600 m

4. 9 cm 6 mm 4- 3

5. 16 cm 35 mm + 5

6. 37 km 40 m + 8

E. Bob's cousin, who lives in France, wrote that the distance from
his home to his school is 2 kilometc,,,3 560 meters. What is the
round trip distance?

F. For a science demonstration, a piece of wire 13 centimeters
5 millimeters long was cut into 3 pieces of equal length. What
is the length of each piece?

III. Summary

A. In what way is computation with metric measures similar to compu
tation with numbers?

B. How is computation with metric linear measures similar to compu
tation with English linear measures?

C. How is computation with metric linear measures simpler than compu
tation with English linear measures?
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ItessolLa

Topic: The Metric System of Measurement

Aim: To understand the metric system of weight and of liquid measurement

Specific Objectives:

Metric units of weight measure
Metric units of liquid measure
Relationship among metric units of length, weight, and liquid capacity

Materials needed: A set of metric weights; ounce weights; a balance scale;
a liter container

Motivation: The label of a bottle of vitamin pills, which contained min-
erals as well, shawed the iron content of each pill to be 10
milligrams.

What is the meaning of a milligram?

I. Procedure

A. Metric units of weight measure

1. Review metric linear units.

a. What is the basic unit of linear measure in the metric system?

b. Have pupils recall the meaning of the prefixes used in the
metric system.

c. Show the similarity between a table that shaws place value in
our numeration system and a table that shows the relationship
among metric linear units.

C.)
4,7

/
Q.)

4,7

4J jQ)

Q.)

f Q.)

17.1
a)

P0
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2. Introduce the gram as the basic unit of weight in the
metric system.

a. Discuss with pupils the fact that just as vim use a
standard unit length to measure length, so also do we
use a standard unit weight to measure weight.

b. What are some standard units of weight measure in our
English system of measurement? (pound, ounce, ton)

c. Have pupils recall the following equivalents:

16 ounces = 1 pound
2000 pounds = 1 ton

d. Tell pupils that in the metric system the basic unit of
weight is the gram. Show pupils several gram weights
(1 gram; 2 grams; 5 grams, and so on). Compare these
wights with the ounce weights.

Note: The metric unit for measuring weight is defined as
the weight of water (at a certain temperature) contained
in the volume of a cube whose edge is 1 centimeter long.
Thus, the weight of 1 cubic centimeter of water is called
a gram.

e. Have pupils estimate in grams the weights of various objects,
and have them check these estimates by using the balance
scale.

3. Using their knawledge of mtric prefixes, have pupils suggest
the meaning of the terms: decigram (dg); centigram (cg); milli
gram (mg); kilogram (kg).

4. Help pupils develop a table of metric weight equivalents such
as the following:

1 milligram (mg) = .001 gram
1 centigram (cg) = .01 gram
1 decigram (dg) = .1 gram
1 gran = 1 gram
1 decagram (dkg) = 10 grams
1 hectogram (hg) = 100 grams
1 kilogram (kg) = 1000 grams
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5. Have pupils see the interrelationships among metric units
of weight.

a. 10 mg = 1 cg or 1 mg = .1 cg
10 cg = 1 dg or 1 cg = .1 dg, and so on
10 dg = 1 g
10 g = 1 dkg
10 dkg = 1 hg
10 hg = 1 kg

b. Replace the frames.

1 mg = cg = dg = g
1 cg = 7 mg =ndg=r3 g
1 dg = mg = cg = g = " dkg
1 g = mg = cg = dkg = hg = kg
1 kg = g = dkg = " hg

6. Elicit that units of weight in the metric system, like the
units of metric linear measure, are based on powers of ten.
We therefore compute with these measures in a manner similar
to computation Nith whole numbers.

)3, Metric units of liquid measure

L. What are some standard units of liquid measure in the English
system? (pint, quart, gallon)

2. Elicit the equivalents:

2 pints = 1 quart
4 quarts= 1 gallon

3. Tell pupils that in the metric system the basic unit of liquid
measure is the liter. Shaw pupils a liter container and com
pare it with a quart container.

4. Elicit the meaning of milliliter (ml); centiliter (cl); deci
liter (dl); kiloliter (kl), and develop a table of equivalents
as in A-5.

C. Relationship among the metric units of length, weight, and liquid
measure

1. Consider a cube whose edge is 1 centimeter long. The weight
of water (at 40 C) contained in the volume of such a cube is
1 gram.
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2. Consider a cube whose edge is 10 centimeters long.

a. The capacity of this cube (one with edge 10 centimeters
in length) is defined to be a liter.

b. Tell pupils that such a cube can be filled with a thousand
1centimeter cubes. Therefore, the weight of the water
needed to fill such a cube is 1000 grams.

c. How many milliliters does a 10-centimeter cube contain?

d. What is the weight of 1 milliliter of water at 40 C?
(1 gram)

II. Practice

A. Express the following in grams.

1. 10 cg

2. 150 cg

3. 25 mg

B. Express the following in liters.

1. 5 ml

2. 35 a

3. 20 cl

4. 5 dg

5. 8 kg

4. 7 dl

5. 2 kl
4

C. Jars used in chemical laboratories are graduated in milliliters.
How many liters does a jar marked 1500 milliliters hold?

D. Perform the indicated operation.

1. 6 grams 3 decigrams 2. 7 kilograms 3 grams

+4 grams 9 decigrams r5 kilograms 5 grams
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3. 2 liters 8 deciliters 4. 3Tki1oliters 50 liters
x 5

III. Summary

A. What is the basic unit of weight in the metric system? the basic
unit of liquid measure?

B. Name other units of weight in the metric system. Explain how each
is related to the basic unit.

C. Name other units of liquid measure in the metric system. Explain
how each is related to the basic unit.

D. What is the weight of the quantity of water (at 40 C) that would
fill a cube whose edge is 1 centimeter long?

E. What are the dimensions of a cube which holds 1 liter?

F. What new vocabulary did you learn today?

(vamp liter)



Lesson_22

Topic: The Netric System of Measurement

Aim: To compare metric and English units of linear measure

Specific Objectives:

Converting from metric units of measure to English unit.: and vice versa
Solving simple problems involving conversion of units from one system
to another

Challenge: Which is the greater distance, and by how much, a 100-yard dash
or a 100-meter dash?

I. Procedure

A. Converting from one system to the other

1. Compare meoric and English units of linear measure,

a. Have pupils compare the length of the meter stick with that
e the yardstick. They discover that the meter is approx..
imately 40 inches (39.37 in.).

1) Compute the approximate English equivalent in yards
for 1 meter.

1 m = 39.37 in.(approximately)

221E
m = 36 yd,

1 m = 1.1 yd.(approximately)

2) Compute the approximate metric equivalent for 1 yard.

1 yd.= 36 in.

=.371 %.4 39.37 m

1 yd.= .9 m (approximately)
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3) Refer to challenge question.

l00 m= 1C0 x 1.1 yd.
100 m= 110 yd

The 100-meter dash is approximately 10 yards longer
than the 100.yard dash.

b. Have pupils use their metric rulers to compare the length
of the centimeter with that of the inch. They observe
that a centimeter is slightly less than 1 inch.

1) Compute the approximate English equivalent for 1 centimeter.

1 m = 3907 in.

1 cm = 2242Z in
100

1 cm= .4 inAapproximately)

2) Compute the approximate metric equivalent for 1 inch.

3937 in.= 1 m

3937 in.= 100 am

i
100

n.-39.37

= 2,5 am (approximately)

c. Have pupils compare the length of the kilometer with that of
the mile.

1) Compute the approximate English equivalent for 1 kilometer.

1 m = 1,1 yd.or 3.3 ft.(approximately)

1 km= 33C0 ft.

=
5280

.6 mi.or 8 mi.(approximately)



. dtx

2) Find the approximate metric equivalent for 1 mile.

1 mi. = 5280 ft.(approximately)

3300 Am

= 1.6 km (approximately)

2. Have pupils summarize the following approximations:

Metric to English Emlish to Metric

lkm.6orzni, 1 mi. = 1.6 km

1 m = 40 in.(39.37 in.) 1 yd. = .9 m

1 am = .4 in. 1 ir, = 2.5 am

B. Salving problems involving conversion

1. Pose problem: Jack's pen pal in Belgium wrote to Jack that he
is 150 centimeters tall. Jack's height is 61 inches.
Who is taller, and by how much?

a. Elicit that:

1) to solve the prdblem requires the operation of subtraction;

2) both measurenents must be expressed in the same unit
centimeters or inches before the comparison can be made.

b. Express 150 centimeters as an equivalent number of inches.

1 C2 = .4 in.
150 cm = 150 x .4 in.
150 cm = 60 in.

c. Jack is taller by approximately I inch.

2. Pose problem: The distance from the earth to the sun is approximate.
ly 93,000,000 miles. Express this distance in kilometers.

a. Estimate: Since a mile is greater than a kilometer, the distance
will be greater than 93,000,000 kilometers.
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b. 1 mile = 1.6 kilometers
930000,000 miles = 93,000,000 x 1.6 kilometers

= 148,800,000 kilometers

3. Have pupils practice solving simple problems involving conversion

of measures fram one system to another.

11. Practice

A. Convert each of the following measurements as indicated.

1. 10 cm = in. 5. 15 in.= "I cm

2. 50 m = :1 yd. 6. 22 yd.= ri m

3. e5 km = 1 mi.
7.7.5cmnlin.

4. 150 mi.= n km 8. 125 = in.

B. The speed limit in a South American city is 40 km per hour.

What is the speed limit in miles per hour?

C. How many centimeters long is a 12-inch ruler?

D. Which is longer, and by how much, the 440-yard dash or the

400-meter dash?

E. What is uhe width in inches of a 16 mm film? of a 35 rimi film?

III. Summary

A. What is the English equivalent of a meter? a kilometer? a centi-

meter?

B. What is the metric equivalent of an inch? a yard? a mile?

C. What difficulties would be encountered if the United States

decided to change over from the English system of ueasurement

to the metric system?



Lesson 93

Topic: The Metric System of Measurement

Aim: To corre metric and English units of weight measure; of liquid

measure

Specific Objectives:

Converting from metric units of weight ueasure to English units, and

vice versa
Converting from metric units of liquid measure to Eaglish units and

vice versa

Challenge: A French housewife bought a half kilo of pears.
What is the weight of the pears in our system of measur

I. Procedure

A. Converting from one syotesi of mright measure to the other

1. Have pupils collect labels on which the weight of the article
stated in English units and in metric units.

Have them make a listing .uch as the following:

Item

Gelatin
Tomato sauce
Ripe olives
Pears
Breakfast oats

;.cioht.

3 oz.or EA5 grams
8 oz. 227 gram3
8 026 241 grar"

1 lb.13 oz.822 prams
2 lb. 907.18 gram

2. Metric ,:quivalents of 1glish units

a. The ounce

3 oz. = 85 gm (first item)
1 oz. = 28 gm (approximately)

Thus, ene gram 10

b. The pound

1 of an ounce, a very small weic71

8 oz. 227 gms (second item)
16 oz. or 1 lb. = 454 gm o (apnreximately)
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3. English equivalents of metric units

The kilogram

a. 1 kg = 1000 gm; 1 lb. = 454 gm

How many 454Is are in 1000?

1000 454 = 2.2

Thils, 1 kg = 2.2 lb. (approximately)

b. Tell pupil3 that in countries using the metric system,
the kilogram is the commonly used unit of measure in the
daily lives of people, because the gram is too small for
ordinary purposes. In these countries, the kilogram is
commonly referred to as the kilo.

c. Refer to challenge problem.
A half kilo of pears is approximately 1.1 lb. in our system
of weight measurement.

B. Converting from one system of liquid measure to the other

1. Have pupils collect labels on which the liquid content of the
article is stated in English units and in metric units.

Have them list items:

Item Liquid Content

Cleaning fluid 1 qt. or .946 liters
Pineapple juice 1 pt.2 oz.(fluid) .53 liters
Rug cleaner 16 oz.(fluid) .47 liters
Tomato juice 1 qt.14 oz.(fluid) 1.36 liters

2. Have pupils note from the listing that

a. a quart is a little less than a liter.

1 quart = .9 liters (approximately)

or

b. a liter is a little more than a quart.

1 liter = 1.06 qt. (approximately)
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II. Practice

A. Convert each of the following measurements as indicated.

1 . 15 qt. = 17_1

2 . 16 pt. (fluid) = fl t

3. 2 kg =1...

4. 2 oz. = 71 gm

5. 8.8 lb. = rl kg

6. 5 = rl qt.

B. Florence weighs 100 lb. When she weighed herself on a metric scale
during a recent visit to France, did the scale indicate 50 kg, more
than 50 kg, or less than 50 kg? Explain.

C. Compute your weight in the metric system. What unit will you use?

D. Francois, mho lives in Paris, drinks a liter of milk a day.
Bill, in New-York, drinks a quart of milk a day.
How does the amount of milk that Francois drinks compare with the
amount that Bill drinks? Explain.

E. About how many quarts is the liquid measure of a cube whose side
is 10 cm?

III. Summary

A. What is the English equivalent of a kilogram?

B. What is the English equivalent of a liter?

C. Why do we say "approximately" whenever we convert from one system
of measurement to another?
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Lesson 94

Topic: Linear Measure

Aim: To review and reinforce the concept of the perimeter of a polygon

Specific Objectives:

Review of concept of polygon
Review of meaning of perimeter of a polygon
Finding the perimeter of some equilateral polygons

Motivation: Louts father is planning to buy fencing for the rectangular
garden plot in back of the house. What does he need to know
about the plot to decide how much fencing he should buy?

I. Procedure

A. hevi l. of concept of polygons

1. Which of the following drawings represent polygons?

3H

a.

d.

4

b. C.

4

6 II

8 II

4 "
26 rrgn

2. Why did you decide that the figures in a, b, d, and g represent
polygons?



3. Classify the polygons according to the number of their sides.

(quadrilateral, triangle, pentagon)

4. What special kind of quadrilateral is represented in figure b?

(rectangle)

5. What special kind of polygon is represented in figure g?

(equilateral pentagon)

6. What kind of polygon is suggested by a "stop" sign, a baseball
diamond, a snowflake?

B. Review of meaning of perimeter of a polygon

1. Refer to figures in A-1.
What is the smm of the measures of the sides of the polygon
represented in figure a? in figure b? in figure d? in

figure g?

2. How do we refer to the sum of the measures of the sides of
a polygon? (perimeter)

3. What is the rule for finding the perimeter of a polygon?
(We add the measures of the sides te) find lthe perimeter of

a polygon.)

C. Review finding the perimeter of some equilateral polygons

1. Refer to figure g in A-1.
What is the perimeter of the pentagon represented in this

figure?

a. Add the measures of the five sides. 3+3+3+3+3=15
The perimeter is 15 inches.

b. In what way, other than adding the measures of the sides,
can we find the perimeter of this pentagon? (Multiply
the measure of a side by 5.)

2. If the measurement of one side of an equilateral pentagon
is 6 inches, what is the measurement of each of the other
sides? What is the perimeter of the equilateral pentagon?

3. If the variable s represents the measure of the side of an
equilateral pentagon, and the variable p represents the measure
of the perimeter, what is the meaning of the sentence p = 5xs

or p = 5s? Is this sentence true for all equilateral pentagons?
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4. Have pupils recall that a sentence such as p = 5s is called
a formula.

5. Help pupils develop a formula for the perimeter of each of
the following polygons:

an equilateral triangle
a square
an equilateral hexagon
an equilateral octagon

(p = 3xs or p = 3s)

(P = 4s)
(p = 6s)

(P = 8e)

6. Review-the formula for the perimeter of the rectangle.

a. Elicit the methods the pupils used to find the perimeter
of the polygon (rectangle) representec: in figure b of A-1.

1) Add the measures of the four sides. 4+6+4+6 = 20
The perimeter is 20 inches.

2) Add twice the measure of two adjacent sides.
(2x4) + (2x6) = 8+12 = 20
The perimeter is 20 inches.

3) Twice the sum of the measures of two adjacent sides.
2x(4+6) = 2x10 = 20
The perimeter is 20 inches.

b. Express the rules as formulas using the variables pot and
w where

p represents the measure of the perimeter
t represents the measure of one side
w represents the measure of the adjacent side

1 ) p = liebtw

2) p = (2x,G) + (2xw)

3) p=2x(t+w)

c. Answer the motivation problem.

7. Have pupils see how formulas may be used to help solve prtklems
involving perimeter.

a. Pose problem: How much fencing is needed to enclose a rectangu-
lar garden 401 X 201? (read: 401 12z 201)
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b. Draw diagram:

c. What formula can you use for finding the
perimeter?

d. Solve, using the formula:

p = (2xt) + (2kw)

= (2Y40) i-(2)(20)

= 80 + 40

= 120

fhe amount of fencing needed is 120'.

11. Practice

401

A. Find the perimeter of the polygon represented in each of the
following figures.

1.

9

2. 3.

5 an

B. Which of the polygons pictured below has the greater perimeter?

5. 1 Cm

2,8Cin

5.1 Cm

2.san

8.0CM 5.1

C. A baseball diamond is in the shape of a square, of which the side
is 90'. What distance is covered by a player who makes a home run?

201

5.1CD1

D. Bill plans to make a rectangular picturFt frame which will be 1
long and 8" wide. How many feet of frame should he buy?
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E. Find the cost of placing a fence around a rectangular plot of

ground 100' by 351, at 800 a foot.

F. A square measures 25' on a side. Make a drawing of the square

using the scale 1" = 10'. (1 inch represents 10 feet)

1. What is the perimeter of the given square?

2 What is the perimeter of the square represented in the scale

drawing?

3. What is the ratio indicated in the scale? 40)

4. What is the ratio of the two perimeters?

G. What might be the measures of the sides of a rectangle whose
perimeter is 100 cm? (30 and 30; 40 and 10; 33 and 17; 91 and 40i,

and so on)

H. What might be the measure of the side of a square whose perimeter

is 100 am? (25 cm the only possibility)

I. Mr. Keller paid $120 to have a fence placed around his garden,

which is 12 feet square. What was the cost per foot of fencing

the garden?

J. Helen is planning to edge a tablecloth with lace. The cloth is

rectangular in shape and measures 72" by 108". If she allows

two additional inches for each corner, how many yards of lace

does she need?

K. What is the perimeter of a hexagonal tile whose side is one

inch?

L. (Optional) What is the perimeter of the
figure in the diagram?

M. (Optional) Develop a formula for the
perimeter of a triangle which has two con
gruent sides.

3.6

N. (Optional) What mathematical principle can be used to show that

+ 2w = 2x(4 w)?

III. Summary

A. What must you know in order to find the perimeter of a polygon?

B. How do we refer to a polygon with congruent sides?
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C. What is the rule for finding the perimeter of any polygon?

D. What is the rule for finding the perimeter of an equilateral
polygon?

E. What is the formula for the perimeter of a square? of a rectangle?

F. What is the relationship expressed in the formula p = 4s?
in the formula p = 2t+ 2w?

C.. What mathematical vocabulary did you review today?

(polygon, perimeter, equilateral)
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Lessons 95 anci_26

Topic: The Circle

Aim: To review and extend understanding of some terms and concepts
relating to the circle

Specific Objectives:

Meaning of circle
Line segments and circles
Central Angle
Arc

Motivation: Why does a wheel run smoothly?

I. Procedure

A. Review of meaning of circle

1. What is a circle?

2. What is the difference between a circle and a polygon?

3. Why is the circle a special kind of plane closed curve?

4. Which space figures that you know have a circle as a face?
(cylinder, cone)

5. What instrument is used for drawing a circle?

6. What do we call the fixed point that is equally distant from
each point on the circle?
Where is this point located? (inside the circle)

B. Review of line segments and circles

1. The radius

a. Using compasses, have pupils draw a circle
with point 0 as center. Have them select
any point A on the circle, and draw line
segment OA. 'What name do Irm give to a line
segment such as this? (radius)
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b. Where are the endpoints of any radius located?

c. Draw several radii of circle 0.
How many radii are there for a given circle? (an unlimited number)

d. Haw do the measures of the radii of a given circle compare?

(They are the same.)

e. Have pupils discuss the nctivation question.

2. The diameter

a. Have pupils extend AO to intersect the

circle at B.

What name do we give to a line segment

such as AB? (diameter)

b. Where are the endpoints of any diameter?

What other point does a diameter contain?

c. How many diameters are there for a Riven circle?

d. How do the measures of the diameters of a given circle compare?

3. The chord

a. Have pupils choose two other points, C and Elp

on the circle. Have them draw CD. Haw do we

refer to a line segment such as this? (chord)

b. Where are the endpoints of any chord?

c. How many chords can be drawn in a circle?

d. Is AB a chord? Explain.

e. Draw several additional chords in circle O.
Which is the longest chord of a circle?

f. Relationship between the radius and diameter of a circle.

1) Have pupils measure the two radii BO and OA.
Have them measure the diameter, BA.

2) Draw a picture of any other dianeter EF.

How long is HO? OF? EP?
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3) Have pupils conclude that a diameter of a circle has
twice the measure of any radius of the same circle.

4) Letting d represent the measure of the diameter in unit
lengths, and r the measure of the radius in unit lengths,
elicit that the relationship of the diameter to the radius
can be expressed by the following formula: d=2r orr=id.

5) What is the measure of the diameter of a circle whose
radius measures li inches?
What is the measure of the radius of a circle if the
diameter is 2.6 centimeters in length?

C. Review of meaning of central angle

1. Have pupils consider a drawing such as the one
at the right.

a. What kind of geametric figure is formed by

O
4

and OA meeting at 0?

b. Where is the vertex of the angle placed?

c. What name do we give to such an angle? (central angle)

2. Select and name a point which is on the circle and in
the interior of the angle; on the circle and in the
exterior of the angle.

D. Review of meaning of arc

1. In the picture of the circle at the right,
consider the two subsets formed by central
angles COD. What do we call each of these
subsets? (an arc)

2. How do we refer to the arc which is the union of C and
D and the points on the circle in the interior of LCOD?
(minor arc)

3. How do we refer to the arc which is the union of C and D
and the points on the circle in the exterior of LCOD?
(major arc)

4. Is point P in the major or miror arc?
Is point Q in the major or minor arc?
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5. What symbol can we use for minor arc CD? (CD or CPD) for najor

arc CD? (d(7e0)

6. What name do we give to an are which has two points at the end of a

diameter and the remaining points lying on one side of the

diameter? (semi-circle) A
0.14

7. In the picture at the right, XAY is one

semi-circle. What is the other?

8. How does the length of a semi-circle camrare
with the length of the circle?
What is the meaning of semi?

II. Practice

A. Refer to the figure at the right, which
Dictures a circle with center 0.

1. Name: all the diameters; all the radii;
all the chords; four arcs; two semi-
circles; 4 central angles; 4 angles which
are not central angles.

2. Which is the longest chord in the circle? Ph, CiS#

3. The length of OR is one inch. What is the length o

4. What line segments are congruent to OR?

B. Use "always" or "sometimes" or "never" to fill the blank space,

so that a true statement results.

1. The radius of a circle is a chord.

2. The diameter of a circle s a chord.

C. The diameter of a circle 3" in length. What can you say about

every chord in the circle that is not a diImeter? (It is leso 4,han

3" in length.)

D. What is the measure of the diameter of a circle if the measure of

the radius is:

1. 2 in. 2. 3:i ft.

E. What is the measure of the radius of a circle if the me

diameter is:

1. 5cm 2. 4 in.
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F. A chord of a circle is 5 inches in length. What can you tell

about the length of the diameter? (The diameter is greater than

5 inches unless the chord being considered is the diameter.)

III. Summary

A. How do you recognize a circle?

B. Where are the endpoints of a radius of a circle located? the

endpoints of a diameter? the endpoints of a chord?

C. Haw do you know that there are an infinite number of radii in a

circle? an infinite number of diameters?

D. How do the measures of the radii of a circle compare? the

measures of the diameters?

E. What is the relationship between the diameter of a circle and the

radius?
Express the relationship in a mathematical sentence.

F. What is the meaning of a central angle of a circle?

G. What is meant by an arc of a circle?

H. What mathematical vocabulary did you review today?

(radius, diameter, chord, central angle, arc, semicircle)



Lesson 97

Topic: Linear Measurement

Aim: To discover the relationship between the circumference of a circle

and its diameter

Specific Objectives:

Meaning of circumference
Need for indirect measurement of circumference
Discovery of an approximate relationship between the circumference

of a circle and its diameter

Challenge: What distance is covered in one complete revolution of a

bicycle wheel that is 28 inches in diameter?

I. Procedure

A. Meaning of circumference

1. What name is given to the length of a polygon? (perimeter)

Haw could we find the perimeter of an object such as a

rectangular tablecloth?

2. Have pupils consiCr how we would determine the amount of

trimming needed for the rim of a circular lampshade. They

may suggest wrapping a piece of string around the rim until

the ends just meet and then measuring the length of the string

with a ruler.

3. Tell pupils that the length of a circle is called the circumfer

ence of the circle.

B. Need for indirect measurement of circumference

1. Review the distinction between direct and indirect measurement.

a. A direct measurement involves directly comparing an object

to be measured with a unit of measurement. For example,

the length of a textbook may be measured directly with a

ruler.

b. Measurements may also be made indirectly by measuring a

related quantity. Thus, we may find the measure of the

perimeter of a rectangle indirectly by first performing
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a direct measurement of its length and its width, and then

using the formula p = 2.1-+ 2w to compute the perimeter.

2. Elicit that it is difficult to measure the length of a circular

object directly. Therefore, there is a need for finding a

method of measuring its circumference indirectly.

C. Relationship between the circumference of a circle and its diameter

1. Have pupils draw pictures of circles of diameter 1 inch;

2 inches; 3 inches.

a. What happens to the size of the circumference as the diameter

increases?

b. Have .4.rpils conclude that there is a relationship between the

circumference of a circle and its diameter.

Figure 1
2. Consider the drawings on the right.

a. In Figure 1, mhich amears to be

longer, AB or AKB? AB or AHB?

1) Elicit that the circumference
of a circle is greater than the

combined lengths of two diameters.

2) Express this conclusion symbolically:

c > 2 Xd or c > 2d.

Figure 2

b. Consider Figure 2 of C-2. Which appears to be longer, the

distance around the model of the circle, or the distance

around the model of the square that encloses the circle?

1) Elicit that the perimeter of the square is a total of

4 diameters and is greater than the circumference of

the circle.

2) Express symbolicany: c < 4d.

3. Have pupils "guess" that the length of the circumference of a

circle is approximately three times the length of its diameter.

c 3d

4. On the basis of this'kuess," answer the challenge question.

The distance covered in one complete revolution of a 28-inch

bicycle wheel is approximately 3x28 or 84 inches.
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5. Have pupils realize that the hypothesis (guess) about the re-

lationship between the circumference of a circle and its

diameter needs confirmation.

6. Homework: Ask pupils to find and record the lengths of the

diameters and circumferences of several circular objects all

of different sizes, such az a lampshade, a wastebasket, a

plate, and so on. A tape measule or piece of string may be

used for this purpose. This information will be used in the

next lesson.

II. Practice

A. What is the length

measures 11"? 2.4
4

B. What is the length

measures 201? 6.8

of the diameter of a circle whose radius

cm? 73111?

of the radius of a circle whose diameter

yd.? 4.32 m2

C. When we find the diameter of a circle by means of the formula

d = 2r, are we using direct or indirect measurement? Which is

the direct measurement? Which is the indirect measurement?

D. Of two circles, one with a diameter of 3i", the other with a

diameter of 4 am, which has the greater circumference? Explain.

E. What is the approximate length of the circumference of a circle

whose diameter measures 1"? whose radius measures 1"?

F. Find the approximate length of the circumference of a circle whose

diameter measures 51; 14 am; 26 in.

III. Summary

A. What is the equivalent of "perimeter" when speaking of a circle?

B. When you measure the width of a room with a yardstick, are you

measuring dlrectly or indirectly? Is finding the distance to the

sun an example of direct or indirect measurement?

C. When you use the formula p = 244. 2wr to compute the perimeter of a

rectangle, are you measuring directly or indirectly? Which measure-

ments have to be made directly before the formula can be used?

(measurements of length and width)

D. What is the approximate relationship between the circumference of a

circle and its diameter?

E. How can you make an indirect measurement of the circumference of a

circle? Which measurement would have to be made directly?

F. What mathematical vocabulary did you use today?

(circumference, direct measurement, indirect measurement)
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Lesson 98

Topic: Linear Measurement

Aim: To introduce the formalac=rXdfor the circumference ofacircle

Specific Objectives:

The meaning of n and an approximation for n
The formula c =:n x d for the circumference of a circle
Use of the formula to solve problems

Motivation: Haw can we tell more precisely (than we mere able to in the
previous lesson) the distance covered in one revolution of
a wheel that is 28" in diameter?

I. Procedure

A. The meaning and approximate value of IT

1. Tabulate the results of the measurements made by pupils in
doing the homework assignment of the previous lesson.

Circular object Circumference Diameter

Basin 38" 12"
Pail 31" 10"
Wheel 63" 20"
Record 22" 7"

2. Have pupils compute the ratio of each circumference to the
length of its diameter.

Circular object Circumference Diameter c d

Basin 38" 12" 38 12 nig 3.16+
Pail 319 109 31 + 10 3.10
Wheel 639 20" 63 + 20 3.15
Record 22" 7" 22 + 7 ac 3.14+

3. Elicit that in each case the ratio is approximately equal to 3.1.

cke3.1 v d

4. Tell pupils that the ratio of the circumference of any circle to the
length of its diameter is always the same. This ratio, 20 has been
computed to several thousand decimal places and it has aver ter-
minated er repeated. For this reason it has been given a special
name, the Greek letter pi or IT (pronounced pie).
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5. Tell pupils that approximate values of r that xee commonly

used are 3.14 and 31. Elicit that any computation performed

by using an approxigation for n will lead to an approximate

result.

B. The formula e=r x d for the circumference of a circle

1. Have pupils recall that in a previous lesson they found that

the circumference of a circle is approximately equal to three

times the length of its diameter.

2. How could we now express the relationship of the circumference

of a circle to the length of its diameter? (The circumference

of a circle is r times the length of the diameter.)

c=rxdorc=rd
3. Have pupils realize that when we use the formula c r x d to

compute the circumference of a circle, we are performing in-

direct measurement. Nhich direct measurement is needed for

the indirect measurement?

4. If we know the length of the radius of a circle, how can we

find the circumference?

a. Elicit that since d = 2r, we may double the radius to find
the diameter and then use the formula c = TT x d.

or
b. Since d = 2r, we can replace d by 2r in c =: r x d, obtaining

c = r x 2r. Using the associative and commutative properties,
we obtain c = 2nr, the usual form when r is used.

C. Use of the formula

1. Consider the motivation problem: The diameter of a bicycle wheel

is 28". How far does the wheel travel in one revolution?

a. Why does one revolution of the wheel represent the circumfer-

ence of a circle?

b. Solution: c=rxd

cr.-434.'428

.22 x28
7

p,1 88

The distance covered by the wheel in one revolution is

approximately 889.
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c. Solve the problem using 3.14 as an approximation for Tr.

CITX d
sks 3.14 x 28

me 87.92

The distance covered by the wheel is approximately 87.92".

d. Have pupils compare results in b and c.

1) Elicit that the difference in the distances, when both
approximations for Tr are used, is .08 of an inch. Since
the difference is slight, we may use whichever approxi-
mation is more convenient.

2) Which approximation for IT was easier to uork with? Why?
Have pupils conclude that when pie measure of the diameter
is a multiple of 7, the value Xis more convenient for
computation. '

e Answer the motivation questiono

2. Pose problem: The
4000 stiles What

a. Elicit that we
represented by
of this circle

b. Solution:

length of the earthls radius is approximately
is the approximate length of the equator?

wish to find the circumference of the circle
the earth's equator. The length of the radius
is approximately 4000 miles.

s in 2tr r
ots 2 x 3.14 x 4000
"41 25,120 iv 25,000

or cugnxd
ste 3.14 X 8000

25,120 od 25,000

The length of the equator is approximately 25,000 miles.

II. Practice

A. Approximate the circumference. Use
more convenient. The length of the

1. 14 in. b. 10 cm

B. Approximate the circumference. Use
of the radius is

1. 50 yd. b. 10.5
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C. Jack plans to put a wire screen around a circular flower bed which

is 10 feet in diameter. How many feet of screen does he need?

D. Scientists are planning to assemble an orbiting space station in
the form of a wheel 350 feet in diameter. What will be the circum-
ference of the proposed wheel?

E. The distance from the foot of a maypole to the circle formed by
the children dancing around it is 10 feet. Ruth skipped around the

pole once. What distance did she skip?

F. (Optional) If the circumference of a circle is 132 inches, what
is the length of the diameter? of the radius?

III. Summary

A. What ratio does Tr express?

B. What are the approximate values of Tr commonly used?

C. What formula expresses the relationship between the circumference

of a circle and the length of its diimeter?

D. If you know the length of the radius of a circle, how can you find

the circumference?
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Lesrons 99 and 100

Topic: Square Measure

Aim: To review and extend concepts of area measurement

Specific Objectivea:

The difference between linear and square nmasure
Review of formula for the area of a rectangular region
Formula for the area of a square region
Solving problems involving area

Challenge: Consider the ollowing pictui of a rectangle:

3'

The number 12 and the number 14 describe two measures of
rectangle PQRS. Valet measures?

I. Procedure

A. Review of difference between linear and square measure

1. Name the four line segments that are the aides of rectangle
PQRS.

2. Wilat kind of unit is used to measure a line :segment? Why?

3. Haw do we compute the perimeter of a rectangle?

4. What is the perimeter of rectangle PQBS?

5. Into how many sets of points does the rectangle divide the
plane? (three the set of points outside the figure, or
the exterior; the set of points which form the figure; the
sat of points inaide the figure, or the interior)

6. Recall that the union of a rectangle and its interior is called
a rectangular region.
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7. What do we call the measure of the interior of a region? (area)

8. What kind of unit is used to find the area of a plane region?

(We must use a unit plane region. By common agreement, we use

a square unit region.)

9. What are some standard square unit regions? (square inch, square

foot, square mile, square centimeter, and so on)

10. What is the area, in square inches, of rectangular region PQRS?

11. Answer the challenge question.

B. Review of formula for the area of a rectangular region

1. Bave pupils state the rule for finding the area of a rectangular

region. (The area of a rectangular region is found by multiply-

ing the measure of the length by the measure of the width. The

area is expressed in sauare units.)

111111111111

111111111111 3 x 4 iv 12

11111111111 Area is 12 square centimeters

2. What is the formula for finding the area of a rectangular region?

(A agtx w) What does each symbol in the formula represent?

3. Find the area of a rectangular playground which is 212 feet long

and 205 feet wide. Sdlye by rule or formula.

a. A
zs 212 X 205

*1 43,460

The area is 43,460 square feet.

b. Are you measuring directly or indirectly when you use the

formula? What direct measurements are made before the formmla

can be used?

C. Formula for the area of a square region

1. What name do we give to a rectangle where each side has the same

measure?

2. Have pupils recall that in finding the perimeter of a square region,

the measure of a side maybe represented by s. Elicit the formula
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A ansx sfor the area ofasquare region, instead ofAmtx w.

a. If the measure, in inches, of the side of a square is 10,
what is the area?

A 10 x 10

The area is 100 square inches.

b. Recall that 10 x 10 may be expressed as le. Haw can we
express s x s? (e)

c. Elicit the formula A a= e for the area of a square region.

3. What is the area of a square region whoae side measures 26 centi-
meters?

A at 62

A us 26 X 26 Iva 676

The area is 676 aquare centimeters.

4. Table of square measure

144 sq. in. as 1 sq. ft.
1296 sq. in. an 1 sq. yd.

9 sq. ft. l sq. yd.

D. Solving problema involving area

1. Problem: A living room with a dining alcove has the shape of
two rectangular regions as indicated.

DA

Mrs. Jonas wishes to buy wall-to-wall carpeting for the entire
area. At $9 per square yard, what will be the cost of the
carpeting?
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a. Elicit the need for finding the measure of the region. Then

multiply that number by the cost per square yard.

b. Compute: A act x

Area of Living Room X 32
3 3

Area of Dining Alcove x vs 10
3 3

Total Area 42 sq. yd.

42 x 9 378

c. The cost of the carpeting is T378.

2. Problem: A baseball diamond is in the shape of a square with
side 90 feet long. What is the area of this region?

a. A = 62
Am9090x90x8100

b. The area of the regior is 8100 square feet.

II. Practice

A. Find the area of the rectangular regions which have the following

lengths and widths.

len h 4 width w
1. 16 ft. 9 ft.
2. 40 yd. 25 yd.
3. 165 am 80 am

4. 7i in. 6 in.

5. 15.5 cm 12.8 am

B. Find the area of the regions bounded by squareo with ideot

1. 17 in.
2. 8i yd.
3. 6.5 m

C. A plot of ground in the shape of
two rectangular regions is repre-
sented by the drawing at the right
Find its area.
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D. A house in the country is built on a
rectangular plot of ground which is
120 feet long and 80 feet wide. The
house, also rectangrlar in shape, is

ed
40 feet long and 30 feet wide. What
is the area of the ground that is left

for lawn and trees?

E. Compute the area of the rectangular regions represented

bllow. In each case, the perimeter of the region is

100 feet.

3.

2.

4.

/0,
4,

40111

Which of these regions has the greatest area?
What special name do we give to this region? (square region)

Note to teacher: Have pupils experiment with other given
perimeters, as for example 60 and 80, to see what they can

discover. One conclusion they may come to is that for a
given perimeter, the special rectangle we call the square

has the greatest area.

III. Summary

A. What is meant by a rectangular region?

B. When is a linear unit used in measurement? a square unit?

C. What are same standard square units of measurement?

D. How do you find the area of a rectangular region?

E. What is the formula for the area of a square region?

F. When you use a formula, are you measuring directly or indirectly,

or both? Explain.

G. Why can you use the formula for a rectangular region in finding

the area of a square region?
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Lesson 101

Topic: Angle Measurement

Aim: To develop some basic ideas of angle measurement

Specific Objectives:

Review of meaning of angle
Need for a unit of angle measurement
Use of a (non-standard) unit angle to measure angles

Challenge: Which of the following angles has the greatest maasure?

I. Procedure

A. Review of meaning of angle

1. What is an angle? (the union of two raye with a common end

point)

2. Name the angle pictured at the right.

3. What is the vertex:of the angle?

4. Name the sides.

5. Have pupils draw an angle, label it, and name it.

B. Need for a unit of angle measure

1. Have pupils recall that an angle partitions the plane into

three sets of points:

a. the set of points inside the figure (the interior)

b. the set of points outside the figure (the exterior)

c. the set of points on the figure



2. Have them also recall that to measure line segments, we use
a unit length; to measure area we use a unit area. Have
pupils realize that these units cannot be used to measure
any of the sets of points into which an angle divides the
plane.

3. Elicit the need for a unit of the same kind as the thing to
be measured. Thus, to measure an angle we =A use a unit
angle.

4. Have pupils see that an angle such as the one pictured
at the right could be used as a unit of angle
measurement.

C. Use of a (non-standard) unit angle to measure angles

1. Distribute rexographed sheets picturing the four
angles of the challenge question.

(Suggestion: Lw could be made approximately 60°;

Ly, 30°; b., 12(1'; Z2, 900. Do not use the word odegree"
or the symbol fordegreeshere, or for any unit angle used
in this lesson. The word and the symbol will be introduced
in the next lesson.)

2. Distribute a cutout of a unit angle (of 30°) to each pupil.

3. Have pupils measure Zw by applying the unit angle to
many times as it willufit.14

They will see that the unit angle is contained
twice in Zw.

4. Tell pupils that we say the measure of 6,4 in
unit angles, is 2. m Lw = 2.

5. Have pupils measure Lx, h., L2 in the same way.
(m = 1; m = m = 3)

Zw as

6. Answer the challenge question.

7. Distribute another unit angle (of 15°) and have pupils
the four angles using this unit angle. (in Lw 44 m Lx
m Loy = 8; m = 6)

measure
= 2;

Why are the results of measurement with the second unit angle
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used different from those obtained when the first unit
angle was used?

8. Have pupils conclude that a standard unit of angle mmasure-
ment is needed.

II. Practice

Practice similar to C-3 to 8 is suggested. (The rexographed
sheet distributed to the pupils could have many more than the
four angles studiel for pupils to measure.)

III. Summary

A. What kind of unit of measure is used in measuring angles?

B. How is a unit angle used to measure angles?

C. If a unit angle is used to measure angle ABC, what would

"m LABC = 5 " mean?

D. Why is it necessary to have a standard unit angle?

E. What new vocabulary did you learn today?

(unit angle)
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Topic: Angle Measurement

Aim: To learn to measure angles with a protractor; to draw pictures of
angles of specified measures

Specific Objectives:

Visualizing any angle as a central angle of a circle
Meaning of degree
Understanding the markings on a protractor
Use of a protractor

Challenge: Consider the following drawing which represents two circles
with the same center, A.

Which central angle of the outside circle is the same as
central angle BAC of the inside circle? as central angle
FAB of the inside circle?

I. Procedure

A. VIsualizing any angle as a central angle of a circle

1. Elicit the answer to the challenge question.

2. Does minor arc BC of the inside circle appear to have the
same measure as minor arc DE of the outer circle? (no)

3. Suppose the measure of minor arc BC is one-sixth of the
circumference of the inner circle. What do you think is
true of the measure of minor arc DE in relation to the
circumference of the outer circle?

4. How many pictures of circles can we draw with A as center?

5. Have pupils see that any angle can be thought of as a central
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angle of many circles. For each suth circle, the ratio of the
measure of the minor arc determined by the angle to the circum-
ference of the circle is the same.

B. Meaning of degree

1. In the figure at the right, points A, B, C,
and D have been chosen so that minor arcs
AB, BC, CD, and DA are all equal in measure.

What appears to be true of the central angles
determined by these arcs? (They have the same
measure, that is to say, they are congruent.)

2. Suppose we partitioned a circle into 360 minor
arcs all of the sante measure. What uvuld be
true of the central angles determined by these
arcs?

3. Tell pupils that each of these (360) central
angles measures 1 degree. We usually write
this as 10. The degree is the standard unit
of angle measurement.

We often say there are 36CP in a circle.

C. Understanding the markings on the protractor

1. Tell pupils that an instrument called a protractor is used for
measuring angles represented on paper.

2. Have pupils study their protractors. Discuss the instrument.
(The overhead projector can be very helpful here.)

4.. .,"

,

.,'-
....g. :.1: 0

A ------2-E-10-"-.

=
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a. A protractor is a representation of a segment together with
a semicircle having the segment as a diameter. The semicircle
is partitioned into 180 minor arcs which are equal in measure.

b. These ndnor arcs determine 180 unit angles of one degree each.
The connon end-point of the rays (the sides of the angles) is
represented on the protractor, usually by an arrowhead.

c. Although we consider the rays to be numbered in order from
0 to 180 inclusive, only the first ray represented, and every
tenth one thereafter, have numerals placed alongside.

d. The angle indicated by any two suucesstve markings on the pro
tractor is an angle of 1 degree.

e. For convenience in measuring, most protractors have two scales,
one reading from 0 to 180 in one case from right to left, and
on the other scale from left to right.

D. Use of the protractor

1. To help pupils learn to use a protractor to neasure angles
represented on paper, it is suggested that a rexographed sheet
be distributed containing drawings of several angles, such as
the following:

E
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a. To measure LA, we proceed as follows:

1) Place the protractor so that the arrowhead is at the ver-
tex of the angle and one side of the angle corresponds
to the ray marked 0. See the figure below.

2) Read the scale whose zero oint lies on one side of the
angle to find to which ray the other side of the angle
corresponds. (the ray marked 30)

Note: If the sides of the angle in a drawing are not
long enough to reach the scale, extend them,

3) The number 30 is the number of degrees in the algle
The number itself is called the measure of ZA. ro

indicate that LA has a measure of 30, we write in LA 30.

4) We can also express the fact that the measure of LA is 30

by writing:

LA at 30P or

Lit is a 30P angle

Note: If a circular protractor were used to measure di,

its measure could be read as 30 or 360630E330. To avoid
ambiguity, we agree at this grade level to use the lesser
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number as the measure. Thus, the measure of every angle
mill be equal to or less than 180.

b. Have pupils follow the procedures in a-1 to 4 as they find
the measures of angles Bp Co D, and E.

c. Have pupils practice using their protractors to measure a
vsriety of angles to the nearest degree.

d. Elicit the greatest possible error of measurement in using
such protractors.

2. Have pupils learn to use the protractor to draw pictures of
angles of specified measures.

a. Draw a picture of an angle with a measurement of 60P.

1) Since an angle is formed by two rays with a common
end point, we start with a ray, such as isti.

F

2) Then place the protractor along the ray so that the center
of the protractor (arrowhead) is at the end point, Pp of
the ray, and the zero nark on the protractor is on the ray.
See the figure below.
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3) Mark point R at the correct 60° mark on the protractor.

4) Draw A.

5) ZQPR is a 60° angle.

b. Have pupils use their protractors to draw pictures of angles
of various specified measures.

11. Practice

. 1
A. What is the measure of a central angle determined by an arc that is 5

of a circle? 1 of a circle? 1 of a circle? 1 of a circle?
4 5 12

B. Draw pictures of four angles of different size. Use your protractor
to find their measures to the nearest degree.

C. Use a protractor to tell the measure of
the following angles represented in the
diagram at the right

LAM LX0B LAOB LX0C

LBW LX0Y

D. Refer to the diagram in C
the frames.

1. m LAOC m LCOD mg

2. m LX0C + m LCOY a=

3. m LX0Y m LICOB LT-1

B. Use a protractor to draw pictures of angles of:

1. 50° 2. 125° 3. 69° 4. 182°

III. Summary

A. How many circles can be thought of as having a given angle as a central
angle?

B. What is the standard unit of angle measurement?

C. What is the ratio of the ninor arc determined by a 1° central angle

and replace
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to the circumference of the circle?

D. What is meant by the measure of an angle?

E, What instrument do we use to measure angles?

F. Describe the steps in drawing an angle of a specified maasure.

G. What new vocabulary did you learn today?

(degree, protractor)



Lesson 104

Topic: Angle Measurement

Aim: To learn that angles may be classified according to their size

Specific Objectives:

Meaning of right angle; acute angle; obtuse angle; straight angle
Meaning of perpendicular lines

Challenge: Consider the figures below.

Figure 1 FazgaL.'e 2

In Figure 1, points A and B are so lonated that AB is 1; of
the circle. In Figure 2, QR is of tPe circle How does
the measure of LAOB compare with the measure of QPR?

I. Procedure

A. Classification of angles as right, acute, obtuse, and straight

1. Meaning of right angle

a. Elicit that although the sides of 64PR in Figure 2 of the
challenge appear to be "shorter" than the sides of LAW
in Figure 1, the measures of the two angles are the same.
Since the mdnor arc determined by each anFle in its circle
is 4 of the circle, each is a 9CP angle.

b. Tell pupils that an angle which has a measure in degrees
of 90 is called a right oat.

c. Have pupils gtve examples of objects in the classroom which
suggest right angles (corner of desk; corner of book)
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2. Meaning of acute angle; obtuse angle

a. Have pupils consider a diagram such as

the one at the right.

1) Which angles represented in the diagram
seem to have a measure of less than 90?

(LAPB, ZOC, and so on)

2) Check with a protractor.

b. Tell pupils that an angle whose measure in degrees is less

than 90 is called an acute angle.

c. Follow similar procedures to develop the meaning of an
obtuse angle as an angle whose measure in degrees is
between 90 and 180.

3. Meaning of straight angle

a. Refer to the diagram in 2-a.

1) Which angles appear to be right angles? (LUC, LCPE)

Check with a protractor.

2) Which angle appears to have a measure that is twice as

large as a right angle? (ZAPE) What is the measure of

ZAPE?

b. Tell pupils that an angle whose measure in degrees is 180

is called a straight angle. Ask pupils whythey think

this name was selected.

B. Perpendicular lines
4.

1. Have pupils draw a line such as AB.

Have them use the corner of a square card to
4

draw a ray, CD, from a point D on AB so that

LADC =:LCDB.

a. Tell pupils that when a ray meets a line

so that two equal angles are formed, we

say the ray is perpendicular to the line. 4 4.

The symbol for "is perpendicular to" is'. CD_I_AB

b. What is the measure in degrees of LADB?(180)

If LADC =:LCDB, what is the measure of each? (90)

Have pupils see that a ray is perpendicular to a line

if the ray and the line meet so that at least one of

the angles formed is a right angle.

A4
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2. Elicit that:

a. two rays are perpendicular if they form a right angle

b. two intersecting lines are perpendicular if any one
of the angles formed is a right angle

c. two segments are perpendicular if the lines of which they
are a part are perpendicular.

3. Have pupils draw pictures illustrating perpendicular lines,
perpendicular rays, perpendicular segments, and combinations
of lines, rays, and segments.

II. Practice

A. Use the square corner of a p5.ece of paper or a card to tell which
of the following drawings represent acute angles, right angles,
and obtuse angles.

B. In the figure at the right name:

1. 4 acute angles
2. 2 obtuse angles
3. 2 right angles
4. 1 straight angle

0

C. Classify the angles which have the following measurements.

1. 75P
2. 118P

3. 16°

4. 1800
5. 90P
6. 92°
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D. Think of three objects in your home which suggest

1. right angles
2. acute angles

E. What kind of angle is
it shows:

1. 3 o'clock
2. 8 o'clock
3. 6 o'clock
4. 12 o'clock
5. 10 minutes after 3

3. obtuse angles
4. straight angles

suggested by the hands of a clock when

6. 4 o'clock
7. 10 minutes to 11
8. 9 o'clock
9. 25 minutes after 12

F. Which of the following figures look most like representations of:

1. a ray perpendicular to a segment
2. perpendicular lines
3. a ray perpendicular to a line
4. perpendicular rays
5. perpendicular segments

a.

d.

G. What kind of angle is suggested by two rays with a common end-
point, one of which represents a north direction, and the other
an east direction? a west direction and a northwest direction?

an east direction and a west direction?

H. Draw a picture of two non-perpendicular lines. How many acute
angles are formed? How many obtuse angles? How many straight

angles?

I. Think of three objects in your hame which suggest perpendicular
segments.
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J. Consider the following pictures of quadrilaterals.

A

Figure 2
X

%I

1. In Figure 1, ABCD represents a rectangle.

a. What is true of the angles of a rectangle?
b. Name the line segments which are perpendicular to each

other. (BAI AD, AD I.CD, DC.1 CB, CB_IBI)

2. In Figure 2, does WXYZ appear to be a rectangle? Explain.

a. How is WXYZ different from the usual rectangle?
b. Name the four pairs of line segments which are perpendicular

to each other.

III. Summary

A. How do w.e classify angles? (according to their measure)

B. In terms of measure, how would you describe a right angle?
an acute angle? an obtuse angle? a straight angle?

C. When are two lines said to be perpendicular?

D. What new vocabulary did you learn today?

(right angle, acute angle, obtuse angle, straight angle)

What new symbol? (.1)
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Lessons 105 and 106

Topic: Angle Maasurament

Aim: To understand some special angle relationships

Specific Objectives:

Meaning of adjacent angles
Meaning of vertical angles
Meaning of supplementary angles
Congruency of vertical angles

Challenge: How many angles, other than straight angles, are formed
whenever two lines intersect?

I. Procedure

A. Meaning of adjacent angles
4.

1. Have pupils draw a pair of intersecting lines, AB and CD.
Have them label the point of intersection P.

a. Refer to the challenge. Elicit that
whenever two lines intersect, four
angles, other than straight angles,
are formed.

b. Have pupils name the angles formed.

LAPD or Zx

LDPB or Ly

Lan or br

L.CPA or Zy

c. Have them note that Lv and& have a comnon 7ertex, P,
and a common ray PD, but no interior points in common.
Tell pupils that such angles are called adjacent angles.

2. Name three other pairs of adjacent angles in the figure
(Lv and Zw; Lw and Ly; Ly and Lx). For each pair, have
them name the common vertex and the common ray.
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3. Why are angles SRT ond TRV pictured at the

right considered to be adjacent angles?

Are angles SRT and SRV adjacent angles?

Explain.

B. Meaning of vertical angles

1. Refer to the diagram in A-1.

a. Name two non-adjacent angles formed by the intersecting

lines. (x and w; y and v)

b. Tell pupils that any twp non-adjacent angles formed by

two intersecting lines aii-Ealled vertical angles.

We sometimes describe these angles as being "opposite"

each other.

2. Have pupils draw several pairs of intersecting lines.

Have them select and name the vertical angles formed.

C. Meaning of supplementary angles

1. Consider the diagram at the right.

a. Name a pair of adjacent angles
(Lpos and ZSOQ)
Use your pri-^,ractor to find the

sum of their measures. (180)

b. Name another pair of adjacent angles?

(LFOR and ZROQ)
Use your protractor to find the sum of

their measures. (180)

c. Name a third pair of adjacent angles (LS0C1 and ZOR).

Without measuring, what do you think is the sum of

their measures? (180)

d. Tell pupils that two angles are called apiplerenta angles

when the sum of their degree measures is 180. Each angle

is said to be the supplement of the other.

Zpos and LSOQ are supplementary angles

Lyle and LROQ are supplementary angles

Lpoci and 6ZOR are supplementary angles
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2. Have pupils see that when adjacent angles each have a ray
on the same line but pointing in opposite directions, the
angles are supplementary.

3. Tell pupils that two angles can be supplementary without
being adjacent. Any two angles whose measures total 180
are supplementary.

m LM m N = 60 + 120, or 180

Therefore, ZM and ZN are supplementary angles.

D. Vertical angles are congruent

1. Have pupils draw a pair of intersecting lines.

a. How many pairs of vertical angles are
formed? Name them.

b. Measure each angle.

c. What do you notice about these pairs of
vertical angles?

2. Have pupils draw several other pairs of vertical angles and
compare their measures.

3. Elicit that vertical angles appear to be congruent.

4. (OPTIONAL) Have pupils see why vertical angles must be a
pair of congruent angles.

A

a. Refer to the diagram in 1 above. How are angles APC and
APD related? (they are supplementary angles)

1) Suppose LAPC measures 3CP. Nhat is the measure of LAPD?
(180-30, or 150)

2) Suppose LOC measures 40P0 Nhat is the measure of LOD?
(180-40, or 140)

3) Let us represent the measure a LAPC by n. What is the
measure of LAPD? (180-n)
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b. How are angles APC and CPB related? (they are supplementary
angles)

If the measure of LAPC is represented by n, what is the
measure of ZCPB? (180-n)

c. How are angles APD and CPB related? (they are vertical

angles)

The measure of ZAPD is 180-n and the measure of L0PB is
180-n. What must be true of these (or any) vertical
angles? (they are congruent for they have the same
measure)

II. Practice

A. Consider the diagram at the right.

1. Name two pairs of adjacent angles.

2. Are angles EAD and CAB adjacent angles.
Explain.

3. Are angles BAC and BO adjacent angles?
Explain.

B. Refer to the figure at the right in which IS and AT

intersect at D.

1. Name two angles that are adjacent to LTDS.

2. Name two angles that are adjacent to Zpoos.

3. Name two pairs of vertical angles.

40 If PIDS measures 250, what is the measure of
ZRDT?

C. In the figure at the right, a and fb intersect
at M.

1. Are angles DMF and EMH vertical angles?
Explain.

2. Name a pair of vertical angles. (LPMF and
&la)

3. Suppose the measure ofiz/GME is 40.

What is the measure of DMF?
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4. Name a pair of supplementary angles. (DPW and GMD)

5. Can you say that LEMH, hiMF, and LEM) are supplementary?
Explain.

D. The measurements of four angles are given below. What is
the measure of the supplement of each?

1. 500 2. 125° 3. 9CP 4. 179°

E. If two angles are supplementary and have the same measure, what is the
measure of each?

III. Summary

A. Under what condtions are two angles adjacent?

B. What is meant by vertical angles?
What appears to be true of a pair of vertical angles?

O. When is a pair of angles considered to be supplementary?
Must supplementary angles be adjacent?

DO What new vocabulary have you learned today?

(adjacent angles, vertical angles, supplementary angles)
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CHAPThil X

In this chapter procedures are suggested for extending the pupil's

understanding of per cent as a ratio; for reinforcing his understanding

of the close relationship which exists among decimal numerals, fractions,

and per cent forms; and for providing practice in using per cents in

socially significant problems.

Per cent was originated in connection with business practices in
the later Middle Ages. It developed as a tool of comuerce and industry,

rather than as a tool of mathematics. From a mathematical viewpoint, how-
ever, the relationship or ratio idea of per cent is the most meaningful

approach to the concept of per cent. But in its practical everyday usage,
the interpretation of per cent as a fractional number (expressed as a

fraction or as a decimal) is more frequent. Indeed, for camputational

purposes, the latter approach is often more convenient. For this reason,

the materials in this chapter emphasize the close relationship which exists

among decimal numerals, fractions, and per cent forms.

Per cent may be thought of in terms of one hundred. Any per cent can

be thought of as a ratio with a second term of 100. If we are given a ratio

whose second term is not 100, this ratio can be expressed as an equivalent

ratio with a second term of 100 in per cent form. For example, if we wish

to express the ratio in per cent form, we find thatig=1A. Thus, a
is equivalent to 60%. Ultimately, when the meaning of proportion is
developed, as well as the basic algebraic techniques for solving open sen-
tences, the use of the ratio approach will make possible a unified handling

of all cases of per cent. The usual "three cases of per cent" will not re-

quire separate analysis.

In addition to understanding the meaning of per cent as a ratio, pupils

should gain an understanding of and skill in the interpretation of per cent

as a number. The idea of a per cent as a fractional number is related to
its standard usage in business and in commerce. It is also likely that

pupils will have encountered this interpretation in their daily lives - when

making purchases of articles on sale, and so on. These materials, therefore,

suggest procedures for a meaningful development of the two aspects of per

cent: per cent as a ratio (a pair of numbers); and per cent as a number.

It is hoped that pupils will be guided to realize that there is more than

one possible approach to per cent.

It is advisable to avoid rules which involve "moving the decimal

point" as pupils benefit most from applying the techniques of expressing
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per cent ideas consciously and thoughtfully. Most pupils develop
their own "short cuts" when they are ready.

The percentage idea has a useful and well-recognized application
to certain fields and to certain kinds of problems. Those developed
in these materials are:

1. problems in discount

2. problems in commission

3. problems in profit and loss

4, problems in interest



Chapter X

RATIONAL Nua:Easalussz.

Lessons 107.116

Lessons 107 and ice

Topic: Per cent

Aim: To develop increased understanding of per cent as a ratio

Specific Objectives:

Review of meaning of per cent as a ratio of a number to the number 100
Expressing ratios in fractional form as per cents
Expressing ratios in decimal form as per cents

Challenge: The school store reported that 20 shirts of its stock of ath
letic shirts were sold. What per cent of the shirts did the
store sell?

I. Procedure

A. Meaning of per cent as a ratio

1. Elicit that since we do not knaw the number of shirts origina
stocked, we cannot answer the challenge question.

2. If the nuMber of shirts originally stocked is 100, what is the
ratio of thgnnumber sold to the nuMber stocked? (20 to 100, or

20:100, ora)
203.Eliattilatamothernmefortheratiois 20 per cent, or

20%.
100

Per cent means the ratio of a number to 100. It is based
upon the Latin words, "per centum," meaning "per hundred."

4. Have pupils recall that any ratio which compares a number to

the number 100 may be called a per cent
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Note to Teacher: If necessary, the above relationship may
be visualized by a diagram and a development such as the
following:

u ".;. .,.!:, Af7.,! 311,1771.

er">24...

1

? 4 f
: :

: I

I I .
:

'4 r + ... ..L. f..
. g

1 IItt 1"

I

.....iv14

All 100 squares represent the set of 100 shirts originally
stocked. The 20 shaded squares represent the set of 20
shirts sold.

What is the number of the set of shirts sold? What is the
number of the set of shirts originally stocked?

What is the ratio of the number of shirts sold to the num
ber of shirts stocked?

20(20 to 100, or 20: 100, orim

Tal pupils that the ratio of a number to the number 100
may be expressed in another form called Rer cent. The
symbol "%" means "per cent." Thus, the ratio of 20 to
100 may be expressed as 20%.
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5. Nave pupils express the following ratios in per cent form.

a. 1 to 100 (1 per cent, or 1%) e. 4i to 100 (4i%)

b. 3 to 100

c. 11 to 100

d. 50 to 100

f. to 100 (0)

g. 105 to 100 (105%)

h. .6 to 100 (.6%)

6. Have pupils express the following per cents as the ratio of
a number to 100.

a. 10% (10 to 100) e. 331% (34 to 100)
3

b. 18% f. 150%

C. 75% g. .5%

d. 62.5% (62.5 to 100)

B. EXpressing ratios in fractional form as per cents

1. Refer to the challenge problem. If the number of shirts
originally stocked is 50, what per cent of the shirts did
the store sell?

a. Uhat is the ratio of the nu%ker of shirts sold to the
number of shirts stucked? (44)

>u
20

b. Elicit that if we wish to gpress the ratio in per

cent form, we must rename as a fraction with a denomina-

tor of 100.

20
What is the solution of = 17

?
50 100

c. Review use of the multiplicative identity to rename a fraction.

20 x 2= i2
50 2 100

Why did we choose § as a name fcr 1?

d. -DK
50 100

e. Returning to the problem in 8-1, 40% of the shirts were sold.
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2. Rename each of the following in per cent form.

a' 50 100
1 (1 52 = or 50%) f.

b. 24

c- 10

2
.4 5

11
j. ag CE X 10 = 200 or 200%)e° 20 10 10 10 100

3. Rename each of the following in fractional form with the
denomdnator 100. Then simplify the fractional numerals.

a. 20% (20% =3.20-520-zi') f. 2%

b. 50% g. 90%

c. 25% h. 85%

d. 40%

e. 75%
1

i. 200% (200% = 2)

1=(31%= 100 x 100 200)

C. Expressing ratios in decimal form as per cents

1. Consider the ratio of 17 to 100.

a. What is the per cent form of this ratio? (17%); the fractional

form? (igo); the decimal form? (.17)

b. Elicit that 17%, go and .17 all express the ratio 17 to 100.

2. Consider the ratio 115 to 100.

What is the per cent form of this ratio? (115%)

What is the fractional form? (mg)

What is the decimal form? (1.15)
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3. Rename each of tho following in fractional form, in decimal form,
and as a per cent.

Fractional Decimal Per cent

Form Form FormRatio

3 to 100

27 to 100

1 to 100

100 to 100

150 to 100

i to 100

.03 3%
100

100

150
100

" 1
100 200

1.00

1.50

.005

100%

150%

4. Elicit that decimal fractions expressed in hundredths can
immediately be renamed in per cent form. For example,

.03 (org) cx 13%

27 a= rig

.38 at 0%

601 0%, and so on.

5. How can we find the per cent form of numbers expressed as
decimal fractions with denominators other than 100?

a. How can we rename .135 as a per cent?

1) Elicit that since a per cent expresses the ratio of a
number to the number 100, we must rename .135 as a frac-
tion with denominator of 100.

2) Guide pupils to see that we may use the multiplicative
identity to accomplish this.

Thus, .135 = .135 x 1

.135 = .135 x 122
100

.135 = or 13.5%

b. How can we rename .005 as a per cent?

.005 = .005 x 1

.005 = .005 x 122
100

.005 = loo °r 5%
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II. Practice

A. Replace the frames.

Fractional Form

1 .

2.

3.

18
100

50

4.
2

Decimal Form

ri

.06

5. 122
loo

6. 0 0

127.
10

8. 0 71

9. 1.21 ri

100

10. 0 0 3.4%

.

5

B. What is the ratio of each of the following numbers compared to 100?

6 15 30 12i .8

Express each of these ratios in per cent form.

C. Consider the following ordered pairs of numbers:

5, 50; 3, 10; 7, 20; 9, 25; 17, 10

1. What is the ratio of the first number in each pair to the second?

2. Express each ratio as a fraction with a denominator of 100.

3. Express each ratio in per cent form.

Per cent Form

264%
2

300%
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D. Rename each of the following in per cent form.

1. 2 11
5.

5 lo

lai2 62 .

4 100
2

3. 1 7. 21
2 100

25 100

E. On a mathematics test, John solved t of the examples correctly.

What per cent did he solve correctly?

Summary

A. What is another name for the ratio of a number to the number 100?

B. In what forms can a per cent be expressed?

C. How do you rename a ratio expressed as a fraction with a denomina-
tor other than 100, as a per cent?

D. How can you tell when a number in fractional form would be ex-
pressed as a per cent greater than 100%?
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Lesson 102

Topic: Per cent

Aim: To learn how to find a per cent of a number

Specific Objectives:

Finding a per cent of a number
Solving problems involving finding a per cent of a number

Challenge: A school raised $200 through a cake sale. It was decided

to donate 30% of it to a charity. How much money was

donated to the charity?

I. Procedure

A. Finding a per cent of a number

1. Refer to challenge problem.

a. In what other forms can we express 30%? al .30)

b. What operation is used to find
0

IQ of 200? (multiplication)
10

What is the solution of 2S2 X 200=0? (60)
100

The amount contributed to the charity was $60.

c. Elicit that if 30% is renamed in decimal form as 00, we
find 30% of 200 as follows:

.30 x 20e= 60 or 200

.1(429.

60.00

2. After several such examples, elicit that we may use any one
of the equivalent forms for a number in a amputation with-

out affecting the result. 4e use that name for a nuMber

which makes the computation easier.

Note to Teacher: If necessary, the preceding procedure may

be visualized by diagrams and a development such as the

following:
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Figure 1

$100

111111111111111111111111111111

01110011111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111111

1111111110...m.immusumfilliilminummmamiumas
immismimma

Figure

$100

2

1111111111111111111110111

01111111111111111111111

1111111111.111110111111
1111111111111111MMINI
11111111111111111MM
111111111111111111111.111
1111111141111111111111M1

Each square in Figures 1 and 2 represents one dollar.
All the squares in Figures 1 and 2 represent the set
of two hundred dollars raised.

Shade 30% of Figure 1. How many squares did you shade?
Shade 30% of Figure 2. How many squares did you shade?

How many shaded squares represent 30% of $200? What is 30%
of $100? What is 30% of $200?

B. Solving problems

1. Consider problem: A farmer who raises turkeys sold 20% of
his flock of 4000 turkeys. How many turkeys did he sell?

a. Elicit that to determine how many turkeys were sold, we
must find 20% of 4000.

What is the solution of: x 4000 := 0 or .20 x 4000 = ED?

(800) 5

b. Thus, 800 turkeys were sold.

2. Pose problem: In a school of 1900 pupils, 87% bought tickets
for the school spring festival. How many pupils bought
tickets?

a. Elicit that to find the nuMber of pupils who bought tickets,
liem must find 87% of 1900. In what other forms nay we ex-
press 87%? What operation is involved?

b. We compute as follows:2i X 1900 0 or .87 x 1900 D.

x 1900 = 165300 or 1900
100 100 X .87

= 1653 13300

g222.
1653=

Thus, 1653 pupils bought tickets.



3. Dants family has an income of $8000 a year. The family

plans to try to save 6% of its income during the coming

year. Huw much money is the family planning to save?

a. To find the amount of money the family plans to save,

we will find 611 of $8000.

12 x 8000 =0 or .065 x 8000=0
200

x 8000 = 520 or .065 x 8000 = 520
200

Which form of the per cent do you consider easier to
use?

b. The family is going to try to save $520.

II. Practice

A. Compute the following:

1. 40% of 80 4. % of 1800

2. 12% of 320 5. 120% of 75

3. 9% of 1500 6. li% of 100

B. The population of a school is 1800. On a certain day 96% were

present. How many children were present on that day?

C. In science we learn that approximately 70% of the body weight
is water. If Carl weighs 125 lbs., how much of his weight is
water?

D. Jack earned *75. If he plans to save 20; of this, how much does
he plan to save?

III. Summary

A. How can we rename a per cent in order to find the per cent of a
number?

B. What operation do we use to find a per cent of a number?



Lesson 110

Topic: Per cent

Aim: To use the procedure for finding a per cent of a number in problems
involving discount

Specific Objectives:

Meaning of discount; finding discount
Problems involving discount

Challenge: A department store advertises cameras at "25% off original
price." What would you pay for a camera which was originally
priced at $60?

I. Procedure

A. Meaning of discount; finding discount

1. Discuss with pupils why stores run "sales."

Tell pupils that when articles are on sale, the 2111:4j/111 price,
before reduction is made, is called the marked price. What are
other names for original price? (regular price, list price)

2. Tell pupils that the amount of the reduction is known as the
discount.

How may the reduction or discount be stated? (as a per cent, such
as "25% off," "discount of 25%," and so on)

We call the 25% the rate of discount.

30 Refer to the challenge problem.

a. What is the original or marked nrice of the camera? ($60)

What is the rate of discount? (25%)

b. Elicit that before we can determine what is to be paid for the
camera, we must find the amount of discount. That is to say,
we must find 25% of $60.

C. 60 = 7 or .25 x 60 =
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d. How much is to be paid for the camera? 60 15 ==r1

The amount to be paid for the camera is $45.

e. Tell pupils the price actually paid for the camera, $45, is
called the sale price, or net price.

f. Have pupils observe that $45 is 75% of $60.

B. Solution of problems

1, nary bought a dress at a special sale at 10% off the regular
price. If the regular price is $250 what is the discount?
Nhat is the sale price?

a. Elicit that to find the amount of discount, we must find
10% of $25. We therefore solve x 25 =11 or .10 x 25 =

1 X 25 = 2.5 or 25
10 x.10

2.50

The amount of discount is $2.50.

b. Elicit that to find the sale price, we subtract $2.50 fram

$25. 25 2.50 = n

$25.00
2.50

$22.50

The sale price is $22.50 (which is 90% of $25).

2. During a sale, all merchandise in a furniture store was offered
at a discount of 40%. Vhat is the sale price of a sofa marked
to sell originally at $360?

a. Elicit that we must compute the amount of discount before we
can find the sale price of the sofa. That is to say, find

40% of $360,

2
b. x 3 60 " or «40 X 360 = fl

5

2 x 360 = 144 or 360
5 x.40

144.00

The amount of discount is $144.
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c. What is the sale price of the sofa?

3. After several such problems, have pupils generalize that if

we know the regular or marked price, and the rate of discount,
it is first necessary to compute the amount of discount before

we can find the sale or net price.

II. Practice

A. In each of the following xercises, the original price and the rate
of discount are given. Lmpute the amount of discount and the sale

price.

1.

2

3.

4.

2Elalnalltalst Rate of Discount

$16 10%

$2000 6%

$45.95 20%

$220 35%

B. Mr. Lopez bought a car that was oripinally marked $2980, including

all extras, at a reduction of 15%. How mu.ch did the car cost him?

C. Robert's father saw two similar bicycles on sale. In one shop, the
sign read, u$40 less 20%"; in the other shop, the sign read, u$44
less 25%." Which store made the better offer?

III. Summary

A. What is the meaning of discount?

B. What is the difference in meaning between rate of discount and
discount?

C. How is rate of discount usually expressed?

D. How do we compute the amount of discount?

E. When we know the original price and the amount of discount, how
do we find the sale price?

F. What new vocabulary did we learn today?

(original price, marked price, rate of discount, discount,
sale price)
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Lesson 111

Topic: Per cent

Aim: To use the procedure for finding a per cent of a number in problems

involving commission

Specific Objectives:

Meaning of commission; finding amount of commission
Problems involving commission

Challenge: Julie sells greeting cards. She receives a commission of 40%

on all sales. One week her sales amounted to $65. How much

commission did she receive?

I. Procedure

A. Meaning of commission; finding amount of commission

1. Elicit that some people are paid for their services by receiving

a salary or wages. This means they receive the same amount each

week or each month. Others, like salesmen, may be paid a certain

per cent of the amount of money received for the goods they sell.

Tell pupils that salesmen are paid a commission for their services.

a. Why do salesmen sometimes receive salary and commission?

b. What other people are paid commission for their services?

(brokers, real estate agents)

2. Refer to the challenge problem. What is the total amount of

sales? What is the rate of commission?

a. Elicit that to find the amount of Julie's commission, we nust

find 40% of $65.

2
b, What is the solution of x 65 = 0 or .40 x 65 =al? (26)

5

c. The amount of commission that Julie received is $26.

B. Solution of problems

1. Mr. Roberts, a real estate agent, sold Mr. Smith's house for
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$30,000. Mr. Smith agreed to pay Mr. Roberts a commission of
5% for his services. What was the amount of M. Roberts' commis
sion?

Elicit that to find the amount of Mr. Roberts' commission, we must
find 5% of $30,000.

2. Mr. Edwards, a salesman, receives a weekly salary of $50 plus a
commission of 7% of his sales. During one we,k his total sales
amounted to $2685. How much did Mr. Edwards earn that week?

187.95 + 50 =:C1

a. What was the amount of Mr. Edwards' commission?

b. Elicit that to find Mr. Edwards' earnings for that week, we
must add his weekly salary of $50 to $187.95, the amount of
commission he receives.

II. Practice

A. In each of the following exercises, the total sales and the rate of
commission are given. Compute the amount of commission.

Total Sales Rate of Commission

1. $85 10%

2, $950 6%

3. $45,000 4%

4. $3500 I%

B. Harry's father receives a weekly salary of $1351 plus a commission
of 4% of the value of all his sales. One week he sold $1100 worth
of merchandise. How much commission did he earn? What was his
total salary that week?

C. Mr. Jones paid a 6% commission to a real estate agent for selling
his house. The house was sold for $32,000.

1. How much commission did the real estate agent receive?

2. How much money did Nr. Jones actually receive from the sale of
his house?

D. An employment agency offered Mary a choice of selling jobs. One
job paid a straight salary of $85 a week. The other job paid 15%
commission on all sales. Which is the better offer if she can be
fairly certain of selling at least $600 worth of merchandise each
week?
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III. Summary

A. What is the meaning of commission?

B. What kind of employees are paid a commission?

C. What is the difference between the rate of commission and the

amount of commission?

D. How do we compute the amount of commission?

E. What nem vocabulary have you learned today?

(commission, rate of commission)



Lesson 112

Topic: Per cent

Aim: To learn how to find what per cent one number is of another

Specific Objectives:

Per cent names for fractional numbers such as thirds, eighths, and so on
Solving problems which require finding what per cent one number is of
another

Challenge: A visiting baseball team won 1 game out of the 3 games played
with the home team. What per cent of the games played did the
visiting baseball team win?

I. Procedure

A. Finding per cent names for fractional numbers

1. Refer to the challenge problem. Elicit that the problem is based
on the number or eames played.

a. What is the ratio of the number of games won to the number of
games played?

b. How can we change the fractional form of a number to
the per cent form? (Use the multiplicative identity
to obtain a denominator of 100. For example,
1= 20.)
4 100

c. Elicit that this method is not convenient for the fractional
1number
3.

d. Guide pupils te see that if we can rename as a decimal in
3

hundredths, we would then be able to rename the decimal as a

per cent.

e. Elicit that a number in fractional form may be changed to
decimal form by division as follows:

or 3)1.00
3

f. How can you now rename .33k as a per cent?

g. Answer the challenge question.
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2. Using similar procedures, have pupils express each of the
following ratios as per cents.

2 1 1
a. 3 d, 3 g 7

1 1 1b. ra e. V h. 7

ti
3. When is it advisable to use division to rename a fraction

as a per cent?

B. Solution of problems which require finding what per cent one
number is of another

1. A salesman sold 20 ties one morning. If 13 of these ties
were bow ties, what per cent of the ties sold were bow ties?

a. Elicit that since the problem is based on the nuMber
of ties sold,

3) we first wish to determine the ratio of the number
of bow ties sold to the total number of ties sold

2) we then wish to express this ratio as a per cent.

b. What is the ratio of the number of bow ties sold to the
total number of bies sold?

112,1
20/

c. How shall we rename so that it can then be easily
20

expressed as a per cent?

20 5 100

d. What per cent of the ties sold were bow ties?

2. Mary bought a coat at a sale for $39.98. The coat originally
cost $55.98. What per cent of the original cost was the sale
price?

a. Which nuMber is the problem based upon?

b. What is the ratio of the sale price to the original cost?

(Have pupils round off $39.98 to $40 and $55.98 to $560
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c. How shall we rename so that it can easily be expressed
5

as a per cent?

d. What per cent of the original cost is the sale price?

3. Elicit that to find what per cent one number is of another, we

express the relationship as a ratio, and then rename the ratio

as a per cent.

II. Practice

A. EXpress each of the following ratios ao per cents:

1. 8
2 I 3.i 4.42

7
c 11

ri

B. Compute each of the following:

1. What per cent of 50 is 30? 5. 92.3 is what per cent of 130?

2. 7 is what per cent of 9? 6. What per cent of 20 is 25?

3. 35 is what per cent of 135? 7. 4 is what per cent of 3?

4. Mhat par cent of 150 is 125?

C. On a mathematics test, Paul had 14 answers correct opt of 16

problems. What per cent did he work correctly?

D. Out (.11 280 machine parts, 14 were found to be defective. What

per cent of the machine parts were found tc be defective?

E. There are 30 pupils on register in a class. Today one pupil is

absent. What is the per cent of attendance?

F. The Apollo Theatre seats 960 people. For one performance, 880

tickets were sold. What per cent of the seats will be occupied

at this performance?

G. Hobert bought an overcoat at a sale for $68.95. The coat originally

cost $79.95. What per cent of the original cost was the sale price?

III. Summary

A. When is it advisable to dhange a fraction to decimal form in order

to rename the fraction as a per cent?

B. What procedure do we follow when we want to find what per cent one

number is of another?
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Lesson lla

Topic: Application of Per cent

Aim: To extend the application of per cent to the solution of problems

which involve finding a rate

Specific Objectives:

Solving problems involving finding rate of discount

Solving problems involving finding rate of commission

Challenge: At a sale, Joan bought a hat that was marked down to $3 from

its regular price of $4. What was the rate of discount?

I. Procedure

A. Finding rate of discount

1. Have pupils recall the following:

a. The rate of discount is a ratio which compares the amount

of discount to the original price.

b. The rate of discount is expressed as a per cent

2. Refer to the challenge problem.

a. What is the amount of discount? What is the regular price?

b. What is the ratio of the amount of discount to the regular

price? (i)

c. Haw do we rename the ratio '4 as a per cent? (25%)

d. Answer the challenge question.

3. After several such problems, elicit that to find the rate of

discount we form a ratio of the amount of iiscount to the

regular price and then rename the rati'l as a per cent.

B. Finding rate of commission

1. Dennis sold $25 worth of magazine subscriptions. His commission

was $106 What was his rate of commission?

a. Elicit that to find the rate of commission, we must form a

ratio.
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b. What tmo amounts in the problem should be compared, and
in what order, to form the ratio? (the amount of commission
to the total amount of sales)

c. What is the ratio of the amount of commission to the total

sales?

U. What per cent names this ratio?

10 2 'nag4woe. Compute the rate of commission as follows: or .

2. After several such problems, elicit that to find the rate of

commission, we form a ratio of the amount of commission to
the total sales and then rename the ratio as a per cent.

II. Practice

A. At a sale, Nancy can save $2 on shoes that usually sell for $12.
What per cent of the regular price is the discount?

B. Helen paid $1.80 for a book. The regular price was $24,40. Haw
much did she save? What was the rate of discount?

C. Mr. Stevenson saved $23.85 in buying a $79.50 suit at a special
annual sale. What was the rate of discount?

D. Mr. Downing receives a commission of $48 on each TV set which he
sells for $480. What per cent of the price of each TV set is his
commission?

E. A real estate broker receives $1200 commission for the sale of a
$20,000 home. What is his rate of commission?

F. An automobile salesman earned $75 commission for selling a used
automobile for $500. 14nat was the rate of commission on the sale?

III. Summary

A. What two quantities are compared to find the rate of discount,
and in what order?

B. How do you find the rate of discount?

C. What two quantities are compared to find the rate of commission,
and in what order?

D. How do you find the rate of commission?
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Lesson

Topic: Application of Per cent

Aim: To extend the application of per cent to the solution of problems
involving profit and loss

Specific Objectives:

Meaning of profit; loss; selling price
Solution of problems involving °amputation of profit or loss, and
Belling price when per cent of profit or loss is given

Solution of problems involving computation of rate of profit or loss

Challenge: The school store bought notebooks at 200 each and sold each
one at a profit of 10% of the cost. What was the selling price
of each notebook?

I. Procedure

A. Meaning of profit; loss; selling price

1. Have pupils discuss the uses to which money received lby a store-
keeper from the sale of his merchandise is put. This money is
used to pay for the cost of the merchandise, for rent, advertis-
ing, salary, and so on.

Elicit that the difference between the amount of money-that the
storekeeper receives for an article he sells, and the amount of
money-he has paid for the article, is called the nrof.M. It is
necessary for the storekeeper to dhow a profit if he is to con-
tinue in business.

2. Why does a storekeeper sometimes sell an article for less than
it cost him? (clearance, damaged, storeworn) In such a case,
the storekeeper has taken a loss on his sale.

3. Reinforce the naaning of profit; loss; selling price.

a. A school store sold a notebook for 24. The cost of the
notebook was 20#. How much profit was made on the sale?

b. A store sold a dhopworn typewriter for $50. The cost of
the typewriter was $60. How much did the storekeeper lose
on the sale?
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c. A merchant wishes to sell a sweater which cost him 43.50
at a profit of $3.50. What should he charge for the
sweater?

d. On Saturday night, a supermarket wanted to sell out all
leftcver lettuce. Each head of lettuce costs the market

19#. If the market takes a loss of 8# on each head of
lettuce, what is the selling price?

B. Problems involving computation of profit or loss,and selling prict,

1* Refer to the challenge problem.

a. Haw is the prrfit expressed? (as a rate)

b. Elicit that to find the amount of profit, we compute as
follows:

x 20 = 2
10

or 20

ZOO
The amount of profit is 2f.

0. The selling price is 20+2 or 22#.

2* Because of water damage to same shirts in his store, a merchant

decides to take a 25% loss on these shirts* What is the selling

price of a shirt which cost him $4?

a. What is the rate f loss?

b. What is the amount of loss on each shirt?

c. What is the selling price?

C. Problems involving computation of rate of profit or loss

1. A school cafeteria sells ice cream which is bought at 6#

a cup and sold for 80. Find the per cent of profit based

on the cost.

a. What is the profit on eadh cup of ice cream.

b. What is the ratio of the profit to the cost of each cup.

Recall that this ratio is called rata of profit.
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c. What is the per cent name of this ratio? la
Thus, the rate of profit based on the cost is 33-78.'

3

2. In a similar manner, develop the procedure for computing rate
of loss.

II. Practice

A. Replace the frames.

9110.11E1A2A Profit or Loss

1. $10

2. $28 $4.50

3. $2.98 $ .33

4. 0 $43

5. $14.25 0

Selling Price

$15

$10.50

$9.95

B. Umbrell cost a department store $5.70 each. In order to cover
all expecses, as well as make a reasonable profit, the rate of
profit is set at 40% of the cost. What is the profit? What is
the selling price of eadh umbrella?

C. Charles bought a baseball glove for $10. A short time later, he
received a similar glove as a birthday gift. Since he could not
return the one he bought, he decided to sell it to his friend for
U. What was his loss? What was his rate of loss based on the
cost?

D. A grocer buys cheese at 55$ a pound and sells it at 690 a pound.
What profit does he make on a loaf of cheese weighing 20 pounds?

E. Bill bought a second-hand bicycle for $12 and spent $8 to have
it repaired and painted. He then sold it for $22.50. What was
the total cost? What profit did he make on the total cost?
What was the per qent of profit based on total cost?

F. A storekeeper bought bicycles at $35 each. He adds $10 to the
cost of each bicycle for overhead expenses. (Tell pupils that

expenses of operating a business, such as rent, light, wages,
are called overhead expenses.)
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1. What is the total cost of each bicycle to the storekeeper?

2. If he wishes to nake a profit of 30% of the total costs

at what price should he sell each bicycle?

G. Hats were marked to sell for $5. The storekeeper paid $3.50

for each hat and the overhead expenses amounted to 50# a hat.

Were these hats sold et a profit or at a loss? How much was

tht profit or loss?

III. Summary

A e If you know the cost of an article and you know the amount
of profit or loss, how do you find the selling price?

H. If you know the cost of an article and you know the selling

price, how do you find the amount of profit or loss?

C. What two amounts are compared, and in what order, to compute

rate of profit? rate of loss?

D. What new vocabulary did you learn todgy?

(profit, loss, selling price, overhead, rate of profit, rate of

loss)



Lessons 115 and 116

Topic: Application of Per cent

Aim: To extend the use of per cent to the solution of problems involving

simple interest

Specific Objectives:

Concept of interest; terminology

Solution of problems involving simple interest

Challenge: Money paid for the use of a house owned by someone else is

called rent. What do we eall money paid for the use of

someone elsels money?

I. Procedure

A. Concept of interest; terminology

1. Discuss the various reasons that people may have for borrowing

money: to start a business, to buy a home or a car, to send a

child to college, and so on.

2. Refer to the challenge. Have pupils realize that a charge ia

paid for the use of someone elsels property. People pay rent

for the use of a house owned by someone elee. Similarly, when

people borrow money, they must not only pay it back at the

time agreed upon, but they also pay for the use of the money

for that period of time.

3. Tell pupils that the amount of money borrowed is called the

principal. The amount of money paid for using the principal

for a certain length of time is called the interest.

When money is deposited in a savings account, the bank is

"borrowing" the saver's money, and therefore pays interest

on the deposit.

4. What determines how much interest is paid for the use of

borrowed money? Elicit that the amount of interest depends

upon:

a. the principal
b, the rate of interest
c. the length of time the money is kept
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B. Solution of problems

1. Pose problem: Haw.much would it cost Mr. Swanson to borrow
$400 for one year, if he had to pay a charge of 6% of the
amount borrowed?

a. What is the principal? ($400)

b. What name can we give to "a charge of 6%"?(rate of interest)

c. How do we find the amount of interest? (Find 6% of $400.)

d. For what length of time did Mr. Swanson borrow the money?
(I year) How does the length of time for which the money
was borrowed affect the amount of interest? (The longer
the money is kept, the more the interest that mmst be paid.)

If Mr. Swanson borrowed the money for 2 years, how muCh would
the interest be? ($48) for l years? ($36)

2. Frank's father borrowed $350 from a friend to make some home
repairs. The rate of interest on the loan was 4% a year.
If Frank's father keeps the money for year, mhat is the total
amount he will pay back?

a. What is the principal? ($350) the rate of interest? (4%)

b. Elicit that to find the amount of interest for one year, we
compmte 4% of 050.

100
350 = 0 or 004 X 350 gm 0

1) The interest for one year is $14.

2) The interest for i year is i X 14 or $7.

c. How much money will be paid back? 350 + 7
The amount of money to be paid back is $357.

3. After several such problems, have pupils formulate a rule for
computing simple interest, that is, interest paid on the
principal only.

To find the interest, we multiply the principal by the rate
of interest per year. This product is then multiplied by
the number of years (or fractional part of a year) for which
the money is borrowed.



4. Elicit that the rule for computing interest may be ex-
pressed as a formula: i pxrxt, where

i represents the number of dollars of interest
p represents the number of dollars of principal
r represents the rate of interest per year (annuel rate)
t represents the number of years

Note: Unless otherwise stated, the rate of interest is the
rate per year.

5. What is the annual rate of interest if the annual interest
on a principal of $200 is $10?

a. Elicit that we wish to find what per cent ths interest for
one year is of the principal.

b. 10= a What is the solution?
200 100

The annual rate of imterest is 5%.

II. Practice

A. Find the interest on $800 at 5% for 2 years.

Solution:

$800 principal
jc.291 rate

$40.00 interest for 1 year
x2

MN interest for 2 years

B. Find the interest on:

1. $750 for 3 years at 4%

2. $1000 for 1 year at 40

3. $450 for 2 years, 6 months at 5%

C. What is the amount to be repaid when the principal is $540 and the
interest is $24.75?

or i pxrxt

ac 800 x x 2

at 80 $80 interest

D. At the rate of 5% a year, what is the interest and amount repaid
on $1200 borrowed for 2 years? l years? 9 months?

E. What is the amount to be paid back on a loan of $5000 for 1 year
at 6%? at 7%? at 20? at 0?
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F. A carpenter wanted to open a cabinet-making shop. He needed
$2400 which he borrowed from a friend and kept for 2 years and
6 montns. If he paid interest at an annual rate of 30, haw
much did he repay?

G. What is the annual rate of interest if the principal is $700
and the annual interest is $21?

H. What is the annual rate of interest if the principal is $1500
and the interest for 3 years is $90?

III. SummarY

A. What is intmftest?

B. Why is interest charged?

C. What determines how much interest is charged when money is borrowed?

D. How do you compute the amount of interest? the amount to be repaid?

E. Haw do yaa compute the annual rate of interest?

F. What new vocabulary have you learned today?

(principal, interest, annual interest, rate of interest)



CHAFTER XI

This chapter contains suggested procedures for helping pupils

understand some concepts of graphing. This understanding is developed

through reading, interpreting, and constructing the following types of

statistical graphs:

multiple bar
multiple line

rectangle
circle

The lessons in this section can be used to help pupils realize that

a graph is a picture representation of the correspondence between the

elements of two sets. This correspondence exists regardless of what type

of graph is constructed.

Pupils discover that a graph presents data in a compact and under-

standable form. Desired information can be obtained more quickly and more

clearly from a well chosen graph than from words or columns of figures.

In the bar graph, the lengths of the bars emphasize the difference

in the magnitude of the elements of one of the sets. Although the width

of each bar is entirely arbitrary, as is the choice of free space between

the bars, it is a matter of general agreement that all the bars in a graph

are of the same width and spaced at the same distance from each other.

Pupils are guided to see the advantage of using a multiple bar graph to

picture the correspondence between a set of objects or non-numerical elements,

and or more sets of numerical data.

In a similar way, these lessons lead the pupils to discover how to use

multiple line graphs. They learn the advantages of using this kind of graph

to show the correspondence between a sat and two or more sets of numerical

data. Whereas the bar graphs are generally used to compare numerical data

such as the aressof the world's largest lakes, line graphs are generally used

to show trends such as changes in temperature from hour to hour.

The procedures developed for rectangle and circle graphs are also

designed to dhow the correspondence between two sets of elements. However,

in the case of the rectangle graph, the area of the entire rectangle repre-

sents a set and the areas of the various sections represent subsets of this

set. This also holds true in the case of the circle graph. The pupils dis-

cover that the area of each section of the graph must be in the same ratio

to the area of the entire circle as the magnitude of each measure is to the

magnitude of the total set with which these measures are compared.

This work on graphs can be used to review concepts and skills involved

in rounding off numbers, ratio, and per cent. The skills and concepts de-

veloped in the group of lessons on measurement can also be recalled here.
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CHAPTER XI

9RAPHP

Lessons 117-122

Note to Teacher: In order to insure smooth progress of the lessons

on graphs, it is suggested that where an overhead projector is
available, a series of transparencies be prepared. Where such a
projector is not available, a series of rexographed sheets should
be prepared. The transparencies and/or rexographed sheets may also
list the discussion questions for each graph.

Lesson 117

Topic: Bar Graphs

Aim: To develop an understanding of multiple bar graphs

Specific Objectives:

Review of reading and interpretation of bar graphs
Reading and interpretation of multiple bar graphs

Challenge: The New York Times reported the follawing temperature read
ings on one day in 1960.

Cit

Juneau, Alaska
Honolulu, Hawaii
New York, N. Y.

Mral Low

65° 35°
88° 73°
71° 55°

1. Justify the statement that at any time of this particular
day it was colder in Juneau than it was in Honolulu.

2. In what other way can this data be presented so that we may
make such judgments about the data more easily?

I. Procedure

Note: In preparing overhead projector transparencies for this lesson,
it is suggested that the bar graphs be so prepared that Graph II may
be superimposed on Graph I to form a multiple bar graph.
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A. Review reading and interpreting bar graphs

1. Refer to the challenge. Elicit that this data can be pre.
sented in the form of a bar graph.

2. Have pupils read and interpret the bar graph shown below.

GRAPH I

HIGHEST TEMPERATURE RITCORDED ON ONE DAY

IN THREE U.S. CITIES

a. What is the title of the graph?

b. How are the horizontal and vertical axes labeled?

c. What is the scale on the vertical axis?
Where does the scale begin? (at zero)

d. Which city had the highest temperature on that day?
How is this shown on the graph?

e. Between whlch two cities was there the greater difference
in high temperature on that day? How is this shown on this
graph?
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3. Using similar procedures, discuss the *bar graph shown below:

GRAPH II
LOWEST TEMPERATURE RECORDED ON SAME DAY

IN THREE U.S. CITIES

100°
90°-*-

E 863"."

7cp.

E 6CP
R O
A
T
U 3cp
R
E 200

CP uneau Hon luiu

CITIES

ork

B. Reading and interpreting multiple bar graphs

1. Refer to the challenge question again.
Look at the two separate bar graphs.
What other arrangement can be made of the information
shown on the two separate bar graphs so that we may
compare both sets of facts more easily?

Lead pupils to see that a single graph may-be used
showing two bars, one for high temperature, and one
for low temperature gor each city.

Tell pupils that such a graph is called a pultiple bar graph,.
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2. Refer to the multiple bar graph representing this data.

HIGHEST AND LOWEST TIMERATURES RECORDED

oN ONE DK! IN THREE U.S. CITIES

Juneau

Source: N.Y.Times

Honolulu

CITIES

New York

a. How can you tell fram the graph that for Juneau, Alaska
one bar represents the high temperature for that day,
and the other represents the law temperature for the
same day?

b. What was the high and the low temperature for each day
in each city?

c. What was the difference botween the high and the low
temperatures for that day in each city?

d. Answer question #1 in dhallenge by referring to the graph.

e. Can you justify the statement that at anytime of this day
it was warmer in Honolulu than it was in New York? Explain.

f. Can you tell from the graph which city in the U.S. had the
lowest temperature on that day? Why not?

g. When is it advantageous to use a multiple bar graph
to represent data?
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3. Consider the graph sham below.
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M 24

21

L 18

0 15
N 12
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=111111111111111
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111011111111111
11111111111111Mon
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11101.110.0111.11M1

Angeles

acts

Dstroit

a. With what information does this graph deal?
Lead pupils to see that the title of the graph answers
this question.

b. What is shown on the horizontal axis? on the vertical

axis?

c. What do the differently shaded bars represent?

de Approximately what was the number of books owned by the
public libraries in each city?

e. Which city had the greatest number of books? the smallest
number?

f. Approximately what was the number of public libr ry books
circulated in each city?

g. Which city had the greatest circulation of books? the
smallest?
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h. Approximately what was the ratio of the nuMber of books
owned to the number of books circulated in each cityl

i. For which city was the ratio described above the greatest?

j. Why was a multiple bar graph used to show this data?

II. Practice

A. The multiple bar graph shown below was pictured in a newspaper
to illustrate the following data:

GREAT LAKES: Maximum Depth (feet) Elevation Above Sea Level (feet)

Superior 1333 602
Huron 750 581
Michigan 923 581
Erie 210 572
Ontario 778 246

Source: 1 60 World Almanac and Book of Facts

GREAT LAKES: THEIR MAXIMUM DEPTH AND ELEVATION ABOVE SEA LEVEL

Ontario

Erie

Michigan

Huron

Superior

I
71,,,,INtigiftdilaramkommmammomm.friambiakaialialad

1

1

Depth

Elevation Above
Sea Level

C) C) 0 C) C) CD C. 0 C C C)0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cv cc\ 4 '\ O N. tt") ON 0 H cr)

NUMBER OF FEET
HHH H

Source: 1960 World Almanac and Book of Facts
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1. How can you tell what this graph is about?

2. How is the vertical axis labeled? the horizontal axis?

3. What scale is used on the horizontal axis?
Why are the numbers rounded off before the bars are drawn,

as, for example, 1333 to 1330; 602 to 600?

4. Could this data have been represented by a vertical bar graph?
What was the advantage to the newspaper to use a horizontal

bar graph? (to save space)

5. Which Great Lake has the greatest maximum Cepth?

6, Which Great Lake is at the highest elevation?

7. Which two Great Lakes are at the same elevation?

8. Justify the statement that only Lake Erie has all its water

above sea level.

9. If the scale is changed, will the relationships shown by the

graph differ? Explain.

10. Can you tell from the graph which of the Great Lakes is the
longest? Explain.

B. Have pupils interpret the information that can be obtained from
multiple bar graphs collected from newspapers and magazines.

C. (OPTIONAL)

Construct a multiple bar graph to show the following data:

Am in Years

6

9
13
17

Average Height Average Height
of km of Girls

44"
53"
60"
69"

1. Draw a vertical and a horizontal axis.
What shall each axis be labeled?

2. What would be an appropriate scale for the vertical axis?

420

51"
62"
63"

3. How can we indicate that at each age one bar represents the aver-
age height of boys, and the other bar reoresents the average height

of girls?
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4. What is an appropriate title for the graph?

5. Why is a multiple bar graph helpful in representing this data?

III. Summary

A. From what item on a graph do you learn what the graph is about?
(the title)

B. What determines the length or height of the bar? (the scale used
to represent the quantity)

C. Upon what does the choice of a scale depend? (upon the size of the
numbers to be represented)

D. With what number mmst the scale of a bar graph always begin? (zero)
Whyl (If we do not start at zero, we cannot properly compare the
lengths of the bars.)

E. When do you use a multiple bar graph?

F. What new vocabulary have we used today?

(multiple bar graph)
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Lesson 118

Topic: Broken-line Graphs (Line Graphs)

Aim: To develop an understanding of multiple line graphs

Specific Objectives:

Review oT reading and interpretation of broken-line graphs

Reading and interpretation of multiple line graphs

Challenge: Consider the following graph:

Number of Elementary and xigh School pupils

in U.S. fram 1910 to 1950
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What conclusion can you draw from the data pictured in the
graph?

I. Procedure

A. Review reading and interpreting broken-line graphs (also referred

so simply as line graphs)

1. Have pupils recall that

a. there are two scales on a line graph, one on the horizontal

axis and the other on the vertical axis
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b. the scales of a line graph need not start at zero

c. a line graph is useful in showing change or trend

2. Consider the graph shown below.
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a. What is the title of the graph?

b. What does the horizontal axis shaw? the vertical axis?

c. What is the scale on the horizontal axis? on the vertical
axis?

d4 How many books were borrowed in November? in April?

e. During which months was the greatest number of books borrowed?
the same number?

f. For which successive months was there an increase in the num-
ber of books borrowed? a decrease?

B. Reading and interpreting nultiple line graphs

1. Refer to the graph in the challenge.
What name could be used to describe this type of graph?
Elicit that just as we call a graph with two or more bars for
each item a multiple bar graph, so we call a graph with two or
more lines a multiple line graph.

2. Refer to the challenge question.
Have pupils see that many interesting conclusions about related
data can be drawn from a study of multkple line graphs. For
example,
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a. There were more elementary school pupils than high school

pupils during any one census year.

b. Between the years 1930 and 1940, there was a drop in the

elementary school population, while the high school popula-

tion continued to rise.

c. Between the years 1910 and 1920, the increase in the elementary
school population was greater than the increase in the high

school population.

d. Have pupils suggest other comparisons.

3. With respect to the multiple line graph shown, answer the ques-

tions below:

NEW YORK'S HIGH AND LOW DAILY TEMPERATURE

IN JANUARY, 1262

ss°
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aumammamomlU mlimmimmilim N

9 ' 2 13 14 - 16 : )2 20 a 2 23 24 25
DAYS OF THE MONTH

a. What is the title of the graph?

b. How are the intervals labeled along the horizontal axis?

c. What scale is used along the vertical axis?

d. What was the high on January 8? the low on January 8?

e. From the graph, on which day was the temperature the highest?
the lowest?
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f. On which day does the graph show the least difference in
temperature from highest to lowest? (January 7)

g. The average temperature is usually given as the average
of the high and low for the day. What was the average
temperature on January 3? on January 13?

h. Elicit that some facts cannot be read from the graph.
For example, what was the coldest day of the year?
sunniest day in January?

II. Practice

A. Consider the multiple line graph shown below:
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1. With what is the graph concernmd?

2. How are the intervals labeled along the horizontal axis?

3. What scale is used along the vertical axis?

4. What was the temperature at 11 o'clock on June 8? on June 9?
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5. At what tine were the temperatures of the two days the same?

6. How much lower was the 8 a.m. temperature on June 9 than on
June 10? the 12 o'clock temperature?

7. During which hour on June 8 did the temperature rise the most?
(11 a.m. to 12 N)

8. On which of the two days was the temperature generally higher?

9. Why is it permissible to start the scale on the vertical axis
with 65()?

B. (OPTIONAL)

Construct a multiple line graph using the following data:

JOHN'S MONTHLY TEST MARKS

IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE

Test Mathematics Science
(Per cent) (Per cent)

September 75 80
October 80 75
NoveMber 80 85
December 90 90
January 85 95
February 100 80
March 100 95
April 90 100
May 95 85
June 80 90

1. What would be an appropriate title for the graph?

2. What would be an appropriate scale on each axis?

3. Draw the graph of the matheamtics marks by means of a solid
line.

4. Draw the graph of the scilnce marks by means of a dotted line.

5. In which months did Join do better in mathematics than he did

in science?
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6. In which months did John do better in science than he did in
mathematics?

7. Does John prefer mathematics or science? (cannot be answered

from the graph)

C. (OPTIONAL)

Have pupils read and interpret the following step graph:
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Note: The circle on the left end of the segment indicates that
this end point is not included in the interval. The dot on the
right of each segment indicates that this end point is included.

For example, how much postage would you pay for a letter weigh-
ing less than 1 oz.? (50); for a letter weighing 1 os.? (50);

for a letter weighing 1.5 oz.? (100; for a letter wtighing 2 oz.?
(10)

1. How much does it cost to send the following letters first class
within the U.S.A.?

b. 3 oz.

f. 4 oz.
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2. Have pupils explain why it is necessary to use the circle

at the beginning of each line segment.

III. Summary

A. What are the essential features of every broken-line graph?

(title, name of horizontal axis, name of vertical axis, scales

on each axis)

B. When is a line graph especia14 useful?

C. Explain why the scales need not begin at zero on a line graph.

D. When is it advantageous to use a multiple line graph to illustrate

data?

E. What new vocabulary have you learned todAy?

(multiple line graph)
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Lessons 119 and 120

Topic: Rtctangle Graphs

Aim: To develop an understanding of rectangle graphs

Specific Objectives:

Reading and interpreting rectangle graphs

Constructing reotangle graphs

Challenge: Consider the folloming graph:

ELECTION FOR CLASS PRESIDENT IN CLASS 7.413

Joe

3
Votes

Ruth
6

Votes

Mildred
9

Votes

Frank
la

Votes

Haw is the appearance of this graph different from that

of graphs we have studied so far?

I. Procedure

A. Rtading and interpreting rectangle graphs

1. Refer to challenge

a. Elicit that this graph has the shape of a rectangle.

Tell class that such a graph is called a rectanAt graph.

b. How can you tell what this graph is about?

What is the title of the graph?

c. What is the total number of votes cast? (36)

What is the ratio of the nuMber of votes for Joe to the
total number of votes? for Ruth to the total number?

Which candidate received k of the votes? of the votes?

d. What part of the entire rectangle represents the number

of votes for each candidate?

se What does the whole rectangle represent? (the total number

of votes cast)
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Guide pupils to see that the size of the section allotted
to each candidate depends upon the part he received of the
total number of votes.

f. How does a rectangle graph differ from a bar graph? from
a broken-line graph?

2. Consider the rectangle graph dhown belaw:

HARRY'S ALLOWANCE oF 34t.02

Carfare and Food

50%

School
Supplies

25%

Movies

20%
R

%.

a. What amount of money does the entire rectangle represent?

b. What per cent of Harry's allowance does the entire rectangle
represent?

c. What per cent of the allowance was spent on movies? (20%)
How much money was spent on movies? (800)

d. How much money was used for carfare and food? ($2000)
for school supplies? ($1.00) for savings? (200

e. Why was a rectangle graph used to present this information?
Guide pupils to see that rectangle graphs are used to show
the relationship of the various parts to the whole (the entire
rectangle).

B. Construtting rectangle graphs

1. A football team won 5 games, lost 3 games, and tied 2 games during
a season. Show the team's record by means of a rectangle graph.

a. Help pupils decide on a suitable length for the rectangle.

1) What is the ratio of the number of games won to the total
number of games played? of the number of games lost to the
total number of games played, of the number of games tied
to the number of games played?

2) What fractional part of the =ober of games played is the
number of games won? ( ; or i) the number of games lost? ()
the number of games tied? qo or 1)
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3) Elicit that although a rectangle of any length maybe
used, a good choice would be 10" or 5" because of the

fractions involved. However, a rectangle of length
10" might be impractical. Why?

b. Help pupils plan the division of the rectangle. If we use

a length of 5" for the rectangle, what length shall we use
for the games won? (1 of 5 or 21") for the games lost?

(2. or 5 or ll) for the games tied? (i, of 5 or 1")
a

c. Have pupils divide the rectangle into the various sections and
have them label each section accordingly.

FOOTBALL TEAM1S RECORD

Games Won

5

Games Lost

3

Games
Tied
2

2. David, a high school senior, works in a hardware store after
school. He earns $18 a week, He saves 50% of his earnings,

spends 33% on fares and lunches, and 16i% on recreation.

Represent these facts by means of a rectangle graph.

a. Elicit that a rectangle whose length is 6" is a good choice

for the graph.

b. How long should the section for savings be made? (50% of 6ft,

or 3") the section for fares and lunches? the section for

recreatien?

c. Have pupils construct the rectangle graph as follows:

HOW DAVID USES HIS EU

Savings Fares and Lunches Recreation

How much money does the entire rectangle represent? ($18)

What per cent of the money does the entire rectangle represent?

(100%)
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d. How much money does David save?
How much money does he spend for fares and lunches? for

recreation?

Have pupils record this information on the graph.

HOW DAVID USES HIS tyl

Savings
$9

Fares and Lunches
$6

Recreation

$3

II. Practice

A. Have pupils read and interpret the following rectangle graph:

BEMS ACTIVITIES

Meals Play Study School
2 hr. 2 hr. 1 hr. 5 hr.

_

1. How many hours does the entire rectangle represent?
2. Illat part of the time was spent at school? at play? at study?

3. What per cent of the time was spent at school? at meals? at study?

4. What per cent of the 10 hours does the entire rectangle represent?

B. In his coin collection, Harry had 40 English, 20 French, 10 Japanese,
30 Mexican and 20 Italian coins.

Use a rectangle graph to show what part each kind of coin is of the

total collection.

III. Summary

A. What kind of data is most suitably pictured by a rectangle graph?
(data showing relationship between the whole and its parts)

B. Uhat are the steps in constructing a rectangle graph?

C. Upon what does the choice of the length of the rectangle depend?

D. What new vocabulary have you learned today?

(rectangle graph)
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Lessons 121 and 122

Topic: Circle Graphs

Aim: To develop an understanding of circle graphs

Specific Objectives:

Reading and interpreting circle graphs
Constructing circle graphs

Challenge: HOW JOHN SPENDS A SCHOOL DAY

ecre
ation
2 hn

Miscell.
3 hr.

School
6 hr.

Sleep
9 hr.

Eating

From the appearance of this graph, what name would
you suggest for it?

I. Procedure

A. Reading and interpreting circle graphs

1. Refer to the challenge.
Guide pupils to see that circle graph would be a suitable
name for the graph.

2. How do we know with what a graph is concerned?
What is the title of this graph?

3. How many hours does the whole graph represent? (24 hours)

From the graph, estimate the part of the total day that
was spent in school; eating; sleeping; recreation; homework;
miscellaneous.
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On what activity was most of the time spent?

On which activities was the same amount of time spent?

How many times as many hours were spent in sleeping as

in eating?

4. If 6 hours were spent in school, what fractional part of

the day was spent in school? Compare your answer with size

of the section marked "Salool" on the graph.

If 9 hours were spent sleeping, what fractional part of the

day was spent this way? Compare your answer with the part

of the circle marked "Sleep" on the graph.

After similar questions about eating, recreation, homework,

and miscellaneous, elicit that the size of the section of

the circle graph (called a sector of the circle) allotted to

each item is determined by the part of the whole that the

item represents.

5. What per cent of the total number of hours in the day is spent

on each activityl

What per cent of the total number of hours does the entire

graph represent?

Indicate these results on the graph as follows:

Hai JOHN SPENDS A SCHOOL DAY

Recrea-
tion
2 hr.

3

School
6 hrs.
25%

Sleep
9 hr.

37%



B. Constructing circle graphs

Draw a circle graph to represent the following information:
Bill reported that this past year he read 12 fiction books,
12 dealing with science, 2 on travel, 10 in the area of
biography and history, and 4 others.

1. What is the total number of books read?

2. What fractional part of 40, the total number of books read,
is each type of book?

The results can be tabulated as follows:

2222 of Book Number Read

Fiction 12

Science 12

Travyl 2

Biography 10

Others 4

Total 40

Fractional Part of a
12 3
40 ID

a40 orA10
2 1

10 1or40 10

40 or 10

40 20
.. or 1.7). or 140

3. Recall that a circle is considered to have 36CP. Have
pupils determine the number of central angle degrees for
each of the sectors into which the circle is to be divided.

WI of Book Number Read Fractional Fractional Central
paat of a Part of 260 Angle

Fiction 12 12 a
4-6 or ro i% x 360 1080

Science 12 12 3
Tzr or ro fo x 360 1080

Travel 2 2 1To ore,73 40 360 18°

Biography 10 10 1z3. or r 1.x 360 0
Others 4 4 1

x 360 36Pre, or T.15 ?B

Total 40 LI ny. Elora.
40 wa 20 3600
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4o Draw a circle. Indicate the center. Draw a radius.
Begin with this radius and mark off in a counter
clockwise direction an angle of lOe for the first
item, Fiction. Label the section

Continue to mark off the remaining angles; label
each part.

5. What is an appropriate title for the graph?
Enter the title to complete the graph.

II. Practice

A. Use the graph below to answer the following questions:

SALE OF U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
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1. Which denomination bond was sold in the greatest number?
How does the graph show this?

2. Approximately what is the ratio of the number of $25 bonds
sold to the nuMber of $50 bonds sold?

3. How does the number of $100 bonds sold compare with the
number of larger denomination bonds sold?

4. About what fraction of the total is the number of $50
bonds sold? the number of $100 bonds sold?

5. How many bonds were sold? (cannot tell)

B. Answer each of the following:

1. Choose the correct answer.

In a circle graph representing 20 books, a sector represent-
ing 5 books should have a central angle of: e, 90°, 25°?

2. If the monthly income of a family is $600 and 40% is spent
on food, what is the size of the central angle in the sector
that represents this item in a circle graph?

3. A circle graph shews that in a school of 60 classes there are
15 classes in the 7th grade. What per cent of the classes
are 7th grade classes?

C, Make a circle graph to show the following information taken from
the radio page of a daily newspaper.

RADIO PROGRAMS SCHEDULED FOR MONDAY ON ONE STATION

News ......... 3 hours
us c

Drama
9.hours
6 hours

Interview 3 hours
Panel Discussions.. ...... 3 hours

III. Summary

A. What kind of data is most suitably shown by a circle graph?
(data showing relationship between the whole and its parts)

B. What other kind of graph my be used for the same kind of data?
(rectangle graph)
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C. What is an advantage of using a circle graph?

D. What instruments are used in the construction of circle graphs?

(compass, straight edge, protractor)

E. What are the steps in constructing a circle graph?

F. When constructing a circle graph, does the length chosen for the
radius affect the relationships? Explain.

G. What new vocabulary have you learned today?

(circle graph, sector)
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CHAPTER XII

In the precedinR chapters, we have confined our attention to the

non-negative rational numbers, i.e., the positive rational numbers and

zero. This chapter contains suggested procedures for helping pupils

understand the following:

the need for extending the set of whole numbers to include

negative integers

the concept of LsLauauasEa

the use of the set of integers to describe situations with

which the pupils are familiar

how to associate points on a number line with the set of

integers

order in the set of integers

addition in the set of integers

Procedures are suggested to guide the pupils to realize that the

set of whole numbers is not closed under subtraction. There is) therefore,

a need for a set of numbers that has the property of closure under subtrac-

tion. By using the pattern approach, the pupils discover that negative

integer may be used for the expression "a number less than zero." The

set of positive integers, zero, und the set of negative integers are all

subsets of the IstsLiaremaa. This set has the desired property.

In these materials a small raised sign to the left side of the

integer is used to indicate the kind of integer represented. Thus, 43 is

read, "positive five" and -3 is read, "negative three," (4.6) + ("4)

represents the sum of positive six and negative four. In the work of the

next grade, a transition to the conventional means of designating directed

integers will be made.

Illustrations of the use of integers in everyday situations are pre-

sented. The concept of "opposites" is developed. This concept and the

fact that every integer is associated with a point on the nuMber line is

emphasized. The concept of order is explored.

The geometrical interpretation of integers through the use of a

number line is used to develop the operation of addition.

In this grade the only operation with integers that is developed is

addition of integers. Pupils learn to add integers using directed line

segments which, in effect, is the "vector" approach to addition of

integers. A visual approach such as this has a distinct advantage for a

first presentation of addition of integers.
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CHAPTER XII

THE SET OF INTEGERS

Lessons 123-125

Lesswi 123

Topic: Set of Integers

Aim: To extend the number system to include negative numbers

Specific Objectives:

Need for extension of the number system
Concept of integers; of the set of integers
Using positive and negative integers in life situations

Challenge: Consider the set of whole numbers W= r0,1,2,3,...1.
Is the sum of any two whole numbers always a whole number?
Is the difference of any two whole numbers always a whole
number?

I. Procedure

A. Need for extension of the number system

1. Refer to the dhallenge.

a. Have pupils replace the frames in the following so that true
statements result.

3 + 5 = 0
15 + 12 = 0
45 + 107 = 0

5 - 3 =
126 - 126 =
6-10=0

Is the sum of any two whole nuMbers always a whole nuMber?
Is the set of whole numbers closed with respect to addition?

c. Elicit that there is no replacement for the frame in

6 - 10 =ED from the set of whole numbers that will result
in a true statement. The set of whole nuMbers is not closed
with respect to subtraction.

2. Discuss with pupils the need for a new set of numbers which is
closed with respect to subtraction.



B. Concept of integer; of the set of integers

1. Have pupils study the following:

Minuend 5 4 3 2 1
Subtrahend .12 72
Difference D 73 El rl

Elicit that the last two examples are "impossible" in the

set of whole numbers.

2. Guide the pupils to discover a pattern, namely: from left

to right,

the minuend decreases by one
the subtrahend remains the same
the difference decreases by one

10 Have pupils realize that since each difference is one less

than the preceding difference, it seems reasonable that the

frame in

2

should be replaced by a numeral which represents "one less

than zero"; the frame in

should be replaced by a numeral which represents "two less

than zero."

4. Tell pupils that lem can represent one less than zero by the

symbol -I read as "negative one." In the same way, we represent

two less than zero by -2, read as "negative two."

We may now write:
2 2

How wvIld you represent three less than zero? four less than zero?

5. Replace the frames in the follawing:

8 7 6 5 4 3 2

-6 .4 -6 - 6 -6 -6
F-1 F-1
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6. Tell pupils that nuMbers such as "l, 2, "3, are called

negative integers. They are numbers less than zero. The

numbers 1, 2, 3$ are called positive integers. These are

numbers z_n_a_....terre than zero.

7. Have pupils see that we now have a new set of numbers called
the set of integers. The set of integers is the union of the
set of positive integers) the set of negative integers, and
zero. The number zero is neither positive nor negative.

We can designate the set of integers as

I f...$ 4.3$ ""2$ 6.3.$ 0$ 1, 2, 3, *of,/

Elicit that the set of integers is closed with respect to
subtraction.

8. Tell pupils that another way of designating positive integers
is as follows:

+1, +2, +3$ +4,...

That is to say, +1 names the same number as 1, +2 as 2, and
so on.

This method is used when we wish to emphasize the positive
nature of a number.

C. Using positive and negative integers in life situationa

1. Have pupils see how we may use integers to represent changes,
as, for example, the changes in food prices which are shown
in the table below

CHAN= IN MIMI OF FOOD ITEM

Article
Price

One Year
Price

Next Year
Change

1 gal. gasoline 27* 300 up 30, or +3

1 lb. butter 790 690 down 100, or 0

1 doz. eggs 490 630 ?

1 lb. bread 300 320 ?

1 lb. beef 890 890 ?
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2. Have pupils suggest other illustrations of the use of integers
to represent changes or variation. (rise and fall in prices

of stocks, rise and fall in temperature readings, and so on)

3Q Have pupils see how integers may be used to represent opposites.

a. A boy gained 2 pounds one month and lost 2 pounds the next

month.

1) Elicit that we can think of such a gain and loss as
opposites of each other.

2) If we represent a gain of 2 pounds by +2, how can we
represent a loss of 2 pounds? (-2)

b. A girl took 5 steps forward, and then 5 steps back. If we

represent 5 steps forward as 45, how would you represent
5 steps back?

c. If 25 years from now is represented by 425, how would you
represent 25 years ago?

d. If a 5 yard gain in a football game is represented by +5,

how would you represent a 5 yard loss? a 10 yard gain?

a 3 yard loss?

II. Practice

A. Read each of the following:

1. -4 (negative four)

2. +8

3. -13

4. 5

B. Describe the opposite of each of these situations.

1. earning $15 4. a deposit of $25

2. a rise in temperature of 7° 5. a profit of $10

3. a 20 yard gain

C. Use a positive integer to express each of the situations in B.
Use an integer to express the opposite of each of these situations.

D. If -3 represents a loss of $3, represent a profit of $3.

If an increase of $8 in income is represented by +8, how would you

represent a decrease of $8 in income? a decrease of $4?
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1

If "10 represents a fall in temperature of 101), how would you
represent a rise of e?

E. Using integers, represent each of the following situations:

1. jumping 4 feet forward (4.4 or 4)

2. withdrawing $10 from the bank ("10)

3. losing 3 lbs. in weight ("3)

4. fall of 8 points in the stock market ("8)

5. earning $7

6. a debt of $2

7. 5 games won

8. 15 points below average

9. cost of eggs dropped 3# a dozen

10. walking down 6 steps

F. How would you describe P = 141, +2, +3, ...1?

How would you describe N = t'l, "2, "3, ...I? (the set of negative
integers)

G. Consider P = +2, +3, ...) and Z = fol. What is N U Z?

H. We call the set which is the union of the set of positive integers
and zero the set of non-negative integers.

A = +I, +2, +3, +44 ...1

Why is this set not called the set of positive integers?

I. What name could we use for the set which is the unioa of the set
of negative integers and zero? (non-positive integers)

Why is this set not called the set of negative integers?

III. Summary

A. If we are to have a closure property with respect to subtraction,
what kind of number is needed?

B. What name is given to the set of numbers formed by, the union of
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the set of positive integers, zero, and the set of negative

inLegers?

C. Name some subsets of the set of integers.

D. How do you read: 47? '"3?

E. What new vocabulary have you learned today?

(integer, positive integer, negative integer)



Lesson 124

Topic: Set of Integers

Aim: To learn how to associate elements of the set of integers

with points on the number line

Specific Objectives:

Associating integers with points on the number line

Order in the set of integers

Challenge: On a thermometer scale, a reading of 10° above zero

is marked by a point located 10 units above the zero

mark. Where is the loc&tion of the mark that indicates

le below zero?

I. Procedure

A. Associating integers with points on the number line

1. Refer to the challenge question.
Elicit that the mark indicating 10° below zero is 10 units

below the zero mark. Thus, temperatures of 10° above zero

and le below zero are represented by marks which are the

same distance from the zero mark, but on opposite sides of

it.

2. Which integer could be used to represent 10° above zero?

(4.10) 10° below zero? (-10).

Have pupils recall that +10 is considered to be the opposite

of "10.

3. Which set of integers would you associate with the whole -

number readings which are above zero on a thermometer scale?

(set of positive integers) with the whole-number readings
which are below zero? (set of negative integers)

4. Have pupils realize that a thermometer scale actually repre-

sents a number line in a vertical position. Have them see

that a number line in a horizontal position could have posi-

tive integers paired with points to the right of zero, and

negative integers paired with points to the left of zero.

5. Have pupils associate the integers with points on the number



line as follows:

a. Draw a picture of a line in horizontal position and

mark a point. Label it zero.

b. Choose a unit length and mak off one unit length to
the right of zero. Assign 1 to the point which is
1 unit to the right of zero,

o

c. Mark off one unit length to the left of zero (the same
distance but opposite in directi77: Since '1 is the
opposite of +1, we will assign '1 to the point which
is 1 unit to the left of zero.

d. In a similar way, have pupils associate pairs of opposites,
such as +2 and '2, 43 and -3, with points on the number line.

(
-5 "4 "3
. S

'2 "1 0 11 42 43

EMphasize that each of the numbers in a pair of opposites
are the same distance from 0, but on opposite sides of 0.

e. Pose questions such as:

1) With what number do we associate a point 5 units to
the right of 0? a point 5 units to the left of 0?

2) Where is the point that is paired with "8 located?
the point that is paired with +8?

6. Elicit that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the set of integers and some of the points on the number
line. Whereas every integer may be paired with a point on
the number line, not every point on the number line corres-
ponds to an integer.
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B. Order in the set of integers

1. Consider the number line below.

1 -I *

a. Of the two

(+1 > 0)

How is the
respect to
associated
associated

numbers, 0 and +11 which is the greater?

point associated with +l located with

the point associated with 0? (The point

with +1 is to the right of the point
with sp.)

b. Of the two numbers, and 0, which is the greater?

Haw is the point associated with -1 on the number line

located with respect to the point associated with 0?

2. After several such illustrations, as, for example, -2 and

-1, +4 and +3, elicit that of two integers, the greater
number is associated with a point on the number line which

is to the right of the point associated with the smaller.

That is to say, the graph of the greater number is to the

right of the graph of the lesser.

3. Judge the following sentences true or false. Refer to the

number line if necessary.

a. -5 > -6

e. -1 > -10

c. 0 <: -4 f. '1 >4'2

4. Have pupils realize that every negative integer is less

than any positive integer.

II. Practice

A. Interpret each of the following as a thermometer reading above

or below zero.

2. -3 3. +32
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B. Arrange the following integers in the order in which their

graphs appear on the number line (from left to right):

1. 4, -3, 0, 3, -1, 6, -4, 11

2. -1, -7, -10, -5, -11, -3, -9, 0

3.
+
8, 3, 5, 47, 41, 410, 412

C. Is each of these statements true? If not, make each a true

statement.

l.+6>+4 5. -3 >

2. 0 < -3. 6. -5 < -8

3. < 4"1 7. +3 >

4. 0 > -6 8. -100 < 0

D. For each of the following pv.irs of integers, use either > or <
to write a true sentence about the integers:

1. +6 + , 8 5 5, -3

2. 7, 3 6. "4, '7

3. 0, -2 7. -2, 1

4. 1, -1 8. 11, 6

E. }Utah the descriptions in Column I with the sets designated in
Column II.

Column I Column II

Set of integers which are:

1. greater than 3 and less than 6

2. greater than -1 and less than +4

3. less than +1 and greater than -3

4. greater than -4 and less than '2

5. greater than -5 and less than -4
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III. Summary

A. Show how the elements of the set of integers are associated

with points on the number line.

B. How are the graphs of an integer and its opposite located
with respect to 0 on the number line?

C. What subset of the set of integers is associated with points
to the right of zero on the number line? with points to the

left of zero?

D. If one number is greater than another, how do their graphs
appear on the number line? (The graph of the greater number
is to the right of the graph of the lesser.)



Lespon 123

Topic: Set of Integers

Aim: To learn how to add integers using the number line

Specific Objectives:

Representing addition of integers
Using the nmmber line in finding the sum of integers

Challenge: Replace the frame so tnat a true statement results.

(+9) + (.6) = rj

Explain your answer.

I. Procedure

A. Representing addition of integers

1. Refer to the challenge.

a. Have pupils recall what a raised "'hi or 1" sign placed

in front of a numeral indicates,

b. What does +9 man? What does -6 mean?

2. What do you think the plus sign betwen (49) and NO in

(1-9) C'6) means?

Tell pupils that parenthesec; are used to enclose the integers

to avoid confusion of the sign of the numeral with the sign

of the operation to be performed.

2. Elicit that (+9) + (m6) represents the sum of positive nine

and negative six.

B. Addition of integers using the nuMber line

1. Have pupils draw a picture of a number line as shown below.

10 9 aØ 'I
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We shall agree that positive numbers can be represented by
moves to the right fram any point on the number line, and
negative numbers by moves to the left.

a. Find the sum (+4) + (42).

We start at +4 and move 2 units to the right. The move

ends at +6.

"wt.:1h n--11-71:14*Th4"--1.--ici,t-7:".

(+4) + (f2) =4'6

b. Find the sum (+4) + ("2).

We start at +4 and move 2 units to the left. The move
ends at +2.

"PS 4 3 us2 2

(+4) 4" (°.2 = +2

o. Find the sum (1"6) + (+3).

We start at -6 and move 3 units to the rigtt. The move
ends at -3.

5 6

I i on I n I I 1

rrn-VemV-73,

(-6) + (+3) =

2. Refer to the challeage question again.
Have pupils use a picture of a number line to compute the answer.

3. Using a picture of a number line, compute each of the following:

a. (+5) + (+4) =

b. (-3) + (-7) =rJ
C. (-7) + (+2) =rj
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4. Use a picture of a number line to investigate the sum of an
integer and its opposite.

a. Find the sum (+6) + ('6).

1) Where do we start?

2) How many units and in which direction do we move?

44116=4.-0-,..
I IP a )

'8 '7 -s -s "14 '3 '2 '1 0 '111 4U +3 A +5 48 47 41,

3) Elicit that (+6) + ("6) s= 0.

b. After several such illustrations, have pupils conclude
that the sum of an integer and its opposite is zero.

II. Practice

A. Represent eadh of the following by moves fram any point on the
number line.

1. +3 (3 units to the right)

2. '10 (10 units to the left)

3. '8

4. +12

5. '12

6. 0

B. Refer to a picture of a number line to answer each of the follow6,
ing:

1. If you start at -6 and move 7 units to the right, what point
will you reach?

2. If you start at t and move 5 units to the left, what point
will you reach?

C. Using the set of integers, represent each of the following plays
of a football team« Then represent the result, using a picture
of a number lines if necessary.

1. a loss of 5 yards followed by a loss of 2 yards
2. a gain of 8 yards followed by a gain of 1 yard
3. a loss of 10 yards followed by a gain of 15 yards
4. a gain of 6 yards followed by a loss of 6 yards
5. a loss of 8 yards followed by a gain of 5 yards
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D. Using the number line, compute each of the following:

1. (+5) + (+7)

2. ("3) + (-5)

3. (12) + (-8)

4. ("6) + (+9)

5. (-6) + (+1)

6. (+7).i- (-7)

7. (+3) + (0)

8. (0) (**2)

El. Is eadh of the following statements true?
Show this by using the number line to compute the result in
each case.

1. (+3) + ("8) ux ("8) + ("3) 2. ("9) + ("2) = ("2) + ("9)
What property of the addition of integers is illustrated?

F. Use the replacement set S = f-2, -1, 00 +10 4230 to find the

solution set for each of the following:

3. (+7) = (+7)

III. Summary

A. How do we distinguish between the sign that tells us whether an
integer is positive or negative, and the sign that tells us what
operation, such as addition, is to be performed?

B. How can we represent a positive integer as a move on a number line?
a negative integer as a move on a nuMber line?

C. Make up a problem that can be represented as the addition of two
integers. Show how you would compute the result using a picture of
a nuMber line.
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INDEX FOR MATHEMATICS: h Year

PART I and PART II

Acute angle, 375-378
Addition

associative property, 50-58, 224-227
commutative property, 46-49, 54-58

224-227
of decimals, 289-290, 292
identity elemnt for, 47
of integers, 453-456
of measures, 325, 327, 332
number line in, 215-217
problems involving, 59-63
properties of, 45-59, 223-227
of rational numbers, 215-227
related to union of sets, 40-44
of whole numbers, 50-.58

Angle(s)
acute, 375 -378
adjacent, 379-380
central, 367-368, 372
congruent, 368, 381-382
exterior of, 364
interior of, 364
meaning of,110-111
measure of, 365-370
naming, 364
obtuse, 375-378
right, 374-378
side of, 364
straight, 375-378
supplementary, 380-383
vertex of, 364
vertical, 380-383

Arc, 349-351, 367
Area

meaning of, 359-360
of rectangular region, 360-363
of square region, 360-363
standard units of measure for, 361

Associative property of addition
for rational numbers, 224-227
for whole numbers, 50-58

Associative property of multiplication
for rational numbers, 172-173
for whole numbers, 72-75

Bar graph, 416-423
Base(s)

expressing numbers in various, 27-30
Base-five numeral(s)

grouping in, 31
place value of, 32-35
renaming as base-ten numerals, 34-35
renaming base-ten numerals as, 37-38

Base-ten numeral(s)
exponential form, 20-22
place value of, 16, 23-26
renaming base-five numerals as, 34-35
renaming as base-five numerals, 37-38

Braces, 4
Broken-line graph, 424-430

Cardinal number, 7
Central angle, 367-368, 372
Chord of a circle, 348, 350
Circle

arc of, 349-351, 367
central angle of, 367-368, 372
chord of, 348, 350
circumference of, 352-354
diameter of, 348-350
radius of, 347, 350

Circle graph, 435-440
Circumference, of a circle, 352-358
Closed figures, 120-124
Closure property

for addition of rational numbers, 223
for addition of whole numbers, 45
for multiplication of rational numbers, 171
for multiplication of whole numbers, 67

Common denominator
finding, 218, 221
least, 219, 221

Common factor, 158
Common multiple, 180
Commutative property of addition

for rational numbers, 224-227
for whole numbers, 46-49
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Commutative property uf multiplication
for rational numbers, 172-173
for whole numbers, 68-71

Comparing rational numbers, 184-188
Complete factorization, 153-154, 156
Composite number, 148-151
Cone, 136.138
Congruent

angles, 368, 381-382
line segments, 311-312

Cube, 137-138
Curve, simple closed, 121-124
Cylinder, 136-138

Decimal(s)
addition of, 289-290, 292
changing to per cent form, 389-392
comparing, 278-279
as divisors, 304-306
division of, 297-306
equivalent, 277-279
expressed as equivalent fractional

numeral, 277-280
expressing rational numbers as, 280.282
multiplication of, 293-295
place value in, 275-276
renaming the dividend, 299-301
rounding, 285-288
subtraction, 291-292

Degree, 368.373
Denominator

common, 218, 221
least common, 219, 221

Diameter, of a circle, 348-351
Digits

value of, 16-17
value of in base-five numeration, 32-35
value of in decimal, 276-277

Discount, 396-398
Disjoint sets, 40, 42-44
Distributive property of multiplication
over addition, 76-82, 231-235

Dividend, 83
Divisibility, 147, 154-157
Division

of decimals, 297-306
of measures, 326-328, 333
by one, 69, 207, 212
problems involving, 92-96, 212
of rational numbersv 207-212
short form of, 84-86
using reciprocals in, 208-212
of whole numberss 83-91

Divisor
meaning of, 83, 147
multiplication of dividend and by
same number, 208

rational number as, 208-212

Empty set, 9-12
Endpoint

of a line segment, 102
of a ray, 109-113

Equations
meaning of, 260
solution sets of, 266-268
solving, 264-265

Error of measurement, 315
Estimating

in dividing with decimals, 298
in multiplying with decimals, 293
quotients, 87-91

Expanded numerals, 17-19
Exponent(s)

form of a numeral, 21-22
meaning of, 20-22

Exterior
of an angle, 364
of simple closed curve, 122-124
of space figure, 136

Factor(s)
common, 158
greatest common, 159-161
meaning of, 146
prime, 152-157

Factorization, complete, 153-154, 156-157

Figure
closed, 120-124
geometric, 100
plane, 122-124
simple closed, 121-124
space, 134-138

Fractional number(s) See Rational number
Fractional numeral

equivalent, 167
simplest form of, 175-178
used to express a rational number, 166

Geametry, 98-138
Graph(s)

bar, 416-413
circle, 435-440
line, 424-430
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rectangle, 431-434
of solution sets, 269-272

Greatest common factor, 159-161, 200-201
Greatest possible error of measurement,
316-318

Hexagon, 127
Hindu-Arabic numeration system, 16-19

Identity element
for addition, 47-49
for multiplication, 69-71, 174-175

Inch, 309
Inequalities

graphs of, 269-272
meaning of, .260
solution sets of, 266-268

Integers, 442-456

Interest, 411-414
Interior

of an angle, 364
of simple closed curve, 122-124
of space figure, 136

Intersection
of line and plane, 115, 118
of lines, 107-108
of planes, 116, 118
of sets, 140-145
of sets of multiples, 180

Least common denominator, 219-221
Least common multiple, 181-183
Line(s)

intersection of, 117-108
meaning of, 105
naming, 105
parallel, 130-131
perpendicular, 375-378
and planes, 115-116, 118-119
and points, 106-108
and segments, 105
symbol for, 105

Line graph, 424-430
Line segments

and circles, 347-349
congruent, 311

endpoints of, 102
meaning of, 102
measure of, 309-312
naming, 103
union of, 125

Linear measure, 309 -324

Mathematical statement, 259
Measure(s)

addition and subtraction of, 325-326

of angles, 365-373
converting units of, 322-323
of line segments, 309-324
multiplication and division of, 326-328
relations between, 319-322
standard units of area, 360
standard units of length, 309

Measurement
English system, 3340340
error in, 315
greatest possible error of, 316-318
metric system, 319-340
precision in, 313-314
and rates, 255-256

Mbtric measure(s)
addition and subtraction of, 325-326
of capacity, 331-333
of length, 319-324
meaning of, 319
multiplication and division of, 326-328
of weight, 329-333

Mixed numerals
addition with, 222
changing to fractional form, 194-195
multiplicationand division with, 195,197,210
subtraction with, 237-240

Multiple(s)
common, 180
least common, 181-183
meaning of, 179

Multiplication
associative property of, 72-75, 172-173
closure property of, 67, 171
commutative property of, 68-71, 172.173

of decimals, 293-296
distributive property of, over addition,

76-82, 231.235
of dividend and divisor by same nuMber,

207-208
estimating in, 293
identity element of, 69-71, 174-175
of measures, 326, 328
by multiples of ten, 83, 87; powers of ten,30

by one, 69-71, 174-175
of rational numbers, 169-173, 194-197

sets and, 64-66
of whole numbers, 64-82
by zero, 69-71
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Number(s)
common factors of, 158
comparing, 184-187
complete factorization of, 153-154
156-157

composite, 149-151
factors of, 146
greatest common factor of, 159-161
powers of, 20.22
prime, 152-157
rational, 164-165
reciprocal of, 204-206
relatively prime, 160-161
rounding, 283-288

Number line
addition of integers on, 453-456
addition and sUbtraction on, 215-218,

236
comparing numbers on, 189-191, 450-45
graph of solution set, 269-272
positive and negative integers on,

448-452
rational numbers on, 189-193
in rounding numbers, 283-286

Numeral(s)
base-five, 31-38
base-ten, 16-26
expanded, 17-19
exponential form of, 20-22
for fractional numbers, 166-168
mixed, 194-197
periods of, 24.26
reading and writing of, 24-26
Roman, 13-15

Numeration system
base-five, 31-38
decimal, 16-26
Hindu-Arabic, 16
Roman, 13.15

Numerator, 171, 175

Obtuse angle, 375-378
Octagon, 127
One

division by, 69, 207, 212
as a factor, 69-71
names for, 174-175
as identity element for multi-
plication, 69-71, 174-175

Open sentence, 259.272
Operation with measures, 325-326, 328

Opposites, 445, 455

Order
in the set of integers, 450-452
in the set of rational numbers, 184-191

Parallel lines, 130-131
Parallelogram, 132
Pentagon, 127
Per cent

as a decimal, 389-392
as a fraction, 388-392
meaning of, 386
problems involving, 393-414
as a ratio, 386

Perimeter
of polygons, 341-346
of rectangles and squares 343-346

Periods of a numeral, 24-26
1Perpendicular lines, 375-378

Pi, 355
Place value

in base-five numeration, 32-35
in base-ten numeration, 16-26
in decimals, 275-276

Plane(s)
figure, 122
intersection of, 116, 118
lines and, 115-116, 118-119
meaning of, 114
points and, 115-119

Point(s)
and lines, 105-108
and line segments, 102-104
naming a, 99
and planes, 115-119
sets of, 100
and space, 98

Polygon
kinds of, 126-129
meaning, 125-126

Power(s) of a number, 20-22
Precision of measurement, 313-314
Prime factors, 152-153
Prime number

meaning of, 148
relatively prime, 160-161

Prism rectangular, 135
Problems

analyzing, 61-62, 94-96
with decimals, 292, 296, 301
with per cent, 393-414
with ratio, 253, 256
with rational numbers, 173, 197y 202,

212, 220-221, 226, 235, 239-240
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solving, 61-62, 94-96
with whole numbers, 63, 96

Quadrilateral, 127
Quotient(s)

estimating, 87-91
expressing a rational number as,
165

and ratios, 252

Radius, 347, 350
Rate

of commission, 405-406
of discount, 405-406
of interest, 412-414
of profit and loss, 408-410
as a special kind of ratio, 255-256

Ratio
expressing a, 242
and fractions, 250-252
meaning of, 241-242
and measures, 254.256
as an ordered number pair, 242
rate as a special kind of, 255-256
simplest form of a, 247-248, 252-253

Rational number(s)
addition of, 215-227
associative property of

addition for, 224-227
multiplication for, 172-173

closure property of
addition for, 223
multiplication for, 171

commutative property of
addition for, 224-227
multiplication for, 172-173

comparing, 184-188
distributive property for, 231-235
division of, 207-212
equivalent numerals for, 167
meaning of, 165
multiplication of, 169-171, 194-203
multiplicative identity of, 174
and number line, 189-191
order in the set of, 184-188
per cent names for, 386-392
properties of, 172, 223, 224, 231
renaming as decimals, 280-282
set of, 165
subtraction of, 236-240

RaY(s)
and angles, 110-111
endpoint of, 109-113
meaning, 109
naming, 110
symbol, 110

Reciprocal, 204-2071 20e-212
Rectangular prism, 135-136
Rectangular region

area of, 360-363
meaning of, 359

Region
rectangular, 359
square, 360
square unit, 360

Regrouping
in addition, 50
of dividend, 85-86

Relatively prime numbers, 160-161
Remainder, 89-91
Replacement set, 263
Right angle, 374-378
Roman numeration system, 13-15
Rounding

with decimals, 285-288
with whole numbers, 283-284

Scale
in bar graphs, 417
in line graphs, 424-425
in maps, 255-266

Segment, See Line segment
Sentence(s)

equations, 260
inequal_ties, 260
and mathematical statements, 259
open, 259-262
solution sets of, 266-268

Set(s)
and addition, 40444
disjoint, 40, 42-44
and division, 93
empty, 9-12
finite, 7-8
infinite, 8-9
of integers, 442-444
intersection of, 140-145
members of, 3-4
and multiplication, 64-66
operations with, 41-44, 140-145
of points, 100
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product, 65-66
replacement, 263
and ratio, 241
of rational numbers, 165
and subsets, 10-12
and subtraction, 60
umion of, 41-44
of whole numbers, 45

Short form(s)
of addition and subtraction, 55-56
of division, 84-86

Simple closed curve
boundary of, 122
interior of, 122
exterior of, 122
meaning, 121-122

Solution of open sentences, 264-265
Solution set

of equations, 266-268
graph of, 269-272
of inequalities, 266-268

Solving problems, 59-63, 94-96
Space figures, 134-138
Sphere, 136.138
Square

geometric figure, 126, 360
of a number, 20.22

Square region, 360.361
Standard numeral, 22, 25-26
Standard unit of measure, 309, 360
Statement, See Mathematical statement
Subset(s), 10.12
Subtraction

of decimals, 291-292
of measures, 325-326
problems involving, 61-63
of rational numbers, 236-240
of whole numbers, 60-61

Ten
as a base, 27
multiplication by, 83
powers of, 20.21

Trapezoid, 132
Triangle, 127
True statement, 259-260

Union
of line segments, 125
of rays with common endpoint, 364
of sets, 41-44

Unit(s)
angle, 365
line segment, 309-311
of linear measurement, 309-311
of square measure, 360-361

Variable, 264
Vertex, of an angle, 364

Whole numbers
addition of, 50-58
associative property of

addition for, 50..58
multiplication for, 72-75

closure property of
addition for, 45
nnitiplication for, 67

commutative property of
addition for, 46-49
nmltiplication for, 68-71

distributive property of
multiplication over
addition for, 76-82

division of, 83-91
multiplication of, 64-82
problems involving, 92-96
subtraction of, 60-63

Zero
as a factor, 69-71

as identity element for addition, 47-49

multiplicative property of, 69-71
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